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Abstract

The Io UV footprint (IFP) is one of the most spectacular signatures of the Io-
Jupiter interaction. It consists of several auroral spots and an extended tail which
are located close to the feet of the magnetic �eld lines passing through Io in each
hemisphere. The purpose of the present study is to demonstrate that a careful anal-
ysis of the Io UV footprint based on observations acquired with the STIS and ACS
high resolution and high sensitivity FUV cameras on board the Hubble Space Tele-
scope can provide us with essential information on the ongoing physical processes.
The thesis is organized around basic questions: �What is the Io footprint?�, �Where
is the Io footprint?�, �How high is the Io footprint?�, �How big is the Io footprint?�
and �nally: �How bright is the Io footprint?� The answers to these questions have
profound implications for the understanding of the phenomenon.

Among the most important results of this work is the unexpected �nding of
a faint auroral spot appearing upstream of the main Io spot in one hemisphere
while only downstream spots are seen in the opposite hemisphere. The detailed
study of the evolution of the inter-spot distances puts previous models describing
the footprint morphology under question. We propose a new interpretation which
involves that some spots are caused by electrons accelerated away from the planet
along the �eld lines in one hemisphere, crossing the equatorial plane in the form of
electron beams and precipitating in the opposite hemisphere, creating the so-called
Trans-hemispheric Electron Beam (TEB) spots.

The information provided by the position of the satellite footprints is not re-
stricted to the interaction between the moon and the Jovian magnetosphere. The
analysis of the footpaths of Io, Europa and Ganymede helped us to further constrain
the magnetic �eld models, notably through the identi�cation of a large magnetic
anomaly in the northern hemisphere. Additionally, the study of the speed of the Io
footprint along its reference contour suggests that a second anomaly regions may
also exist in the North.
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In this work, we present a new and direct method to measure the altitude of the
di�erent footprint features. The main spot and the tail emissions have a peak alti-
tude of 900 km while the peak altitude of the Trans-hemispheric Electron Beam spot
is 700 km. These results suggest that the main spot and tail emissions are caused by
the precipitation of electrons with a mean energy around 1 keV, far lower than the
55 keV value previously derived from spectral measurements. The vertical extent
of these emissions is surprisingly broad (scale height ∼400 km) and is best �tted
with an incoming kappa electron energy distribution (spectral index ∼2.3). This
suggests that the electron acceleration is supplied by processes related to inertial
Alfvén waves rather than by quasi-static potentials as proposed by some theoretical
models.

The size of the main footprint spot is carefully estimated on a much larger
image sample than before: its length along the footpath is ∼900 km while its width
perpendicular to the footpath is <200 km. Larger lengths are sometimes observed
but in that case, they are attributed to the mix of individual spots. The spot length
is larger than the projected diameter of Io around the magnetic �eld lines but is
consistent with recent simulations.

As far as the Io footprint brightness is concerned, variations on two timescales
have been studied. On timescales of minutes, systematic brightness �uctuation on
the order of 30% (and going up to 50%) are observed. Additionally, cases of si-
multaneous variations of the main and the TEB spots are reported, which suggests
that the process that triggers these fast variations is located close to the planet.
Variations of the main spot brightness with the System III longitude of Io are also
analyzed. Our new measurement method fully considering the multi-spot structure
of the IFP and the real geometry of the observations provides more accurate esti-
mates for the precipitating energy �ux (between 100 and 500 mW/m2 for the main
spot). The main spot brightness peaks at 110° and 290° longitude, which could be
attributed either to an enhanced interaction strength when Io is near the dense torus
center or to spots merging which is also observed to occur in these sector. Never-
theless, strong North-South asymmetries are also observed, which suggests that the
surface magnetic �eld strength also in�uences the spots brightness.
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Résumé

L'empreinte aurorale d'Io est l'une des signatures les plus impressionnantes de
l'interaction Io-Jupiter. Présente dans chaque hémisphère, elle se situe à proxim-
ité des pieds des lignes de champ magnétique qui interceptent Io et se compose de
plusieurs taches suivies d'une longue trainée. Cette étude vise à démontrer qu'une
analyse minutieuse de l'empreinte UV d'Io basée sur les observations des instru-
ments STIS et ACS du Télescope Spatial Hubble peut apporter des informations
cruciales sur les processus physiques qui sont en jeu. Cette thèse est organisée au-
tour de questions relativement basiques: �Qu'est-ce que l'empreinte d'Io?�, �Où se
trouve-t-elle?�, �A quelle altitude se trouve-t-elle?�, �Quelle est sa taille?� et en�n
�Quelle est sa brillance?�. Les réponses à ces questions ont de profondes implications
pour la compréhension du phénomène.

Parmi les résultats principaux de ce travail, il y a la découverte inattendue d'une
faible tache aurorale apparaissant en amont de la tache principale dans un hémis-
phère alors que les seules taches observées dans l'hémisphère opposé sont situées en
aval. L'étude détaillée de la distance inter-taches remet en question les précédents
modèles décrivant la morphologie de l'empreinte. Nous proposons ici une nouvelle
interprétation de certaines de ces taches: elles seraient causées par des électrons ini-
tialement accélérés le long des lignes de champ dans la direction opposée à Jupiter,
qui ensuite traverseraient le plan équatorial sous la forme de faisceaux d'électrons
et qui précipiteraient �nalement dans l'hémisphère opposé en générant la tache du
Faisceau d'Electrons Trans-hemisphérique (FET).

Les informations fournies par la position des empreintes de satellites ne se lim-
itent pas à l'interaction entre Io et la magnétosphère de Jupiter. L'analyse des
contours parcourus par les empreintes d'Io, d'Europe et de Ganymède permet de
mieux contraindre les modèles de champ magnétique joviens, entre autre à travers
l'identi�cation d'une importante anomalie magnétique dans l'hémisphère nord. De
plus, l'étude de la vitesse de l'empreinte d'Io le long du contour de référence suggère
qu'elle pourrait être accompagnée d'une deuxième anomalie dans cet hémisphère.

Dans cette étude, nous présentons une méthode directe pour mesurer l'altitude
des di�érentes sous-structures qui forment l'empreinte. Le pic d'émissions de la
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tache principale et de la trainée est situé à 900 km d'altitude alors que celui de
la tache FET est à 700 km. Ces résultats suggèrent que la tache principale et la
trainée sont la conséquence de la précipitation d'électrons ayant une énergie moyenne
d'approximativement 1 keV, une valeur largement inférieure aux 55 keV déduits à
partir de précédentes mesures spectrales. L'extension verticale de ces émissions
est étonnamment large (hauteur d'échelle: ∼400 km) et la distribution d'énergie
des électrons incidents qui reproduit au mieux les observations est une distribution
kappa d'indice spectral 2.3. Cela suggère que l'accélération des électrons est liée à
des ondes d'Alfvén inertielles plutôt qu'aux potentiels quasi-statiques proposés par
certains modèles théoriques.

La taille de la tache principale a été mesurée sur un ensemble d'images beau-
coup plus étendu qu'auparavant: sa longueur le long du contour est de ∼900 km
alors que sa largeur telle que mesurée perpendiculairement à celui-ci est de <200
km. Des longueurs plus importants sont parfois observées mais elles résultent de la
superposition partielle de plusieurs taches individuelles. La longueur des taches est
plus grande que la projection du diamètre d'Io le long des lignes de champ, ce qui
était prévu par des simulations récentes.

En ce qui concerne la brillance des taches, deux échelles de temps ont été étudiées
en particulier. A l'échelle de la minute, nous avons mis en évidence des �uctuations
de l'ordre de 30% de la brillance moyenne et pouvant atteindre jusqu'à 50 % de
celle-ci. Dans certains cas, on observe des variations corrélées de la tache principale
et de la tache FET, ce qui suggère que le processus qui induit ces variations rapides
se situe près de la surface de Jupiter. Les variations de la brillance de la tache
principale en fonction de la longitude Système III d'Io ont également été analysées.
Notre nouvelle méthode de mesure prend pleinement en compte la géométrie de
l'observation ainsi que le fait que l'empreinte est composée de di�érentes taches, ce
qui permet une estimation plus précise du �ux d'énergie incident (entre 100 et 500
mW/m2 pour la tache principale). La brillance de la tache principale possède deux
maxima, un à 110° et un autre à 290° de longitude. Ces augmentations de brillance
peuvent avoir deux origines: soit elles sont dues à l'augmentation de l'intensité de
l'interaction entre Io et le plasma quand Io est proche du centre du tore, soit elles
sont liées à la superposition des taches principales et FET qui se produit également
dans ces secteurs. Néanmoins, de fortes asymétries Nord-Sud sont aussi observées,
ce qui semble indiquer que l'intensité du champ magnétique de surface joue aussi
un rôle en ce qui concerne la brillance des spots.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why study the Io footprint?

Solar system planets are usually seen as huge balls of rock or gas limited to their
planetary radius. However, their in�uence on the surrounding environment extends
much beyond the upper limit of their atmosphere.

Their gravitational in�uence enables a variety of smaller astronomical objects to
orbit around them. Jupiter, for instance, is surrounded by a multitude of satellites
(63 have been observed so far). Four particularly big moons, Io, Europa, Ganymede
and Callisto stand among these satellites. These moons are called Galilean satellites,
after their discovery by Galileo Galilei in 1610. The present study focuses on Io,
which is both the closest and the most turbulent of these four. Its surface is spotted
with erupting volcanoes that project plumes of material up to 300 km in altitude.

Planets also have an electromagnetic sphere of in�uence, a region where phe-
nomena are dominated or organized by the planetary magnetic �eld. These regions
may be pictured as cavities dug into the solar wind and are called magnetospheres.
Aurorae are radiative emissions resulting from the precipitation of high energy par-
ticles into the planetary atmosphere. They are often considered as the imprint of the
di�erent phenomena occurring inside the magnetosphere. This view is particularly
relevant for the subject of this work: the Io footprint. The goal of this study is to
understand the auroral feedback which arises when the most volcanic body of the
solar system meets the most strongly-magnetized planet.

The Io ultraviolet (UV) auroral footprint is one of the most spectacular conse-
quences of the strong interaction between Io and the magnetosphere of Jupiter. It
consists of bright spots visible in both hemispheres of Jupiter's atmosphere. Their
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latitude is a few degrees equatorward from the main polar aurorae and their longi-
tude is linked to the orbital position of Io with respect to Jupiter. Recent studies
showed that these spots can be multiple and are followed by a faint trailing tail of
UV emissions (Clarke et al., 2002; Gérard et al., 2006). These studies also demon-
strated that the brightness of the Io spots is evolving with typical timescales of
hours. The objective of the present work is to characterize as precisely as possible
the morphology and the dynamics of these footprint spots in order to unveil the
mechanisms that cause them.

The observable signature of the Io-Jupiter interaction is not a unique exotic phe-
nomenon. The �nding of similar interactions with Europa and Ganymede has led
to the conclusion that the Io case could be the paradigm of a possibly widespread
phenomenon in the universe. It is most likely that similar interactions could occur
between an exoplanet and its satellites, and the same kind of mechanism has also
been proposed for the interaction between a planet orbiting a white dwarf or between
a magnetic and a non-magnetic white dwarf (Bhardwaj and Michael (2002)). How-
ever, the most dramatic examples of similar interactions have been recently found to
take place between an exoplanet an its parent star. In the last decade, several cases
of periodic enhancements of the chromospheric emissions of stars correlated with
the orbital period of giant planets in a close orbit have been found (Shkolnik et al.,
2003; Shkolnik et al., 2005). Additionally, photometric satellite observations per-
formed by MOST (Walker et al., 2008) and CoRoT (Pagano et al., 2009) also found
evidences for stellar spots caused by a magnetic interaction between exoplanets and
their parent stars.

The �rst clues for the Io-Jupiter interaction come from the radio domain and the
�rst evidence for light emissions on Jupiter related to Io were found in the infrared
(IR) wavelengths. However, thanks to the successive improvements of the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) instruments, the richest database concerning the Io footprint
currently lies in the far ultraviolet (FUV) domain. Several early studies have been
carried out based on HST data, which unraveled some essential characteristics of
the Io footprint. However, many grey areas still remained concerning the ongoing
mechanisms related to the Io-Jupiter interaction and some early results appear to
be contradictory.
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1.2 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is divided into two parts, spreading over nine chapters. A large part of my
contribution to the study of the Io footprint consisted of resolving technical image
processing issues that were not speci�cally related to the footprint. Among these
tasks were the construction of a standardized database containing all the existing
high-resolution FUV observations of the Jovian aurorae and the compilation of a
complete catalog of all these images and spectra. Another task was the development
of automatic methods to �nd the planetary center and orientation on the images.
Therefore, I have deliberately isolated most of the technical discussions related to the
dataset and images processing in Chapter 2. The idea is to separate the common
technical issues from the detailed analysis and interpretation of the di�erent Io
footprint characteristics. Moreover, these methods have also been developed so
that they can be applied to other studies using HST images, both for Jupiter and
Saturn. Some readers might be only interested in this technical part and not in Io
footprint related issues. In addition to these generic image processing procedures,
I have been given the opportunity to apply a method that I speci�cally developed
for characterizing the Io footprint tail (see Chapter 5) to the main auroral emissions
at Saturn. Consequently, I decided to report the outcome of this latter study in
Appendix 1.

The second part of my thesis, which actually constitutes the core of the present
work, is formed by this introduction and chapters 3 through 8. The goal of this part
of my thesis is to demonstrate that a careful analysis of the Io footprint character-
istics on the HST FUV images from the STIS and ACS instruments can provide us
with crucial information to understand the Io-Jupiter electromagnetic interaction.
The present manuscript is articulated around �ve basic questions:

� What is the Io footprint? (Chapter 3)

� Where is the Io footprint? (Chapter 4)

� How high is the Io footprint? (Chapter 5)

� How big is the Io footprint? (Chapter 6)

� How bright is the Io footprint? (Chapter 7)

We will see that the answer to each of these questions has very profound implications
for the Io-Jupiter electromagnetic interaction and its underlying physics. However,
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my approach is not inductivistic. Various theoretical models have made predictions
for these di�erent quantities. In each case, these predictions were tested against the
observations. As a result, some models were validated while others were discarded.
However, the most interesting cases arise when the observational results do not
match any previous model expectations. It is then necessary to propose alternative
interpretations and test them against other types of measurements.

Before diving into the detailed exploration of the Io UV footprint, I will present
brie�y the two actors of the celestial play we are concerned with: Jupiter and its
magnetosphere on one side and Io on the other. A section is also dedicated to the
di�erent models that have been developed in order to describe the interaction. Then,
the observations related to Io-Jupiter interaction are examined. These observations
are the starting point of our investigations. Finally, the last section of the introduc-
tory chapter consists of a short description of the two instruments that have been
considered in the present work.

1.3 Coordinate systems

Since Jupiter is a gaseous planet, no coordinate system can be related to the crustal
rotation as is the case for rocky or icy bodies. Consequently, several coordinate
systems have been de�ned relative to the motion of the cloud bands or to the rotation
of the magnetic �eld.

As far as the polar aurorae are concerned, the most relevant coordinate system
is the so-called System III, since the main auroral features are approximately �xed
in this reference frame. This coordinate system is bound to the Jovian magnetic
�eld. More precisely, it is de�ned by the rotational period of decametric radio
sources in Jupiter's ionosphere. This coordinate system is left-handed, i.e. the
longitudes increase from dusk to dawn through noon. The System III longitude of
the intersection point of the Earth-Jupiter line with the Jovian surface (i.e. the
sub-Earth longitude) is called the Central Meridian Longitude (CML).

Another coordinate system is widely used, notably for describing the position
of the moons relative to the observer on the Earth. The reference meridian is
�xed relative to the Earth-Jupiter line, 0° being in the anti-Earth direction. This
coordinate system is right-handed, i.e. the longitudes increase from dawn to dusk
through noon.
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Figure 1.1: (Left) Illustration of the System III coordinate system and the phase an-
gle. The green arc represents the phase angle of the satellite. The red arc represents
its System III longitude. The blue arc represents the central meridian longitude
(CML). (Right) Illustration of the planetocentric (Φ′) and planetographic (Φ) lati-
tudes.

Since Jupiter's shape is an ellipsoid1, two latitude systems also co-exist: the
planetocentric (or jovicentric in this case) and the planetographic (or jovigraphic)
latitudes. The �rst one (Φ') refers to the angle between the line joining the planet
center to the considered point and the equatorial plane, while the second one (Φ)
refers to the angle between the normal to the surface at the considered point and
the equatorial plane. These two angles are related by the following formula:

tan(Φ′) = b2

a2 tan(Φ)

where a is the semi-major axis of the ellipsoid and b the semi-minor axis.

1.4 The Jovian magnetosphere

Eight spacecrafts have carried out in-situ observations of Jupiter's magnetosphere,
most of them during single �y-bys of the giant planet. The �rst were Pioneer 10 and
Pioneer 11, respectively in 1973 and 1974. Then followed Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 in
1979 and 1982 respectively, and the solar wind explorer Ulysses in 1992. The latter

1The equatorial radius is 71492± 4 km and the polar radius is 66854± 10 km (Weiss, 2004).
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is the only one which did not probe the Jovian magnetosphere within the equatorial
plane but crossed it from North to South. The Galileo spacecraft is the �rst and
the only Jovian orbiter so far. Its orbit insertion occurred in 1995 and it operated
for eight years before being navigated into Jupiter's atmosphere at the end of the
mission lifetime. During the Galileo era, the Cassini spacecraft encountered Jupiter
in late 2000 before reaching Saturn, its �nal destination, in 2004. The spacecraft
which �ew by Jupiter most recently was New Horizons in February 2007, on its way
to Pluto and beyond. This last opportunity of in-situ measurements inspired the
Hubble Space Telescope large observation campaign discussed below (see Chapter
2) and which constitutes the core of our image database.

The Jovian magnetosphere is the largest magnetosphere of the solar system.
The distance from the planet center to the dayside magnetopause can reach ∼100
Jovian radii (RJ), while the limit is only ∼10 Earth radii for our planet. If Jupiter's
magnetosphere were visible to the naked eye, it would appear bigger than our moon
in the sky. Jupiter's internal magnetic dipole axis is tilted by 9.6° from the rotation
axis of the planet and its rotation period is 9h55m. As stated in Section 1.3, the
System III longitudes as well as the global shape of the aurorae are �xed relative
to the magnetic �eld. The Jovian magnetosphere di�ers from the Earth's in two
main aspects: the plasma source and the energy source. The Earth magnetosphere
is a solar wind-driven magnetosphere in which both the plasma and the energy
mainly originate from the solar wind. Jupiter's magnetosphere is an internally-
driven magnetosphere and the available energy is mainly provided by the rapid
rotation of the planet's strong magnetic �eld. Additionally, the magnetospheric
plasma essentially originates from an internal source: Io's volcanism. Io and its
surrounding environment provide approximately 1 ton/s of plasma into the Jovian
magnetosphere2 while the solar wind and the atmospheric escape from Jupiter only
provide <100 kg/s and ∼ 20 kg/s respectively (Khurana et al., 2004).

The Jovian magnetosphere is usually divided into 3 regions: the inner mag-
netosphere, the middle magnetosphere and the outer magnetosphere. The inner
magnetosphere is mainly controlled by the Jovian internal magnetic �eld. The main
features are the inner radiation belts and the Io plasma torus which stands from
5 to 10 RJ . The latter is a doughnut shaped reservoir of charged particles origi-

2This value of 1 ton/s is in fact the quantity of neutrals provided by Io, however about half of
them experience charge exchange processes and escape from the Jovian system as energetic neutral
atoms (ENAs) (Dols et al., 2008).
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nating from Io's intense volcanism (see next section). In the inner magnetosphere,
the rapidly rotating internal magnetic �eld enforces the plasma to corotate with the
planet. Two processes drive auroral emissions in this region: the Io-magnetosphere
interaction and the plasma injections. The �rst mechanism is the core of the present
work and will be described in detail in the next sections. The second feature in-
volves injections of hot plasma which suddenly move inwards and then drift with
respect to the bulk rotational �ow of plasma in an energy-dispersed way (i.e. low
energy electrons drift faster than the high energy ones). Their auroral signatures
are System III-�xed patchy emissions as seen on Figure 1.2.

The middle magnetosphere spans from 10 to 40 RJ . In this region, the internal
�eld in�uence weakens and the azimuthal currents radially distort the �eld lines and
con�ne the plasma into a thin current sheet (see Figure 1.3). Additionally to their
azimuthal motion, the �eld lines loaded by the iogenic plasma slowly migrate out-
ward while emptied �ux tubes move inward. When the ionosphere-magnetosphere
interaction becomes insu�cient to provide enough angular momentum to the plasma,
the initially rigid corotation of the equatorial plasma disk progressively breaks down
with increasing distance. This process involves radial currents which close through
�eld aligned currents and ionospheric Pedersen current, forming a current loop. It is
the large �eld aligned potentials generated by the equatorward branch of the current
loop which are thought to be responsible for the main aurora (see review in Clarke

et al., 2004).
The outer magnetosphere ranges from 40 RJ to the magnetopause. It is the

region where the internally driven Vasyliunas reconnection cycle takes place (Vasyli-
unas , 1983). On Earth, tail reconnections are triggered by the solar wind activity,
forming the so-called Dungey cycle. On Jupiter, the tail reconnections observed
every 2-3 days are caused by the continuous mass loading of the magnetotail �eld
lines. At some point, the magnetic tension is no longer able to compensate for
the centrifugal force, so that reconnections occur and plasmoids are released with a
typical period of 2 to 3 days (Figure 1.4). The faint and transient spots observed
directly poleward from the main auroral oval are related to this phenomenon (Gro-
dent et al., 2004; Radioti et al., 2008b). The highly variable polar auroral emissions
are also related to the processes taking place in the outer magnetosphere. Some au-
thors have suggested that some of these emissions could be related to an Earth-like
solar wind driven Dungey reconnection cycle (Cowley et al., 2003; Grodent et al.,
2003b). However, McComas and Bagenal (2007) argued that the rotational and
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Figure 1.2: (left) Polar projection of the northern aurora simultaneous to Galileo
plasma injection observations. The luminous patch related to these injections is the
large spot close to the �15h� indication. (right) Illustration of the process explaining
both Galileo and HST observations. Hot plasma is rapidly injected into the inner
magnetosphere and then experiences a dispersive drift (from Mauk et al., 2002).

convection timescales on Jupiter and on Earth are so di�erent that Jovian recon-
nections should preferentially take place on the magnetopause �anks instead of in
the central magnetotail.

The location of the Jovian magnetopause strongly depends on the solar wind
dynamic pressure, so that the dayside magnetopause distance typically �uctuates
from ∼45 to 100 RJ . On the nightside, the magnetotail extends as far as the orbit
of Saturn.

1.5 The Io-Jupiter interaction

1.5.1 Orbits and tides

In the remainder of this work, I will assimilate the Io-Jupiter interaction to the elec-
tromagnetic interaction. However, this is not the only interaction coupling Jupiter's
and Io's fates. The gravitational interaction is the root cause for Io's volcanism
through tidal heating. An important feature of Io, Europa and Ganymede is that
their orbit periods are integer multiples of each other. Io rotates twice as fast as
Europa, which in turn rotates twice as fast as Ganymede. This resonance (called
a Laplace resonance) enhances the orbits' eccentricities, since the moons are sys-
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the inner and middle magnetosphere. Io, located at 6 RJ is
the main source of the magnetospheric plasma. The ionized particles are �rst located
in a dense plasma torus along the Io orbit and corotate with the magnetic �eld. This
plasma is also slowly migrating outward, feeding the rest of the magnetosphere. This
di�using plasma is essentially con�ned in the current sheet. The azimuthal current
in the current sheet distends radially the magnetic �eld lines (blue solid lines). The
current loop formed by the radial component of the current sheet, the �eld aligned
currents and the Pedersen current in the ionosphere transfer angular momentum
from the ionosphere to the plasma and is represented by the red dashed line (from
http://lasp.colorado.edu/~bagenal/JPO/diagrams.html).
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the internally driven reconnection cycle. Starting from
a relatively dipolar con�guration, the newly injected plasma from Io progressively
loads the �ux tubes, leading to the thinning of the plasma sheet. When the magnetic
tension becomes unable to counterbalance the centrifugal forces, reconnections oc-
cur, plasmoids are released and the magnetosphere comes back to the initial dipolar
con�guration (from Krupp et al., 2004).

tematically pulled in the same direction at the same location on their orbit. The
proximity of the giant planet creates a bulge on Io and forces Io's spin period to be
equal to its orbit period. If Io's orbit were perfectly circular, the bulge would always
face Jupiter. However, Io's orbit is an ellipse and the moon is orbiting faster than it
is spinning at perijove, while it is spinning faster than it is orbiting at the apojove.
Additionally, since the gravitational forces are stronger at the perijove, the bulge is
also larger. All these processes conspire to mix Io's lower mantle material, and this
tidal heating provides a considerable amount of energy (on the order of 5×1013 W).

The gravitational interaction not only has an impact on Io's tides, but it also
triggers tides on Jupiter. Both Io's and Jupiter's tides a�ect Io's orbital dynamics.
Jupiter's fast spinning pulls the bulge created by Io towards the leading direction
(see Figure 1.5). The consequences are a deceleration of Jupiter's rotation and an
increase of Io's orbital velocity, which sends Io further away from Jupiter. Focusing
now on Io at the perijove, Io's bulge is lagging compared to the orbital motion, which
tends to accelerate Io's rotation but slows down Io along its orbit. The e�ects of Io's
bulge are opposite at the apojove, but since Io is further out, the consequences are
not as important. Thus, in total, Io's tidal e�ect tends to bring it closer to Jupiter.

We can notice that Jupiter's tides tend to move Io inwards while the Io tides tend
to move Io in the opposite direction. A recent study (Lainey et al. (2009)) demon-
strated that since 1891, Io has moved 55 km inward while Europa and Ganymede
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have moved outward by 125 km and 365 km, respectively. Consequently, the authors
concluded that the three moons' orbital periods are slowly evolving away from the
Laplace resonance. The long term consequence will be that Io's orbit will become
more circular and that the strong volcanism will most probably vanish. The fol-
lowing sections reveal that this prediction will have important consequences for the
Jovian auroral activity.

1.5.2 Io and the plasma torus

Even though the situation could plausibly change in the long term, Io is currently the
most volcanic body of the solar system. More than 100 active volcanoes have been
detected on its surface. This volcanism is the source of Io's tenuous atmosphere,
mainly made of SO2. This atmosphere loses mass to the Jovian magnetosphere and
beyond at a rate on the order of 1 ton per second. Consequently, Io is the main
source of the Jovian magnetospheric plasma. This Iogenic plasma is mostly made of
ions originating from the SO2 molecule, i.e.mainly S+, S++, S+++, O+ and O++. A
fraction of this plasma is directly picked-up from Io's exosphere. Another population
of the atmospheric particles escapes from Io's gravitational in�uence as neutrals and
forms an extended (more than ∼10 RIo) neutral cloud around the satellite. These
neutrals can then be ionized through electron impact and charge exchange. This
neutral cloud is expected to be the main mass and energy source for the plasma
torus (Dols et al., 2008). Presumably, newly created plasma �rst remains at rest
in the wake of Io. These particles are then accelerated up to corotation with the
Jovian magnetic �eld through electromagnetic coupling with Jupiter (see Section
1.5.4.6). The strong magnetic �eld of Jupiter con�nes this dense plasma along Io's
orbit and forms the plasma torus. Io rotates around Jupiter at 17 km/s while the
plasma torus rotates at 74 km/s. The plasma stream velocity relative to Io is thus
57 km/s. The plasma torus is latitudinally con�ned around its centrifugal equator,
which is di�erent from both the rotational and magnetic equators of Jupiter. This
equatorial plane is tilted relatively to the Io orbital plane because of the tilt of the
Jovian magnetic �eld (see Figure 1.6a). As a consequence, Io's centrifugal latitude
evolves with the Jovian rotation, moving from the northern border of the torus to
its southern border and vice-versa, as a function of the System III longitude of Io
(see Figure 1.6b). In addition to the tilt of the centrifugal plane, the torus is shifted
to the dawn side because of the East-West electric �eld in the Jovian magnetosphere
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Figure 1.5: Tides in Jupiter and its innermost large moon, Io, have opposite e�ects
on Io's orbit. (a) Io's gravity creates a tidal bulge in Jupiter, which is pushed by
Jupiter's rotation (red arrows) ahead of the Io�Jupiter line. Gravitational interac-
tion (black arrows) between Io and the bulge slows Jupiter's rotation and increases
Io's orbital energy. (b) Jupiter also creates a tidal bulge in Io. Because Io has an
elliptical orbit, its instantaneous orbital speed varies (green arrows). At its most
distant point from Jupiter, Io rotates (red arrows) faster than it orbits, so the bulge
lies slightly ahead of the Io�Jupiter line in the direction of Io's rotation. At its
nearest point to Jupiter, the opposite is true. As a result, Jupiter exerts a force on
Io that diminishes Io's orbital energy. The tidal bulges and orbit eccentricity are
exaggerated for clarity. (adapted from Miller (2009))
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(Smyth and Marconi , 1998).

1.5.3 The local electromagnetic interaction

In their review of the magnetic interactions of satellites with the giant planets'
magnetospheres, Jia et al. (2009a) distinguish four categories of satellites:

� inert satellites (such as Tethys, Rhea),

� satellites with an intrinsic magnetic �eld (Ganymede),

� satellites with an internally induced magnetic �eld (Europa, Callisto) and

� satellites with signi�cant neutral sources and strong plasma interactions (Io,
Enceladus, Titan).

Galileo observations demonstrated that Io has no signi�cant internal magnetic �eld,
whether induced or intrinsic. However, Io has a neutral atmosphere that signi�cantly
a�ects the plasma stream. The origins of this patchy SO2 atmosphere are the volca-
noes and the subsequent sublimation of frost ejecta. Ionization caused by the impact
of the neutrals with electrons from the plasma torus as well as photo-ionization (to
a lesser extent) generate an ionosphere around Io. Additional ionization caused by
�eld aligned electron beams (see Section 1.6.6) is thought to contribute to the dense
wake of stagnant plasma observed downstream of Io (Frank and Paterson, 1999;
Hinson et al., 1998; Saur et al., 2002; Dols et al., 2008).

Focusing on the electromagnetic interaction, the relative motion of Io with re-
spect to Jupiter's magnetic �eld causes a motional electric-�eld across Io. Electric
currents can consequently �ow from the Jovian side of Io to the anti-Jovian side,
owing to the conductivity of Io's ionosphere. These currents force the incoming
plasma to strongly slow down upstream of the moon. Only a small part of the torus
particles can penetrate into the ionosphere while the remainder is directed around
Io and accelerates around the �anks. The addition of newly created plasma into
the �ux tubes generates mass loading and slows the bulk �ow, since these particles
were initially at rest compared to Io. At the same time, the charge separation that
immediately follows the ionization causes pick-up currents, since the electron gyro-
center is shifted towards Jupiter while the ion gyro-center is shifted away from the
planet. However, calculations from Saur et al. (2003) show the main contributor
to the strong Io-plasma torus interaction is the elastic collisions between ions and
atmospheric neutrals rather than the mass loading.
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Figure 1.6: (a) Illustration of the torus centrifugal equator (thick solid line) com-
pared to Io's orbital plane (thin solid line) and to the Jovian dipolar equator (dashed
line). Ω represents the Jovian rotation axis and M represents the magnetic �eld
dipolar axis. (From Moncuquet (1997)) (b) Plot of the centrifugal latitude of Io in
the plasma torus as a function of its System III longitude.
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1.5.4 The far-�eld electromagnetic interaction

1.5.4.1 The Alfvén waves

In ideal magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) applied to compressible �uids, three wave
propagation modes can be found. Two of them are compressional modes and thus
imply density variation in the plasma. These waves are called the fast and the
slow magneto-sonic waves. The last mode has an intermediate phase speed, is a
transverse mode only and is called an Alfvén wave. Out of the three modes, only
the Alfvén waves are able to carry an electric current. Nevertheless, the electric
�eld does not vary along the magnetic �eld lines (i.e. in the parallel direction).
Consequently, these waves are normally not able to accelerate electrons along the
�eld lines. However, when the ideal MHD conditions are no longer ful�lled, disper-
sive e�ects arise, i.e. kinetic and inertial e�ects. When dispersive corrections are
accounted for, a parallel component arises for the electric �eld and thus electron
acceleration becomes possible. The corrections related to the electron inertia are
expected to become important close to Jupiter, where the electron thermal speed
is small compared to the Alfvén speed. On the other hand, the kinetic e�ects are
expected to arise when the plasma becomes denser and the magnetic �eld weaker,
which is the case closer to Io. However, Jones and Su (2008) argued that both
e�ects compete within the plasma torus, leading to a weak electron acceleration at
low centrifugal latitudes. Outside the torus, the inertial term clearly dominates and
the related parallel electric �eld is maximum approximately 1Rj above the plane-
tary surface. Finally, the authors suggest that this parallel electric �eld is directed
planet-ward during a half phase and anti-planet-ward during the other half phase,
leading to electron acceleration in both directions.

1.5.4.2 The unipolar inductor

The early models of the interaction between Io and Jupiter have been proposed
by Piddington and Drake (1968) and Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1969) to explain
the Io-related radio emissions (see Section 1.6.5). The principle of the unipolar
inductor is relatively simple. The motion of a conductive body embedded into
a magnetic �eld induces an electric �eld perpendicular to the magnetic �eld and
to the motion direction. In our case, since the magnetic �eld is oriented from
North to South and since Io is rotating counter-clock wise (as viewed from the
North), this motional electric �eld direction is anti-Jovian. The electric circuit is
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closed through supposedly perfectly conducting magnetic �eld lines and through the
Pedersen current in the Jovian ionosphere (see Figure 1.7). According to this model,
the Io-Jupiter interaction is modeled as a direct current �ow between the moon and
its planet. The current �ows from Io along one-half the surface of the Io �ux tube
(i.e. the �eld lines passing through Io) and �ows in the other direction in the other
half. Initially, the current was supposed to circulate through Io's interior, but this
assumption was later replaced by Pedersen and Hall currents in Io's ionosphere. In
this model, the conductivity of the satellite and of the �eld lines are assumed in�nite,
so that the intensity of the current is only limited by the Pedersen conductivity
in Jupiter's ionosphere. Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1969) computed that such
current would reach 1.1 × 106A. In this theoretical framework, the magnetic force
on the current which �ows through Io gives rise to a torque which transfers angular
momentum from Jupiter's spin into Io's orbital motion3. The perturbed �eld lines
are then bended in the downstream direction with respect to Io. These authors
computed a lead angle4 of 12°. In this model, the auroral footprint would thus lie
at the foot of the perturbed �ux tube.

It is noteworthy to state that the direct current model has always been con-
sidered by their authors as a simplifying hypothesis. The interaction was assumed
to propagate in the form of Alfvén waves and the assumption was only valid if
the perturbation re�ected at the Jovian ionosphere was able to reach Io before the
satellite moved away. However, this hypothesis seemed reasonable since the magne-
tosphere of Jupiter was considered as a very tenuous medium and the Alfvén speed
was assumed close to the speed of light (see next section).

1.5.4.3 Alfvén wing model

After the Voyager encounters, the ability of the Alfvénic perturbation to come back
to Io before the satellite moved signi�cantly due to orbital motion was questioned

3This statement has been made assuming that Io's interior was the conducting body. Later
evolutions postulated that momentum was instead transferred to the newly created Iogenic plasma.

4In this context, the lead angle is the longitudinal di�erence between the foot of an imaginary
unperturbed �eld line passing through Io and the foot of the perturbed �eld line. We will see later
that the lead angle is now often used to refer to the longitudinal di�erence between the foot of
the unperturbed �ux tube and the observed Io footprint. The discrepancy is that it is no longer
assumed that the observable footprint lies at the foot of the perturbed �ux tube.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic illustration of the unipolar inductor mechanism. The motion
of Io in Jupiter's magnetosphere induces an electric �eld across the moon. Since the
Iogenic ionosphere is conducting, a current can �ow from the Jovian to the anti-
Jovian side of Io and close through the magnetic �eld lines and Pedersen currents
in Jupiter's ionosphere. (From Thomas et al., 2004)

because the speed of the Alfvén waves strongly depends on the plasma density5 and
the spacecraft �y-bys had just unveiled the existence of the dense plasma torus.
Other models were thus proposed to describe the propagation of the Alfvén waves
without the direct current circuit hypothesis. In these models, the current does
not �ow along the magnetic �eld lines but is aligned with the characteristics of
the Alfvén waves, called the Alfvén wings (Neubauer , 1980) (See Figure 1.8). In
a simpli�ed picture, the Alfvén waves propagate along the �eld lines and the �eld
lines are drifting away from Io. Since the Alfvén speed is limited, especially in the
dense torus, the perturbation propagates obliquely relatively from Io and the locus
of perturbed points forms the Alfvén wings. The round trip Alfvén propagation time
is estimated around ∼1200 seconds when Io is in the center of the torus (Crary and
Bagenal , 1997). The maximum lead angle computed from Voyager derived torus
density pro�les is ∼ 8° (Prangé et al., 1996).

As discussed by Neubauer (1980) and con�rmed both numerically and analyti-
cally byWright (1987) andWright and Schwartz (1989), the Alfvén waves experience

5

VAlfven =
B

(µ0ρ)1/2

where VAlfven is the Alfvén speed, B is the magnetic �eld vector and ρ is the mass density.
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re�ections owing to density and magnetic �eld gradients both at the Jovian iono-
sphere and at the torus border. These re�ections can lead to di�erent interference
patterns and thus generate multiple spots in the footprints or multiple radio arcs.

1.5.4.4 Electron acceleration mechanisms

The above model describes how the current �ows between Io and Jupiter but does
not really explain how this current accelerates the particles from a few eV in the
torus to keV when precipitating into Jupiter's ionosphere. A �rst explanation could
be that, when a �eld aligned current reaches a low density region at high latitude, the
number of charge carriers decreases and the particles of this region are accelerated
in accordance with the conservation of the current. On the other hand, another
model suggests that the magnetic shear at high latitude could enhance parallel
electric �elds through resistive instabilities (Kopp et al., 1998). A third model also
proposed that the strong current �owing between Io and Jupiter could generate ion-
cyclotron waves that could then excite kinetic Alfvén waves. These low frequency
kinetic Alfvén waves could in their turn accelerate particles along the magnetic
�eld lines (Das and Ip, 2000). Finally, Crary (1997) argued that Alfvén waves are
totally re�ected by the density gradients at the torus border so that no energy could
reach Jupiter in this form. However, by considering the �nite electron inertia, this
author proposed that the electric �eld associated with the kinetic Alfvén waves could
accelerate electrons inside the torus trough repeated Fermi acceleration. However, as
described above, the most likely candidates to accelerate the precipitating electrons
are the electric �elds created at high latitudes when inertial e�ects in the Alfvén
wave propagation become signi�cant (Jones and Su, 2008).

1.5.4.5 Further evolutions of the models

Galileo in situ measurements showed that the �eld lines are strongly slowed down
after contacting Io, leaving more time for the Alfvén waves to come back close to
their emission points. As a consequence, models similar to the unipolar inductor
were again seen as a possible solution. For example,Crary and Bagenal (1997) pro-
posed a hybrid model in which the interaction begins as an Alfvénic disturbance and
evolves downstream to a direct current loop. Pontius (2002) proposed a formulation
of the wing current that combines properties of the unipolar inductor model with
others from the Alfvén wing model. Saur et al. (2004) describe the unipolar induc-
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Figure 1.8: (Left) Side view illustration of the Alfvén wings model. The thin dark
vertical lines represent the magnetic �eld lines while the Alfvén wings are represented
with bold oblique lines. The Io �ux tube is shown in grey. (From Kivelson et al.,
2004) (Right) Scheme of the possible re�ections of the Alfvén wings. Re�ections can
occur at the inner boundary of the torus, in the Jovian ionosphere or at the outer
boundary of the torus, leading to di�erent re�ection patterns. (From Saur et al.,
2004)

tor model and the ideal Alfvén wing model as two extreme cases of a more general
description of the Alfvén waves propagation. The intermediate situation is called
the mixed Alfvén wave disturbance system and it involves only partial feedback be-
tween Io and the re�ecting boundary6. Recently, Jacobsen et al. (2007) used a 3D
non-linear MHD simulation to study the propagation and the re�ection of the Alfvén
waves when the Io-plasma interaction is nearly saturated (i.e. when the plasma is
nearly stopped relative to Io, in accordance with the observations). According to
their simulations, the strength of the interaction strongly in�uences the propagation
pattern. They notably found that, in case of strong interaction, the re�ected waves
can be nearly anti-parallel to the incident direction. They also showed that con-
structive and negative interferences take place, modifying the current pattern and
thus in�uencing the auroral footprint morphology.

The plasma wave instrument on board Galileo also recorded intense electromag-
netic waves at frequencies up to several times the proton gyro-frequency when cross-
ing the Alfvén wings. Chust et al. (2005) interpreted these "high frequency/small
scale" electromagnetic waves as the signature of the �lamentation of the Alfvén

6In the ideal Alfvén wing model, no feedback does exist and the Alfvénic conductivity controls
the electric current while in the unipolar inductor case, the feedback is strong and the Jovian
ionospheric Pedersen conductivity controls the current.
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waves. According to these authors, �lamentation can transfer energy from large
scale Alfvén waves into smaller scale waves which could transfer energy through the
torus boundaries more e�ciently.

1.5.4.6 The trailing trail

The discovery of an extended wake of plasma downstream of Io as well as the obser-
vations of a more than 100° long trailing tail emission downstream of the brightest
spot gave rise to new models describing this feature of the footprint (Hill and Va-

syli	unas , 2002; Delamere et al., 2003; Ergun et al., 2009). Delamere et al. (2003)
divide the Io-plasma interaction into 3 phases. Phase I consists of the interaction
between the corotating �ux tube and Io, as described in the above sections. Phase
II describes the acceleration of the wake plasma by an electrodynamic coupling
with the surrounding torus plasma7 before the Alfvén waves have reached the torus
boundary. This coupling does not accelerate completely the wake plasma and the
full corotation can only be achieved when coupling with Jupiter's ionosphere is at-
tained. Phase III is the quasi-steady state weak coupling to Jupiter. During this
last phase, these authors assume that high latitude �eld aligned electric �elds are
generated when the sub-corotating �ux tubes decouple from Jupiter. These elec-
tric �elds are thought to accelerate the electrons that cause the trailing tail auroral
emissions. The other two models only focus on Phase III but they do not postulate
such a decoupling between the �ux tubes and the ionosphere. The model from Hill

and Vasyli	unas (2002) is more similar to the unipolar inductor model. It is based on
the assumption that the �nite ionospheric Pedersen conductivity limits the current
�owing between the wake plasma and Jupiter and thus prevents the charged parti-
cles to immediately reach full corotation. The Ergun et al. (2009) model is based
on the same formulation, but they added a new current-voltage relationship which
models a quasi-static potential drop to accelerate the tail electrons.

1.6 Observations

The Io-plasma torus interaction can be probed with a variety of observational tools.
Each one provides a di�erent contribution to the understanding of the physics of
the phenomenon. Some have been acquired from ground based observatories, some

7I.e. the unperturbed corotating plasma.
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required a space telescope and the last type consists of in-situ measurements or close
images from interplanetary probes.

1.6.1 The Infrared footprint

The �rst detection of the auroral footprint of the Io-torus interaction was achieved
at the 3.4µm infrared (IR) wavelength (Connerney et al., 1993). These images
were obtained with the 3-m telescope of the Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) at
Mauna Kea, Hawaii. The observed IR emissions are dominated by the H+

3 molecular
ion. Ionization of the H2 molecule by electron impact creates an H+

2 molecular ion.
This ion then quickly interacts with another H2 molecule to form an H+

3 molecular
ion plus a hydrogen atom. Since H+

3 is formed at the base of the thermosphere,
its emissions are not a�ected by the absorbing layer located below the methane
homopause. On the other hand, all emissions from lower altitudes, such as thermal
emissions from Jupiter or re�ected sunlight, are strongly weakened, so that the
contrast between auroral emissions and background emissions is very pronounced.

Connerney et al. (1993) measured the longitudinal spacing between the location
of the Io footprint and the foot of the unperturbed �eld lines passing through Io
according to the O6 magnetic �eld model. This angle ranged from 15° to 20° and was
systematically a lead angle, i.e. the location of the footprint is located downstream
of the orbital position of the moon. They argued that these values are consider-
ably larger than the angle expected from the Alfvén wings theory. Additionally,
they found no correlation between the lead angle and the System III location of the
footprint. Finally, they suggested that the non-detection of the northern footprint
in the area where the magnetic �eld was the strongest could be an indication that
the ionosphere Pedersen conductivity was playing a role in the footprint bright-
ness. Consequently, the authors concluded that these elements were in favor of a
strong unipolar inductor interaction controlled by the Pedersen conductivity of the
ionosphere of Jupiter.

Connerney et al. (1998) used the location of the Io footprint on IRTF infrared
and HST FUV images in order to constrain magnetic �eld models. Indeed, the
location of the footprint provides information on the polar surface magnetic �eld
that is not accessible with probes remaining in the equatorial plane. Consequently,
the authors derived a 4th order spherical harmonic model constrained by in-situ
measurements provided by the magnetometers onboard Voyager 1 and Pioneer 11
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and by the mapping of the Io footprint positions into the equatorial plane. This
model is called VIP4 for Voyager Io footprint Pioneer 4th order model.

IR images also suggested that some emission was sometimes present 10° down-
stream from the beginning of the spot. Additionally, Connerney and Satoh (2000)
reported the presence of multiple spots separated by 5° downstream from Io. They
noted that spot multiplicity is more in agreement with the Alfvén waves theory. A
possible explanation for the presence of these previously unidenti�ed features could
be the improvements of the IRTF instrument and the image processing techniques
and/or the increase of the torus density in the 1998-1999 era. However, the image
shown in Figure 6 of Connerney and Satoh (2000) is peppered by speckles usually
related to deconvolution algorithms, which sheds some doubts on the existence of
this chain of spots.

In conclusion, the ideas concerning the Io footprint theoretical explanations
evolved in response to the increase of the observational database and to the im-
provements of the instruments and data processing. The lead angle measurements
were �rst in favor of the unipolar inductor but the discovery of secondary spots was
then considered as a strong argument strengthening the Alfvén wings theory. We
will see in the next section that the conclusions based on the analysis of the UV
footprint followed a similar evolution.

1.6.2 The ultraviolet footprint

We have seen in the previous section that observation through near infrared windows
is possible from ground observatories. Unfortunately, the far ultraviolet wavelength
range is not accessible from Earth because of the strong absorption by the atmo-
sphere. Accordingly, observations of the Jovian UV aurorae are only achieved from
space telescopes. The most powerful one at this time is the 2.4 m wide Hubble Space
Telescope (HST). All the studies of the Io UV footprint have been done with its suc-
cessive cameras. Figure 1.9 illustrates the evolution of the Jovian aurorae FUV
imaging performances with these di�erent instruments. Unlike IR emissions, which
are believed to be thermalized, either by precipitation induced collisional heating
or by Joule heating, the FUV emissions result directly from collisional excitation of
H2 and H atmospheric particles with electrons. Jovian FUV auroral images include
H2 Lyman band emissions as well as the Werner band series, plus the H Lyman-α
line. In this study, we both considered images including or rejecting H Lyman-α
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Figure 1.9: Comparison of UV images of Jupiter's aurora from IUE (simulated,
upper left), HST post-COSTAR FOC (upper right, 716 sec), HST WFPC 2 (lower
left, 500 sec), and HST STIS (lower right, 120 sec). Each of these images is of
the northern aurora near 180° CML, and they are presented with the "pipeline"
processing and background subtraction for an equal comparison. For the IUE panel,
the WFPC 2 image has been convolved with a 6 arcsec FWHM function to simulate
the IUE angular resolution within the large aperture (marked with white lines).
(From Clarke et al., 2004)

emission.
A controversy exists on the �rst discovery of the Io UV footprint. Prangé et al.

(1996) claimed that they demonstrated the existence of the UV footprint on one
image acquired with the Faint Object Camera (FOC) onboard the Hubble Space
Telescope. On the other hand, Clarke et al. (1996) estimated that this single obser-
vation did not identify the Io footprint by itself and they brought stronger evidences
of the presence of the Io UV footprint on Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC28)
images. However Prangé et al. (1998) presented a new set of FOC images showing

8The WFPC2 camera is another imaging camera onboard HST that provides a better signal to
noise ratio than FOC but a reduced angular resolution (0.0455 arcsec per pixel).
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Emitted power Input power Brightness
Prangé et al., 1996 5× 1010W 2− 3× 1011W 700 kR
Clarke et al., 1996 1011W 60-120 kR
Prangé et al., 1998 0.8− 5× 1011W
Clarke et al., 1998 35-250 kR
Gérard et al., 2006 0.4− 8× 1010W 25-220 kR

Sério and Clarke, 2008 40-480 kR

Table 1.1: List of the published emitted and electron precipitated power for the
FUV Io footprint. For the Gérard et al. (2006) paper, the printed value is 0.4-8 GW
but, after veri�cation, it appears that this 10 times smaller value came from a typo
in a conversion coe�cient. We thus considered here the corrected value.

the Io footprint as well as its trailing tail.
Similarly to the Infrared wavelength observations, the measurements of the lead

angles9 were thought to be the best way to discriminate the unipolar inductor model
from the Alfvén wings model. Lead angles between 0 and 15° were also found in UV
but none of these results led to �rm conclusions because of the expected inaccuracy
of the magnetic �eld models. Moreover, lag angles (i.e. negative lead angles) have
been reported (Prangé et al. (1998); Clarke et al. (1998); Gérard et al. (2006)), even
though they do not make sense according to all current theories.

As far as the involved input power and emitted brightness are concerned, the
published values range respectively from 4 to 300 GW and from 25 to 700 kilo-
rayleighs10 (kR). These numbers are compiled in Table 1.1.

The next generation UV camera was the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS). This instrument combines the resolving power of the FOC camera11 with
an unprecedented sensitivity. Several major breakthroughs have been made with
this camera such as the discovery of secondary spots downstream of the main one
(Clarke et al., 2002). The proximity of these multiple spots �rst suggested that they
all belong to the interaction region close to Io. Nevertheless, a more detailed study
by Gérard et al. (2006) demonstrated a link between the inter-spot distance and

9The lead angle is de�ned here as longitudinal di�erence between the foot of undisturbed �eld
lines passing through Io and the actual footprint location.

101kR=109 photons cm−2 s−1 into 4π steradians
11The FOC angular resolution is 0.014 arcsec per pixel, but, practically, these images have to

be re-binned to 0.028 arcsec per pixel in order to be usable. The situation is nearly identical with
STIS since a high resolution (0.012 arcsec per pixel) mode does exist, but is generally not used
because it does not bring any quality improvements. The STIS resolution is then �xed to 0.024
arcsec per pixel.
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the location of Io in the torus (see Figure 1.10). When Io is close to the northern
border of the torus, the northern footprint is faint and the inter-spot between the
two �rst spots is maximum. The situation is the same for the southern footprint
when Io is south. Alternatively, when Io is located in the center of the torus, its
brightness is maximum and only a unique spot is visible in each hemisphere. The
authors thus concluded that Alfvén waves re�ections on the inner border of the
plasma torus would qualitatively explain the evolution of the inter-spot distance.
They also showed a similar correlation between the main spot brightness and Io's
latitude in the torus (see Figure 1.11). This correlation had already been searched
in WFPC2 data, but unsuccessfully because of the lack of data (Clarke et al., 1998).
The authors suggested that the plasma density controls the brightness since the IFP
brightens when it approaches the dense torus center and vanishes when it approaches
the borders. Based on a larger set of STIS data, Serio and Clarke (2008) con�rmed
the link between the brightness and Io's centrifugal latitude. They attributed this
behavior to the increase of the collision rate and mass loading when Io approaches
the dense torus center.

STIS observations from Clarke et al. (2002) also clearly con�rmed the FOC
observations (Prangé et al., 1996) of the long trailing tail up to 100° behind the
footprint. The authors argued that this tail could not be due to some afterglow but
is linked to high energy particle precipitation.

Another controversial topic is the spatial extent of the Io footprint. FOC images
seemed to indicate that the size of the footprint was comparable to the projected
size of Io in the ionosphere (Prangé et al., 1996; Prangé et al., 1998). Consequently,
these observations suggested that the interaction region in the equatorial plane was
con�ned within a few Io radii. Nevertheless, the estimated size was based on the
measurement of the footprint latitudinal width and not on the longitudinal length.
As far as the length is concerned, the elongation measured up to 4.5° and was
attributed to the blurring owing to long exposure times (from 535 to 1421 seconds)
combined with the distortion of the magnetic �eld lines. On the other hand, WFPC2
observations lead to footprint as long as 1000-2000 km even after correction of the
rotational blurring(Clarke et al., 1996) while STIS observations gave lengths between
500 and 3000 km (Clarke et al., 2002). These measurements thus suggested that the
interaction region was more than 10 times larger than Io. Nevertheless, in the Clarke
et al. (2002) paper describing the STIS results, the authors assimilated both primary
and secondary spots to the interaction region. In their interpretation of the footprint
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Figure 1.10: Samples of recti�ed traces of the Io footprint as a function of the
centrifugal latitude of Io. It is noticeable that multiple spots are observed in the
northern hemisphere when Io is close to the northern torus boundary (and vice-versa
for the southern footprint). On the other hand, only one spot can be identi�ed when
Io is close to the torus center. (From Gérard et al., 2006)
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Figure 1.11: Plot of the maximum brightness of the northern main spot as a function
of the centrifugal latitude of Io in the torus. The dotted line represent the surface
magnetic �eld magnitude of the foot of the Io �ux tube. We can see that the
main spot is brighter when is is close to the dense torus center while its brightness
decreases when Io is close to the torus border. (From Gérard et al., 2006)

morphology, Gérard et al. (2006) separated the di�erent spots. By measuring the size
of the �rst spot only, they came to the conclusion that the size of the spot (∼ 0.9°)
approximately corresponds to the size of Io when mapped back into the equatorial
plane along the �eld lines. Finally, Serio and Clarke (2008) reported estimates of
the IFP diameter as measured perpendicularly to the downstream direction. Their
values range from ∼ 500 km to ∼ 2000 km.

Early estimates of the IFP color ratio led to the conclusion that the energy
of the precipitating electrons was similar to the energies related to the main oval
(Clarke et al., 1996). Later and more detailed studies with the GHRS and the
STIS spectrographs led to the conclusion that the IFP electrons have a mean energy
de�nitively less than electrons precipitated into the main auroral oval, typically on
the order of 55 keV12 (Dols et al., 2000; Gérard et al., 2002). They also showed
that the brightness drop in the tail was mainly caused by a drop of the electron �ux
rather than to a decrease of their mean energy.

12In comparison, the main oval precipitating electrons have an energy between 30 and 200
keV(Gustin et al., 2004b).
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1.6.3 The visible footprint

Additionally to the infrared and ultraviolet emissions, the Jovian aurorae also consist
of visible emissions. The visible aurora is too weak to be detected against the bright
re�ected sunlight. However, the Galileo orbiter provided the �rst images of the
aurorae at visible wavelength while orienting its camera on the night side. These
unique observations provided by the Solid State Imager (SSI) instrument have been
reported by Ingersoll et al. (1998) and by Vasavada et al. (1999).

The Io footprint is detected on 10 out of 24 images of the northern aurora
acquired by Galileo from November 1996 to November 1997. The SSI clear �lter (ef-
fective wavelength: 385-935 nm) is used for all these images and the exposure times
are between 1.06 and 12.8 seconds. The System III Io longitudes range from 80° to
235° and the images come from 3 di�erent Galileo orbits (C3, C10 and E11). Ad-
ditionally to their unique wavelength, these observations provide an unprecedented
spatial resolution between 26 and 134 km.

Vasavada et al. (1999) described the footprint as a circular patch with a FWHM
diameter around 450± 100 km when Io has a System III longitude between 82° and
110°. On the other hand, Ingersoll et al. (1998) reported a more elongated spot
with a FWHM size of 300× 500 km and a full width (FW) of 500× 1200 km. In a
few images, the footprint appears as a pair of spots separated by 0.5° in longitude.
In order to complete this morphological description, the SSI camera also detected a
faint trailing tail similar to those observed in the UV and IR wavelength.

The observed lead angles range from 0° to 2° and the authors indicate that these
numbers are more consistent with the Alfvén wings models than with the lead angle
expected from the unipolar inductor. Finally, the maximum brightness is between
0.2 and 1 MR and the total power is estimated between 0.2 and 0.7 GW.

More recently, the LOng-Range Reconnaissance Imager (LORRI) visible pan-
chromatic camera on board the New Horizons spacecraft also acquired visible images
of the Io footprint (Gladstone et al., 2007). On these images, the main spot width
is around 400 km and its vertical extent is as large as 1000 km. Additionally, other
spots are seen both upstream and downstream of the main ones (Figure 3.7).

1.6.4 Aurorae at Io

Usually, aurorae are found close to the poles, but on Io, auroral emissions are mainly
located at the Jovian and anti-Jovian equatorial sides (Figure 1.12). According to
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the model proposed by Saur et al. (1999), the divergence of the �ow around Io caused
by the electrodynamic interaction forces the electron �ux tubes to reach preferen-
tially the �anks of the satellite (Saur et al., 2000). These auroral emissions are
produced by impact excitation of neutral oxygen and sulfur atoms by hot electrons.
Io's aurorae have been observed with HST, Galileo's Solid State Imager (SSI) and
with ground-based observations (see review in Saur et al., 2004). The spots rock
up and down relative to Io so that they are located at the magnetic �eld tangent
points (Roesler et al., 1999). In FUV observations, the anti-Jupiter side is brighter,
probably owing to Hall e�ect that rotates the electron �ow and causes the hot torus
electrons to enter Io's atmosphere preferentially by the anti-Jovian side (Saur et al.,
2000). However, on SSI images, the Jovian side frequently appears brighter. This
opposite behavior has tentatively been attributed to a local concentration of molec-
ular SO2 from venting volcanoes (Geissler et al., 2001). Retherford et al. (2007),
based on FUV ACS images of Io during eclipses, con�rmed that the location of the
emissions is partly in�uenced by the location of the volcanic plumes. These authors
also studied the relative in�uence of volcanoes and frost sublimation as sources of
Io's atmosphere. They concluded, combining Io auroral images from ACS and from
the Alice UV spectrometer on board New-Horizons, that volcanoes only provide 1 to
3% of the dayside atmosphere. FUV STIS observations showed that the equatorial
spots brightness increases when Io is closer to the denser torus center (Retherford
et al., 2000). Similar results have been shown from ground-based [O I] 6300 Åmea-
surements (Oliversen et al., 2001). Short timescales (∼15-20 minutes13) and strong
(typically ∼20-50 %) brightness �uctuations have also been observed and ascribed
to �uctuations of the electron energy �ux.

Additionally to the equatorial spots, faint polar glows have been observed both on
visible (Geissler et al., 2001) and FUV images (Retherford et al., 2003) and appeared
brighter on the pole closest to the centrifugal equator. These results suggested that
this glow was generated by the interaction between Io's atmosphere and plasma
torus electrons. Finally, enhanced emissions in Io's wake have been observed on
STIS spectra by Wolven et al. (2001).

1.6.5 Io related radio emissions

Bigg (1964) has been the �rst to link some decametric radio emissions originating

13The detection of the exact timescale is limited by the sampling rate and thus could be smaller.
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Figure 1.12: Image of OI 1356 Å Io's aurora. We can notice that the the spots are
located at the tangent points relatively to the magnetic �eld lines. Additionally, the
anti-Jovian spot is brighter (From Roesler et al., 1999).

from Jupiter to the orbital position of Io. These Io related emissions are called Io-
DAM (Queinnec and Zarka, 1998; Saur et al., 2004). They occur when Io's phase
angle is either close to 90° or close to 230°. Their frequencies range from ∼1 to 40
MHz and presumably correspond to the local electron gyro-frequency. According
to the current magnetic �eld models, the lower frequency limit corresponds to an
altitude of 1-2 RJ while the upper limit corresponds to the surface of Jupiter. The
Io-DAM are elliptically polarized, but those which are dominantly right-handed
originate from the northern hemisphere while the left-handed emissions are related to
the southern one. These emissions appear as arcs in the frequency-time plane (i.e. in
dynamic spectra) on timescales of minutes to hours. Four types of arcs are observed,
noted A, B, C and D. A and B arcs are mostly right-handed while C and D are mostly
left-handed. B and D arcs appear when Io is near dawn while A and D arcs occur
when Io is near dusk. Each type has a speci�c shape in dynamic spectra. Figure
1.13 illustrates their di�erent morphologies as they appear in dynamic spectra. The
most widespread explanation for these arcs is that the radio waves are emitted along
a conical sheet less than 2° thick and with a 70± 5° aperture half angle with respect
to the magnetic �eld orientation. According to the magnetic �eld models, these arcs
probably originate from �eld lines leading the unperturbed IFT by ∼10 to 30°. The
orbital position of Io is not the only condition for Io-DAM occurrence. The arcs
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are only observed when Io is in some speci�c locations in the magnetic �eld, with
System III longitudes ranging from ∼170° to ∼310°, depending on the type of arc.
These constraints appear as occurrence regions once translated into the CML-Io
phase plane. Intense sporadic bursts on timescales of milliseconds, called S-bursts,
are also observed a few percent of the time. They mainly consist in negatively
drifting14 features (see Figure 1.13d) and are consequently assumed to be associated
with re�ected electrons travelling from Jupiter to Io. Analysis of these S-bursts
suggest electric potential jumps of ∼1keV accelerating electrons toward Jupiter and
mostly localized at an altitude of 0.1 RJ , while the mean energy of the emitting
electrons lies around 4 keV (Hess et al., 2007). Moreover, Hess et al. (2009) showed
that these acceleration structures can last for ∼10 minutes and move away from the
planet. Additionally, new structures seem to appear every ∼200 seconds.

The Io-DAM generation mechanism is most probably the cyclotron-maser insta-
bility (CMI) and is related to unstable populations of electrons with energies from
1 to 10 keV. A necessary condition to the wave growth is that the gradient of the
electron distribution function along the perpendicular velocity15 axis is positive (see
details in Wu, 1985). For example, this condition is encountered with loss cone
distributions, in which a part of the electron population is lost into the atmosphere.
This is the reason why the radio arcs are supposed to be directly related to the pre-
cipitating electrons leading to the footprint. Unfortunately, attempts to link radio
and optical morphologies have been unsuccessful so far.

1.6.6 Electron beams at Io

The Galileo probe �ew-by Io on six occasions and the Energetic Particles Detector
(EPD) operated during 5 of these encounters (Williams et al., 1996; Williams et al.,
1999; Mauk et al., 2001; Williams and Thorne, 2003). Two of them occurred above
the polar caps, one occurred in the wake region, one on the anti-Jupiter �ank and
one obliquely in front of the satellite (see Figure 1.14). Bi-directional electron beams
have been identi�ed on three (and possibly four) occasions out of these �ve cases.
The half width of the beams is around 7°. The source altitude was estimated from
these observations to be located around 0.6-0.7 Jovian radii (Rj) above the surface
of Jupiter (Williams et al., 1999). The PLasma Spectrometer (PLS) onboard Galileo

14By negatively drifting, it is meant that the frequency decreases with time.
15The velocity of a particle embedded into a magnetic �eld is usually decomposed into two

components, one parallel to the �eld lines and one perpendicular to the �eld lines.
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d

Figure 1.13: Examples of dynamic spectra of radio arcs. (a) B and D arcs. (b) C
arc. (c) A arc. (d) Example of S-bursts. ((a), (b) and (c) from Queinnec and Zarka,
1998 and (d) from Saur et al., 2004)
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showed that the energy of these electrons extended towards lower energies (100 eV-1
keV) (Frank and Paterson, 1999; Frank and Paterson, 2000b; Frank and Paterson,
2002). After the �rst �y-by in the wake, these electron beams have been tentatively
related to the UV footprints. Frank and Paterson (1999), for example, suggested
that the beams could lead to a 3 × 1010 W total precipitated energy �ux if the
interaction cross section in the equatorial plane was 5400 km wide. Later �y-bys
upstream and along Io's �ank showed that the electron beams cross section was
not extended in front and beside the moon. Since the electron beams cross section
is much more restricted than previously proposed, the precipitated power deduced
from UV footprint measurements appears hard to reach. Consequently, Mauk et al.

(2001) proposed, by analogy with Earth processes, that these beams could originate
from the planet-ward side of the current created by the Io interaction. Indeed on
Earth, equatorward currents are associated with the electrostatic acceleration of
electrons down into the atmosphere. On the other hand, FAST spacecraft in situ
measurements also showed that the Earth-ward currents accelerate electrons towards
the magnetosphere and thus create electron beams. The last encounters were polar
�y-bys and revealed uni-directional Io-ward beams when �ying over the Io polar
caps, con�rming the Jovian origin of source region (Williams and Thorne, 2003).

1.6.7 Galileo radio-occultation, magnetometer and plasma

measurements

The �nding of the electron beams were not the only valuable information obtained
during these Io �ybys. They also provided us with evidence of strong magnetic
�eld perturbations taking place in Io's vicinity. Diversion and acceleration of the
plasma �ow have been observed around Io's �anks while stagnant plasma accompa-
nied with a signi�cant �eld depression were found in the wake region. Two scenarii
were initially compatible with these measurements: the perturbations could have
been attributed either to an internal magnetic �eld or to currents associated with
the interaction between the plasma �ow and Io's ionosphere or mass loading region.
However, magnetic �eld measurements acquired during the two polar �ybys �nally
led to the conclusion that Io has no appreciable internal �eld and that the observa-
tions can be fully explained with an Alfvénic model (see reviews by Saur et al., 2004
and by Jia et al., 2009a). Finally, radio occultation measurements reported by Hin-
son et al. (1998) indicate that the wake plasma is relatively quickly re-accelerated
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Figure 1.14: Location of the electrons beams as observed by Galileo EPD instrument.
(From Williams and Thorne, 2003)
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since it already reaches full corotation after 7 Io radii.

1.7 Description of the instruments

The present study is based on observations acquired with two UV cameras onboard
the Hubble Space Telescope: the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) and
the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS). The UV channels of both instruments are
based on the same technology: the Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA). In-
deed, the detector of the ACS instrument is a �ight spare model of the STIS detector.
Figure 1.15 illustrates the design of these two detectors. The most important part
of the device is the curved microchannel plate (MCP). Its upper face is covered by
an opaque CsI photocathode. The MAMA is a photon counting detector. When a
UV photon hits this layer, it produces a primary photoelectron that enters the mi-
crochannel. The electron cascade that follows produces a pulse of 4×105 secondary
electrons at the exit of the MCP. The anode array then records the pulse and the
signal is processed by the instrument electronics. The planar MgF2 window above
the device cuts o� the wavelength shorter than 1150 Å. The �eld electrode between
the MgF2 window and the MCP is used to repel electrons that would be emitted
away from the MCP back into the channel. The following sections describe these
instruments with more details.

1.7.1 The Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph

STIS is an imaging spectrograph that operates from near infrared to far ultraviolet
(FUV) wavelength. The Space Shuttle crew installed it in February 1997 during
the second servicing mission, together with the Near Infrared Camera and Multi-
Object Spectrometer (NICMOS). The power system failed in August 2004, but the
instrument was repaired during the last Space Shuttle servicing mission in May
2009. The prime capabilities of STIS are the spatially resolved spectroscopy from
the UV to the near-IR (1150-10300 Å) and the echelle spectroscopy in UV. This
versatile instrument also provides objective-prism spectroscopy and coronographic
imaging. However, in this work, we are only interested in its imaging capabilities.
STIS contains 3 di�erent detectors:

� a CCD covering a 52×52 arcsec2 �eld of view (FOV) and operating from 2000
to 10300 Å,
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Figure 1.15: Design of the CsI MAMA detectors. This design is identical for STIS
FUV-MAMA and the ACS SBC detectors. See the text for a more complete de-
scription. (From Quijano et al., 2007))

� a Cs2Te MAMA (NUV-MAMA) with a 25×25 arcsec2 FOV and operating
from 1600 to 3100 Å,

� a CsI MAMA (FUV-MAMA) covering a 25×25 arcsec2 FOV and operating
from 1150 to 1700 Å.

Since we are interested in the far UV H2 Lyman and Werner as well as H Ly-α
auroral emissions, only FUV-MAMA images have been used in this study. The two
MAMAs have the unique capability of very high time-resolution (125 µs) imaging
and spectroscopy. Two observation modes thus exist for STIS FUV-MAMA obser-
vations: the standard ACCUM mode, which produces images where the number of
counts is accumulated for each pixel, and the TIME-TAG mode, which produces a
list of detection events by recording the location and the arrival time of each count.
Two �lters have been mainly used: the CLEAR �lter which includes the 1216 Å
Ly-α band and the F25SRF2 �lter (also known as the Strontium Fluoride �lter)
which mostly rejects this band. Figure 1.16 provides the throughputs of these �lters
as well as ACS's ones. Figure 1.17 compares the point spread functions of the STIS
and ACS instruments for the four �lters under consideration in this work. The full
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widths at half maximum (FWHM) of these PSFs all lie between one and two pixels.

1.7.2 The Advanced Camera for Surveys

ACS has been installed in March 2001 in replacement of the Faint Object Camera
(FOC) during servicing mission 3B. As its name suggests, this instrument is mainly
designed for deep wide-�eld survey imaging of the sky (Pavlovsky et al., 2006).
Its main detector is a 2 × 2048 × 4096 pixels CCD covering a 202 × 202 arcsec2

�eld of view and operating in the visible and near-UV wavelength. Along with
this Wide Field Channel (WFC) ACS has also two other high resolution channels.
The High Resolution Channel detector is a CCD covering a 29 × 26 arcsec2 �eld
of view operating from 1700 Å to 11000 Å. The third channel, the one we are
interested in, is the Solar Blind Channel (SBC). Its �eld of view is 35 × 31 arcsec2

wide and its MAMA detector operates in the 1150-1700 Å range. The detector
spatial resolution is 0.034 × 0.030 arcsec per pixel. The ACCUM mode is the only
observation mode available. The HRC and the SBC share the same optical channel
with the same corrective optics to compensate for the spherical aberration of the HST
primary mirror. Prism spectroscopy is also available for the SBC channel but only
its imaging capabilities have been used for this study. Like the STIS FUV-MAMA,
the SBC MAMA has both local (≥ 50 count/second/pixel) and global (> 200000

count/second) maximum illumination rates. Because of its higher throughput, the
total count rate is more limiting than for STIS and it constrains the observations to
only the small portion of the planet including the polar regions while a larger part
of the disk could �t into the �eld of view. Like for STIS images, two �lters have
been mainly used: the F115LP �lter which includes H Ly-α band and the F125LP
�lter which rejects it.
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Figure 1.16: The two upper plots show the throughputs of the STIS CLEAR and
F25SRF2 �lters. The two lower plots show the throughputs of the ACS F115LP
and F125LP �lters. The CLEAR and F115LP �lters have more or less the same
characteristics but the ACS F125LP �lter has a maximum throughput larger than
5% while the maximum throughput of the equivalent STIS F25SRF2 �lter is less
than 3%. (from Pavlovsky et al., 2006)
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Figure 1.17: Comparison of the point spread functions for the four �lters considered
in this work. The solid line is for the F115LP ACS �lter, the dashed line is for the
F125LP ACS �lter, the dash-dotted line is for the Strontium Fluoride STIS �lter
and the dash-dot-dotted line is for the STIS Clear �lter. These PSF are computed
with the TinyTim software (http://www.stsci.edu/software/tinytim/tinytim.html).
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Chapter 2

Catalog and data processing

2.1 Foreword

As discussed in the introductory chapter, the Io-Jupiter electro-magnetic interaction
gives rise to an auroral footprint on the giant planet. The goal of my thesis is
to demonstrate that a methodical analysis of UV images of Jupiter's aurorae can
signi�cantly contribute to the understanding of this phenomenon. In order to achieve
this goal, some rather technical steps have to be taken before moving into the more
interpretative part of the work. For example, prior to any detailed investigation,
we need to make an inventory of these images and to compile it into a catalogue
together with relevant parameters related to each particular observation.

The basic pieces of information we can extract from these images are 1) the
position of a particular structure and 2) its brightness. In the context of plane-
tary astronomy, locating a feature usually consists in determining its longitude and
latitude on the planet. As a result, we �rst need to determine the location of the
planetary center and the orientation of the planetary rotation axis on the images.
Unfortunately, the Hubble Space Telescope pointing parameters are not known with
su�cient accuracy for our purpose. The precision of the guide star catalog is on the
order of 1 arcseccond while we require and accuracy around 1 pixel, i.e. 0.025-0.03
arcsecond. Since we cannot use the telemetry information contained in the image
headers, I developed techniques to retrieve these parameters with the appropriate
accuracy from the images themselves.

As far as the brightness is concerned, it is crucial to isolate the intrinsic auroral
emissions from background emissions. These background emissions originate from
two sources: the geocoronal emissions from the Earth's upper atmosphere that gen-
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STIS Clear STIS SRF2 ACS F115LP ACS F125LP
0.0236 0.0006 0.0287 0.0015

Table 2.1: Mean number of counts per second and per pixel caused by geocoronal
emissions for the di�erent �lters considered in this work. The �lters excluding H
Lyman-α emissions are far less a�ected by these emissions than those including this
line.

erate a uniform noise on the image and Jupiter's planetary disk emissions. These
disk emissions are mainly caused by dayglow emissions and by solar light re�ections
on the Jovian atmosphere. The geocoronal emissions rarely exceed a few counts
per pixel for typical HST exposures and can be easily deduced from the brightness
measured on an area located away from the planet.

These tools were developed in such a manner as to be easily used by many. This
approach allowed me to be involved in many other studies based on Hubble Space
Telescope images. Some of these studies will be simply listed at the end of this
chapter while others, more closely related to the satellite footprints, are discussed
more thoroughly in the relevant chapter.

2.2 HST Observation Programs

More than two thousand UV images and spectra of Jupiter have been taken with
the high resolution cameras (STIS and ACS) on board HST since 1997. Each set
of images from the di�erent programs has been processed at the time it was ac-
quired. However, several critical corrections and improvements have been added to
the processing pipeline with time. In order to perform e�cient statistical or de-
tailed analysis of the Jovian aurora in general and of the Io footprint in particular,
we needed a well organized data base taking into account the more recent image
processing methods. It has been thus decided to re-download all the images and
spectra and to process them with the best available reference �les1. We also pro-
cessed them with our own routines in a standardized way in order to produce �les
readily usable with the IDL software. For example, these routines extract and store
independently individual exposures when several of them are recorded into the same
source �le. Other routines generate series of 10-second exposure time images out of

1The reference �les are the �les describing the di�erent corrections that have to be applied to
the raw image. It includes the �les related to the dark, the �at �eld and the geometric correction.
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the time-tag event lists.
The database consists of the observations acquired during programs 7308 (Clarke)2

, 7309 (Gérard), 7769 (Prangé), 8108 (Emrich), 8171 (Clarke), 8657 (Clarke) , 9685
(Elsner) 10140 (Grodent), 10507 (Grodent) and 10862 (Clarke). Table 2.2 provides
a list of characteristics of these programs together with a one line summary of their
scienti�c objectives. Apart from proposals 8171, 10140 and 10862 which included
some observations speci�cally dedicated to the Io footprint, the presence of the Io
footprint on the images was usually not considered as a primary objective. This is
an additional justi�cation for building a complete catalog and database in order to
select subsets of images where Io is in an appropriate con�guration. It also made it
possible for us to determine the previously unexplored con�gurations of Io relative
to the plasma torus, which turned out to be particularly useful when the 10862
observation program was put together.

The Hubble Space Telescope orbits around the Earth in approximately 96 min-
utes at a mean altitude of ∼600 km. Since Jupiter lies close to the ecliptic plane,
HST can point at it only during half an orbit, i.e. for ∼45 minutes. During the re-
mainder of the orbital period, Jupiter is occulted by the Earth. In the present work
the term �HST orbit� designates the continuous time period during which Jupiter
can be seen from Hubble.

The 10862 program is the largest program ever established to observe Jupiter
and Saturn. Within a few months of Spring 2007, HST acquired between twice and
three times more images of Jupiter than during the previous 10 years. The Jovian
side of the campaign3 was divided into 3 parts. The �rst part consisted in acquiring
images during one orbit for 20 consecutive days and took place from February 20
to March 11 2007, simultaneously to the New-Horizons probe Jupiter �y-by. The
second part also consisted in acquiring images during at least one orbit per day from
February 20 to March 11. This second time period was chosen close to opposition,
from May 11 to June 11, so that MHD simulations can be used to propagate solar
wind conditions measured at Earth up to Jupiter. Moreover, on 6 occasions, Jupiter
was observed during two to �ve orbits on the same day. The third part consisted in
10 orbits spread from March 2 to April 24 and exclusively dedicated to the Io and
Ganymede footprints.

2The name in the parenthesis is the name of the Principal Investigator (or PI) of the programs.
3The 10862 campaign was essentially dedicated to the study of the response of the Jovian and

Kronian magnetospheres to the solar wind. Therefore, 879 images of Saturn's aurora have also
been acquired.
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Proposal ID PI Name Number of Number of Number of

images time-tags spectra

7308 J.T.Clarke 40 6 21
Abstract: WFPC2 and STIS auroral observations concurrent to magnetospheric

Galileo observations.
7309 J.-C. Gérard 2 1 6

Abstract: Search for the signature of the H2 dayglow in the equatorial regions.
7769 R. Prangé 34 2 16
Abstract: Spectral and imaging observations of the polar regions giving

access to auroral atmospheric parameters.
8108 C. Emrich 0 0 22

Abstract: High resolution STIS spectral observations.
8171 J.T.Clarke 19 13 36
Abstract: Spectroscopic and imaging study of the satellite footprints during

the Galileo mission.
8657 J.T.Clarke 190 18 37

Abstract: Study of the solar wind impact on the Jovian magnetosphere concurrent to
in situ solar wind measurements during the Cassini �y-by.

9685 R. Elsner 45 6 0
Abstract: Coordinated HST and Chandra observations of Jupiter in order to

determine the origin of the X-ray aurorae.
10140 D. Grodent 100 0 0

Abstract: Study the possible northern Jovian magnetic �eld anomaly.
10507 D. Grodent 71 0 0

Abstract: Study of the di�use auroral emissions poleward and
equatorward of the main oval.

10862 J.T.Clarke 1619 0 0
Abstract: Study of the in�uence of the solar wind on Jovian magnetosphere

and aurorae during the New Horizon probe �y-by.

Table 2.2: Description of the executed HST programs considered in this study. Only
the UV observations were accounted for. The number of time-tags refers only to
imaging time-tags. The spectral time-tags are counted in the spectra column.
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Moreover, such a large amount of data also required a catalog gathering at the
same time information concerning the observation itself (instrument, �lter, etc.) and
planetary ephemeris (sub-solar latitude, Io System III longitude, etc.). The next
sections describe how the catalog has been built, what are the stored parameters
and where they come from. The catalog consists of a structure variable saved in an
IDL �le. In addition to the IDL �le, a descriptive ascii �le has been generated for
each observation, compiling the parameters considered in our catalog.

2.3 Information sources

All the HST data stored on our �le system comes from the Space Telescope European
Coordinating Facility (ST-ECF) and from the Space Telescope Science Institute
(STScI). The �rst step consists in building a list of all the relevant observations.
Knowing the names of the HST programs, the observation list has been computed
with the ST-ECF web site 4. The main information source about the data itself
comes from the .�ts �les headers. These headers collect technical information about
the data and the telescope telemetry. When a parameter is both available from
the websites and from the .�ts header, the header was always preferentially used.
For example, there was a systematic 1 second di�erence in the start dates between
the .�ts �les and on the websites concerning the WFPC2 observations. As far as
the ephemeris are concerned, the information is computed with a FORTRAN code
based on libraries from the Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF)
SPICE system 5. This program was written by Denis Grodent and has been slightly
modi�ed in order to provide the sign of the pitch angle6. All the temporal data are
calculated for the initial moment of the exposure.

Several catalog �elds are links to some relevant �les, such as the reduced image
�le or preview images or movies. Other parameters required additional computing
like the estimated position of the satellite footprints. Their location on the planet

4http://archive.eso.org/wdb/wdb/hst/science/form
5http://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/naif/
6In this context, the pitch angle is the apparent angle between Jupiter's projected rotation

axis and the celestial north direction. It should not be mixed up with the pitch angle describing
the angle of a particle velocity relatively to the magnetic �eld. This angle in measured counter-
clockwise. In order to compute the sign of the pitch, the modi�ed program �rst computes the
vector formed by the cross product of North direction vector with the Earth-Jupiter vector. The
sign of the pitch angle is equal to the sign of the dot product of this vector with the Jovian rotation
axis.
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comes from the longitude of the satellites mapped into the ionosphere with the VIP4
magnetic �eld model. For Io, the VIT4 model7 has been used and an approximation
of the lead angle has also been taken into account. This estimate comes from a
3rd order Fourier �tting of Infrared lead angle measurements provided by J. E. P.
Connerney (personal communication). Given the inaccuracies of the magnetic �eld
models and the existence of poorly constrained lead angles, these parameters do not
provide reliable positioning of the satellite footprints but just an indication of their
likely locations. The accuracy is on the order of 5° in every direction for Europa and
Ganymede. For Io, the error can reach up to 15° in the poorly constrained regions.

The last type of parameter is related to our �in-house� data processing. Since the
center of the planet on the image as well as its exact orientation are poorly known
from telemetry, limb and band �tting methods have been built in the framework of
this study. These parameters are also included in the catalog. Similarly, some pa-
rameters issued from eye detection of particular footprint features are also included.
Note also that some �elds are left empty for later use.

7The VIT4 model is an unpublished improved version of the VIP4 model and is used by the
courtesy of J. E. P. Connerney. This model is essentially constrained by the IFP latitudes, since
the probe �eld measurements are only used to compute the magnetic �eld intensity. The northern
Io contour provided by this model is closer to the observations than the previous one .
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2.4 Field description

Name Type Origin Description

target_name string header target name

target_ra �oat header sighting right ascension

target_dec �oat header sighting declination

target_descr string web target description

instr string header instrument

data_set string header data set name

hemisphere string calculated hemisphere ("N" for North, "S" for South)

release_date string web release date

date string header date at the begining of the exposure

expt �oat header exposure time in seconds

�lter string header �lter

pi_name string header PI name

prop_id string header proposal ID

sp_vers string web spacecraft version

grating string header grating

asn_id string header not used

asn_type string header not used

number �oat header number of observations in the dataset

camera string header camera

obs_mode string header observation mode

min_wl �oat header minimum wavelength

max_wl �oat header maximum wavelength

dispersion �oat header Not used

bandwidth �oat header Not used

cent_wl �oat header central wavelength

pitch �oat SPICE pitch angle counted counter-clockwise
in degrees

jup_ra �oat SPICE Jupiter right ascension

jup_dec �oat SPICE Jupiter declination

incl �oat SPICE angular position of the north pole

latst �oat SPICE sub-earth latitude in degrees
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Name Type Origin Description

cml �oat SPICE central meridian longitude in degrees
System III

latss �oat SPICE sub-solar latitude in degrees

lonss �oat SPICE sub-solar longitude in degrees System III

d �oat SPICE Earth-Jupiter distance in km

light_time �oat SPICE Earth-Jupiter light-time in seconds

eq_rad �oat SPICE Jovian equator radius in arcsec

pol_rad �oat SPICE Jovian polar radius in arcsec

aurora_param 20 �oats Aurora parameters

aurora_comment string comments on the aurora

phase_io �oat SPICE Io phase angle in degrees

lbd3_io �oat SPICE System III Io longitude in degrees

io_param 20 �oats Io footprint parameters
array

io_param(0) �oat computed Io centrifugal latitude in degrees

io_param(1) �oat vis. insp. visibility of the Io footprint (0 for no,
1 for yes and 2 for undetermined
and −1 if not �lled)

io_param(2) �oat vis. insp. visibility of the precursor (0 for no,
1 for yes and 2 for undetermined
and −1 if not �lled)

io_param(3) �oat computed Io footprint System III longitude

io_param(4) �oat computed Io footprint phase angle

io_param(5) �oat computed Io footprint latitude

Io_comment string comments on the Io footprint

phase_euro �oat SPICE Europe phase angle in degrees

lbd3_euro �oat SPICE Syst. III Europe longitude in degrees

euro_param 12 �oats Europe footprint parameters
array

euro_param(3) �oat computed Europa footprint System III longitude

euro_param(4) �oat computed Europa footprint phase angle

euro_param(5) �oat computed Europa footprint latitude

euro_comment string comments on the Europe footprint
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Name Type Origin Description

phase_gany �oat SPICE Ganymede phase angle in degrees

lbd3_gany �oat SPICE Syst. III Ganymede longitude in degrees

gany_param 12 �oats Ganymede footprint parameters
array

gany_param(3) �oat computed Ganymede footprint System III longitude

gany_param(4) �oat computed Ganymede footprint phase angle

gany_param(5) �oat computed Ganymede footprint latitude

gany_comment string comments on the Ganymede footprint

phase_calli �oat SPICE Callisto phase angle in degrees

lbd3_calli �oat SPICE Syst. III Callisto longitude in degrees

calli_param 12 �oats Callisto footprint parameters
array

calli_comment string comments on the Callisto footprint

rootname string header rootname (unique for each image)

extension string extension (ex: _rzd)

preview_link string link to the preview

video_link string link to the video preview

i_s string header image or spectrum The �rst letter is "I"
for images and "S" for spectra. The
next two letters are "UV" for UV and
"VI" for visible.

tele_data 10 �oats telescope data
array

tele_data(0) �oat header OM1LVPST detector temperature
(for the Landsman 98 blotch correction)

tele_data(1) �oat header detector orientation (i.e. angle between
the north axis and the image y axis)
measured counter-clockwise in degrees

tele_data(2) �oat de�ned angle per pixel (arcsec/pixel)

tele_data(3) �oat header x dimension of the reduced image (pixel)

tele_data(4) �oat header y dimension of the reduced image (pixel)

tele_data(5) �oat de�ned x position of the Jovian center on
the reduced image (pixel)
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Name Type Origin Description

tele_data(6) �oat de�ned y position of the Jovian center on
the reduced image (pixel)

tele_data(7) �oat computed x position of the Jovian center on
the reduced image (pixel)

tele_data(8) �oat computed y position of the Jovian center on
the reduced image (pixel)

tele_data(9) �oat computed quality �ag for the center computation

tele_data(10) �oat computed corrected pitch angle (degrees)

tt_start 5 �oats initial moments of the Good Time Interval
array

tt_stop 5 �oats �nal moments of the Good Time Interval
array

link string link to the reduced image

orb string calculated rootname of the �rst image of the orbit

comments string inspection comments : It contains the "MISSING
FILES"statement if the data are not
available.

Table 2.3: List of the parameters available in the catalog.

2.5 Data reduction

The WFPC2 data have not been re-reduced yet, neither have the STIS spectra since
none of them have been considered in this study. As far as the STIS images and time-
tag sequences are concerned, the original data are coming from the _x2d.�ts �les.
The ACS images were reduced with the Multidrizzle software. The next paragraphs
discuss the relevance of corrections applied additionally to the standard pipeline.
For STIS data, homemade procedures have been built according to Space Telescope
Science Institute (STScI) reports. Since we were looking for a "state of the art"
standardized database, we reviewed all the routines as well as their relevance.
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2.5.1 STIS data

The dark current8 on STIS FUV-MAMA has a mean value ∼ 7×10−6 count/s/pixel,
which is very low. It can be decomposed into two components. The �rst one is a
uniform and temperature-independent �ux of 1.6 × 10−6 count/s/pixel while the
second can reach 2× 10−4 count/s/pixel, is temperature dependent and is localized
on the upper left part of the image array. Landsman (1998) established that the
best monitored detector temperature for estimating the temperature dependence
was the OM1LVPST low voltage supply temperature. This temperature is available
in the _spr.�ts engineering �le that comes with every observation and is included
in the catalog. Nevertheless, since this correction is not accurate and remains below
1 count per pixel for every imaging observation (exposure times < 150s), we chose
not to correct for this dark current component.

As far as the geometric distortion corrections are concerned, Walsh et al. (2001)
released an Instrument Science Report (ISR) in 2001 describing the correction
method for both the NUV and the FUV MAMA. It is based on a third order poly-
nomial description of the geometric distortion �eld for each detector. The �rst STIS
pipelines did not complete the geometric correction so that homemade procedures
relying on the reported method and set of coe�cients have been built and used.
In 2004, Maiz-Apellaniz and Ubeda (2004) released another ISR establishing that
the previous geometric correction was not correct for the NUV-MAMA. Accord-
ing to this report, the way the 2001 polynomial parameters have been derived was
erroneous. Consequently the FUV-MAMA set of polynomial coe�cients is proba-
bly incorrect too. Even if the complete set of geometric coe�cients have not been
computed yet for the FUV detector, STScI provided a new set of coe�cients for
correcting the fact that the pixels' surface are not exactly squared but rectangular
(the y-scale of the pixels is approximately 1% larger than the x-scale). In order
to compare the old but full 2001 correction and the new "rectangle-to-square-only"
correction, we processed the same Saturn image with both methods and we tried to
determine which method best �ts the rings. As the old 2001 parameters gave signif-
icantly worse results, we chose to correct only the rectangular aspect of the pixels,
as performed in the new STIS pipeline for the _x2d images. However, the best
geometric correction will only be achievable when the STScI releases an updated set
of correction parameters.

8The dark current is the signal current that �ows in a photodetector when it is placed in total
darkness
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2.5.2 ACS images

The ACS data are directly coming from the Multidrizzle image processing pipeline
from the STScI9. The subtlety arises from the fact that the total number of counts
per second on the geometrically corrected images is erroneously 1.63 time larger
than on the non-corrected image. Following the purely geometric correction (i.e.
relocating the pixels at their correct place), Multidrizzle applies an additional pho-
tometrical correction for the pixel area. The pixel area map in use for SBC is the
same as for the HRC detector, since they share the same deforming10 optical path.
The problem is that this pixel area map (PAM) is normalized to 0.025 arcsec square
while the SBC pixels are 0.03377 × 0.0301 wide. Consequently, the number of counts
is arti�cially multiplied by the pixel surface ratio. We took this e�ect into account
and corrected the count rates accordingly.

2.6 Determination of the planetary center location

and rotation axis orientation

The limited accuracy of the HST guide star catalog and the uncertainty in the start
time of the tracking motion prevent us from precisely locating the center of Jupiter
on the images just from pointing information. However, the determination of the
planetary center is a mandatory step before locating any structure in the images.
Additionally, the accurate positioning of the center is crucial for building polar
projections of the auroral emissions. Several techniques have been used through the
years, from manual positioning of a grid to semi-automatic limb �tting methods.
The manual positioning remains the more precise technique because all the useful
elements, such as the altitude of auroral arcs above the limb or the relative motion
of an auroral feature from one image to another, can be taken into account by
the operator. Nevertheless, this technique su�ers from two major drawbacks: the
subjectivity of the operator and the time these manual manipulations consume.
Since the data base tremendously in�ated with the 10862 observation campaign, this

9http : //stsdas.stsci.edu/pydrizzle/multidrizzle/
10By deforming it is meant that we cannot use the raw image without straightening the geometry.

It does not imply that the optics of the instrument is ill designed. Actually, the optical path is
designed to compensate the deformation caused by the spherical aberration of the main mirror.
The distortion of the raw image stems from the fact that the focal surface is not perpendicular to
the chief ray.
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method was seen as impracticable for providing �rst results in a reasonable amount
of time. Another major advantage of an automatic procedure is that the complete
dataset can be quasi-immediately reprocessed if needed, which is impossible for
manual methods. The limb-�tting method11 designed by Adem Saglam was �rst
developed for Saturn (Saglam, 2004), where the illuminated limb is sharp, and then
adapted to Jupiter. The method is based on modeling the edge of the planet with a
parametric step function. The operator has to select a rectangle containing a section
of the limb free from auroral emissions. Each line (or row) is then �tted with the
step function. The limb is computed by �tting the contour ellipse of the planet
computed from the ephemeris to all the detected step points. Unfortunately, this
technique also depends on the operator subjectivity through the rectangle selection
and can sometimes be inaccurate, especially for the non-illuminated limb which can
hardly be modeled with a step function. Therefore, we developed an automatic
procedure based on the detection of the planetary limb in�ection point to compute
the planetary center.

A multi-step strategy has often been used in the method described below. This
approach has been requested by the huge number of particular or problematic cases
on one hand and by the demanded �nal precision on the other hand. The strategy
thus consists in a robust but rather imprecise �rst step and on a re�ned and more
precise second step. Figure 2.5 summarizes the successive tasks of the limb �tting
method.

Should the �lter perfectly isolate the H2 and H UV emissions below 1650 Å, the
limb altitude would be related to the UV dayglow emission. However, the planetary
disk seen on ACS (and STIS in a lesser extent) FUV images mainly results from the
re�ected solar continuum in longer wavelengths that is leaking into the detector12

(Bo� et al., 2008). Consequently, a reasonable assumption is that the limb altitude
as detected on the images indeed corresponds to the re�ected sunlight limb with
an in�ection point located at the 1 bar level, corresponding to the 0 km altitude
assuming an ellipsoid with an equatorial radius of 71492 km and a polar radius of
66854 km. In order to test this hypothesis, we used ACS images of Saturn acquired
with the same �lters. Saturn being located approximately twice further from the
Sun than Jupiter (9.5 AU instead of 5.2 AU), the entire planetary disk as well as

11This method is no longer used for Saturn and has been replaced by a ring �tting method also
developed by Adem Saglam.

12This e�ect is called red leak.
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Mean (km) Std. dev. (km)
Equator 157 215
45◦S 11 169
65◦N -74 101

Table 2.4: Mean altitude of the radial light curve in�ection points on Saturn mea-
sured from the 1-bar level. Since one pixel subtends 180 km, we note that the mean
altitude as well as the standard deviation of this altitude are on the same order or
lower than the pixel size.

a large portion of the ring system appears on STIS and ACS FUV images. As
a consequence, on these images, the planetary center can be computed with an
independent method, i.e. by �tting the A, B and C rings in lieu of relying on the
planetary limb. Elliptic bands, whose dimensions are deduced from ephemeris and
from the detector plate scale, are adjusted to the observed rings. The center of these
ellipses provides an excellent estimate of the planetary center, with a mean accuracy
of ∼1 pixel. We then perform radial scans of the day-side limb and compute the
altitude of the in�ection point given the center location from the ring �tting (Figure
2.1). The mean altitude of the in�ection point is measured at 0°, 45°S and 65°N
latitudes on the sunlit side of the planet. In the three cases, the mean altitude is
almost within a pixel from the 1 bar level (see Table 2.1). Since the atmospheric
composition of both giant planets is similar, it is reasonable to assume that the
conclusions drawn about the altitude of the in�ection point at Saturn are applicable
to Jupiter as well.

2.6.1 Co-adding the exposures

Our purpose is to build a fully automatic procedure to locate as accurately as pos-
sible the planetary center on all type of STIS and ACS images. The concept is close
to the method developed by Adem Saglam, but brings some useful improvements.
The �rst idea is to increase the signal to noise ratio at the maximum when selecting
a limb pro�le. Since the HST pointing is very stable during an observation orbit13,
we summed all the images from the same orbit and acquired with the same pointing
target. This is particularly convenient for the ACS observations, when up to 32

13The typical pointing stability drift when two guide stars are used is on the order of 0.01 arcsec
per orbit, which is less than the size of 1 pixel (0.024 arcsec for STIS or 0.03 arcsec for ACS).
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Figure 2.1: Example of an equatorial limb pro�le at Saturn (a) and at Jupiter (b).
The dashed line represents the �rst derivative of the altitude of the brightness pro�le.
The dotted line represents the 1 bar level, corresponding to 0 km. On Saturn, the
altitude of the in�ection point (highlighted by the dash-dotted line) is smaller than
the pixel size. (from Bonfond et al., 2009)
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consecutive images have been acquired within a single orbit. As discussed below,
this technique is more complex to apply to images from the 9685 STIS program.

2.6.1.1 Compensation of the inter-image shift for the program 9685

Since the STIS �eld of view is 25 × 25 arcsec2 wide and since Jupiter's apparent
diameter is about ∼50 arcsec wide, the planet cannot �t entirely into the instrument
�eld of view. Approximately one quarter of the Jovian disk can be seen at a time. As
a consequence, the telescope has to be pointed slightly northward from the Jovian
center to observe the northern aurora and vice versa for the South. In the other
HST/STIS programs, this shift had been calculated by the PI and the pointing
position was given in celestial coordinates. However, for the 9685 program, it was
requested to track a particular point on Jupiter's surface. The coordinates of this
point are 170° in System III longitude and 67.8° in planetographic latitudes14. Since
this particular point is rotating during an observation sequence, the planetary disk
shifts from one image to the other. Consequently, it is necessary to compensate for
this additional motion in order to re-align the limbs. Accordingly, a routine was
developed in order to calculate the shift of each sub-image from a sequence relative
to the �rst one. It simulates the motion of the point in planetary coordinates and
computes the location di�erence in pixels from one frame to another. This function
works for time-tag sequences as well as for sub-images from a same dataset. In
Figure 2.2 the left panel represents the superposition of two images from the same
dataset without the shift and on the right panel we applied the shift. In the second
case, the two planetary disks are perfectly aligned.

2.6.2 Orienting all images consistently

In the following, the word �image� will be used to designate the sum of the exposures.
The goal of the automatic limb �tting procedure is to process every image the same
way, whatever the orientation of the planetary disk on the detector and whatever
the observed hemisphere. Three cases can occur: the disk �lls one, two or three
corners of the image. In order to detect which con�guration should be considered,
we need to distinguish the population of points related to the background from the
population of points related the planetary disk. This discrimination is performed by
using the histogram of the image. In �ltered images, there is a clear gap between the

14This corresponds to 65° in planetocentric coordinates.
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Figure 2.2: (left) Superposition of two exposures acquired during the same orbit 20
minutes apart. The two planetary disks are not aligned. (right) Superposition of
the same two exposures, but shifted according to the routine results. The limbs are
now perfectly aligned.

background population and the disk population so that the brightness threshold can
be set to the value corresponding to the �rst minimum of the histogram. On un�l-
tered images, the situation can be more complex, especially for STIS Clear images.
On the geometrically corrected images, the �rst population of points corresponds
to the border points that do not belong to the raw image (see Figure 2.3). Their
brightness has simply been set to zero in the pipeline. The second population be-
longs to the background points a�ected by Ly− α geocoronal emissions. The mean
brightness of this population can be signi�cantly di�erent from zero so that a �rst
minimum can appear on the histogram. The third population of points corresponds
to the disk and auroral emissions. In this case, the second minimum threshold is
considered instead of the �rst. At the end of this step, the threshold value is used
by the procedure to discriminate roughly the points belonging to the disk from the
others. The procedure then checks which corners are inside the disk and which are
outside.

2.6.3 First guess of the planetary center

Given the position of the disk relative to the corners, the image is rotated in order
to place the center of the disk in the lower left corner. If the disk �lls two corners,
the image is rotated so that the center is located on the left side. Knowing the
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Figure 2.3: Histogram of the pixel values for a F115LP ACS image. The �rst peak
at 0 count/s corresponds to the border points. the second maximum corresponds
to the background points. The rest of the points originates from the planetary disk
and the brighter points are from the aurora. In this case, the threshold is de�ned
as the second minimum.
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number of corners included into the disk, another routine locates two points at
the edge of the disk taking the illumination of the limb into account. A di�erent
criterion is used for the sunlit or the dark side of the planet. At this point of the
procedure, we know the quadrant in which the planet is located on the image and
the approximate position of two points on the limb. A contour ellipse �tting routine
based on ephemeris provides then a good �rst guess for the planetary center.

2.6.4 Masking the aurora

This rather accurate positioning of the center enables us to localize realistically and
e�ectively the polar area on the images. Points in this area should be discarded
from the limb scan because they are a�ected by high altitude auroral emissions. If
a too optimistic criterion is considered, then the auroral emissions will dramatically
damage the limb determination. On the other hand, if a too careful criterion is
applied, then, the portion of the limb taken into account will be so restricted that
no accurate limb �tting can be achieved. This is the reason why the �rst guess step is
so important. Since the most equatorward emissions come from the Io footprint and
tail, the auroral zone limit is de�ned 4° equatorward from the Io reference contour
from Grodent et al. (2003a). This area enables us to build a mask of points to be
discarded for the limb detection.

2.6.5 Scanning the limb

With the possibly misleading points due to auroral emissions eliminated, we can
re�ne the determination of the limb position. The next step consists in scanning
the disk boundary as approximated by the �rst guess ellipse in order to accurately
�nd the location of the limb. The limb point is de�ned as the in�ection point of
the radial pro�le (Vincent et al., 2000). Every degree starting from the bottom of
the rotated images, a corresponding point from the �rst guess ellipse is localized
and the tangent to the ellipse at this point is computed. The image is then rotated
around this point in order to align the tangent line to the Y axis. The procedure
selects a 240×70 pixels rectangle centered on the rotation center. The rectangle is
then re-binned into a 240 points pro�le (see Figure 2.4). Applying the two step
strategy, a two part function is �rst �tted to the pro�le for a rough determination
of the brightness decrease. The �rst part consists in a 2nd degree polynomial which
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Figure 2.4: Typical limb pro�le for ACS data. The �+� symbols represent the actual
pro�le. The dashed line is the polynomial-exponential �tting curve. The grey plain
line represents the �rst derivative of the actual pro�le. The two step procedure, i.e.
�rst �tting a curve and the then searching the in�ection point in a restricted area, is
particularly helpful for low signal to noise STIS data. The vertical dot-dashed line
marks the position of the limb point.

models the behavior of the inside of the disk along a normal scan15. The second side
of the curve is a decreasing exponential that models the transition from the disk to
the background brightness. The second step consists in locating the in�ection point
of the pro�le in a restricted set of points in the part corresponding to the decreasing
exponential. Finally, the locus of the in�ection points is �tted with an ellipse in
order to compute the coordinates of the center.

2.6.6 Deducing the orientation from the Jovian atmospheric

band structure

The processing of Saturn ACS observations aquired in 2007 highlighted a systematic
0.7° error of the orientation angle when �tting synthetic rings to the image rings.
Unfortunately, no ring system is visible on Jupiter HST FUV images. Neverthe-

15Since the orientation of the pro�le is perpendicular to the tangent to the ellipse, the scan is not
exactly radial but normal to the limb. This is more accurate since the Jovian disk is an ellipsoid.
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Figure 2.5: Summary of the limb �tting method.
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less, the band structure of Jupiter also appears on the UV images16 (Vincent et al.,
2000), even if the contrast between bands is fainter in the UV17 than in the vis-
ible wavelengths. A band �tting procedure has been built in order to detect and
measure a potential correction angle for the planetary orientation. In the southern
hemisphere, the relatively sharp transition between the polar dark region and the
�rst bright band has been used as a reference. Starting from the angle provided by
ephemeris and telescope data, the algorithm projects the region of interest into the
longitude-latitude space. The procedure then scans longitudinally the region and
detects the maximum of the light curve slope along the meridian lines. These points
are �tted linearly and the edges of the best �t line are projected into the image
space. These points are then used in order to compute the correction angle directly
into the original image. In order to assess and improve the accuracy of the method,
a series of test angles are added to the unknown correction angle. If the procedure
is e�cient, it should be able to detect and measure these additional forced angles.
Test angles from +1° to -1° with 0.2° steps have been used. Consequently, the value
of the measured correction angle minus the test angle provides another estimation
of the actual correction angle. Since the method is not perfect, some �uctuations
of the measured correction angle as a function of the test angles remain (see Figure
2.6). Accordingly, the RMS departure of these �uctuations is an estimate of the
intrinsic sensitivity of the method on each image and is on the order of 0.1°. The
routine selects the mean value of the measured angles minus the test angles.

This procedure has only been tested on images from the 10862 program. In this
image set, the mean correction angle is approximately 0.8° clockwise with an RMS
deviation around 0.3° (Figure 2.7). The di�erence with the previous numbers is that
here we evaluate the distribution of the measured values over the complete sample
instead of the sensitivity on a unique image. These values are quasi-identical for
both �lters. No evolution has been found between the correction angle and the Day
Of the Year (DOY). The deviation or the mean correction angle does not appear to
be related to the CML. The root cause of the observed tilt can hardly be attributed
to the guide stars inaccuracy because the angle would then be randomly distributed
(the guide stars are not identical for each orbit). Inspections of set of images coming

16UV WFPC2 observations showed that the bright band correspond to subsidence areas while
dark zones correspond to upwellings, contrary to the visible bands.

17The contrast between the bands , i. e. Id/Ib − 1 where Ib and Id are the brightest and the
darkest portions of the bands, measured with the F160W �lter on WFPC2 lies between 10 and
15% (Vincent et al., 2000).
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Figure 2.6: Measurement of the correction angle when di�erent arbitrary test angles
are introduced and then subtracted from the measurement. The test angles on this
plot range from -2° to 2° but this range is reduced from -1° to 1° in the actual routine
for computation time reasons. The RMS departure is on the order of 0.1°.
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from successive orbits tend to indicate that a part of the departure from the norm
could be attributed to intrinsic irregularities of the transition region between two
bands. These irregularities are not surprising on these red-leak a�ected UV images
since they are clearly noticeable on visible images (Figure 2.8).

As far as the northern hemisphere is concerned, the limit between the dark polar
region and the �rst bright band is too blurred and cannot be used to detect the
orientation angle. Several attempts to �t the maximum of the �rst bright band have
been made, as well as attempts to �t the minimum of the �rst dark band. The latter
provides slightly better results, but only when this band is well visible, that is when
the bands are more or less parallel to a border of the image and when this dark
band is not too close to the left border because of �at-�elding problems in this area
(Figure 2.9). It is nevertheless obvious that none of these methods does provide a
reliable estimate of the correction angle. The reason is that the contrast between
the bands, their sharpness and their width vary with time and with longitude. This
is also not surprising since these variations of the band structures are also obvious
on visible images.

In conclusion and in agreement with Saturn observations acquired in 2007, a
systematic correction of 0.7° to the orientation angle has been applied to every image,
either North or South. New geometric correction coe�cients have since been released
so that the Saturn images acquired and processed since 2008 do no longer su�er from
this orientation problem. Comparing the orientation angles indicated in the headers
of the raw and recti�ed images, we see that the angular di�erence is ∼0.6°. This
number is so close from the one deduced from our previous measurements that the
complete re-processing of the complete database was found unnecessary.

2.7 The Saturn observation catalog

We have seen above that Saturn images are often used as references when assessing
image processing techniques for Jupiter. Indeed, Saturn is another usual planetary
target for HST UV instruments. 1563 images have been acquired since 1997 with the
WFPC2, STIS and ACS cameras. These observations used exactly the same instru-
ments and the same set of �lters as Jupiter images, so that they are processed in the
same way. Consequently, we constructed a similar catalog for Saturn observations.
This catalog includes observation campaigns 6854 (Trauger), 8158 (Prangé), 8117
(Trauger), 10083 (Clarke), 10862 (Clarke), 11566 (Nichols) and 11984 (Nichols).
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Figure 2.7: Correction angles determined from the orientation of the sharp transition
region between the dark polar region and the �rst bright band for the southern
hemisphere. The mean value of this correction is -0.77° (counter-clock wise) and is
represented by the dashed line. The root mean square (RMS) deviation from this
mean value is 0.3° and is represented by the dotted lines. From this plot we can
see no obvious relationship between the correction angle and the Day Of the Year
(DOY).
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Figure 2.8: Recent WFPC2 images of the Jovian bands in the visible wavelength.
It is clearly noticeable that the band contrast is changing with time and that they
have sometimes irregular shapes.

Figure 2.9: Correction angles determined from the orientation of the maximum of
the �rst bright band for the northern hemisphere. The mean value of this correction
is -0.86° and is represented by the dashed line. The root mean square deviation
from this mean value is 1.3°. According to the scatter of the points on this plot, the
results from this method cannot be considered as reliable.
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The only di�erences are the center determination method and the satellite param-
eters. As mentioned above, Saturn's planetary centers are computed with a ring
�tting method developed by Adem Saglam. Catalog �elds related to Io, Europa,
Ganymede and Callisto have been replaced by equivalent ephemeris parameters for
Titan, Enceladus, Dione and Rhea.

2.8 Removing the planetary disk contribution

The planetary disks on STIS ans ACS images mainly originate from re�ected sunlight
on the planet. A classical method to model these emissions consist in modeling its
variations with a generalized Minnaert function (e.g. Vincent et al., 2000):

ln(Iµ) = A+B ln(µµ0) + C ln(µµ0)
2 +D ln(µµ0)

3

where I is the observed intensity, µ is the cosine of the observation zenith angle18 and
µ0 is cosine of the solar zenith angle. This formula is an empirical function initially
designed for modeling solar light scattering on the moon and has no particular
physical meaning in our case. A careful analysis of the relationship between ln(µµ0)

and ln(Iµ) on actual images for a given 1° wide latitude band on Jupiter shows
that points on the sunlit side and points on the terminator side of the planet form
two di�erent populations (Figure 2.10). Hence, when we consider each population
individually, the data points can be �tted with a linear law without the need of
higher order terms. The fact that the �tting coe�cients di�ers from the lit side
to the terminator side is relatively problematic because it means that the set of
coe�cients should be re-considered when the angle between the Earth and the Sun
as seen from Jupiter changes. For example, the Sun-Earth angle was close to 10°
during the �rst part of the 10862 campaign while is was much closer to 0° degrees
during the second one. Figure 2.11 shows an example of the A and B coe�cients
computed from two images acquired with the F165LP �lter for each part of the
campaign. When the Sun-Earth angle is close to 0° (dashed line), the behaviors on
the lit and the terminator sides are similar, as expected. Similarly, they signi�cantly
di�er when the absolute value of the angle increases.

The background planetary disks are built by �tting Minnaert coe�cients to im-

18The observation zenith angle is the angle between the normal to the surface and the observer
direction.
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Figure 2.10: Example of the evolution of ln(Iµ) as a function of ln(µµ0). The data
points with negative abscissae correspond to the lit side of the planet while points
with positive abscissas correspond to the dark side (the sign of their abscissae are
arti�cially inverted). The two sets of points have distinct behaviors which can be
separately �tted with a linear law.
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Sun-Earth angle ~ 0˚

North

Sun-Earth angle ~ 10˚

Figure 2.11: Evolution of the A and B parameters as a function of the band latitude
for a F165LP �lter image. This �lter samples longer wavelength than the ones we
usually use and is therefore less sensitive to the auroral emissions. The curves on
the left part of the image correspond to a con�guration where the Sun-Jupiter angle
was close to 0° and no large di�erences are seen between the sunlit (solid line) and
the terminator side (dashed line). The curves on the left part of the plot correspond
to a con�guration where the Sun-Jupiter angle was close to 10°. In this case, the A
and B parameters are di�erent for the sunlit and the terminator side.
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ages void of any auroral emissions. These �disk only� images are constructed from
a combination of real images. The idea is to assemble images where the aurora is
located in a di�erent sectors of the planet, through the use of masks hiding the
auroral emissions. For example, we can use an image where the auroral emission
is concentrated on the dusk side and another where the aurora is concentrated on
the dawn side. For each of them, we manually de�ne a mask hiding the auroral
emissions. Then we re-size and rotate the second image so that the planetary cen-
ters and the orientations coincide (Figure 2.12). Afterwards, we can assemble the
�disk only� image: when the brightness is available on both images, we consider
the mean intensity, when only one brightness is available because its counterpart
is hidden by the auroral mask, we consider this intensity and we discard points
where no information is available. This assembled image can then be used to �t the
Minnaert coe�cients. Since the band intensity varies with latitude, we compute 4
coe�cients per 1° wide band: two for the lit side and two for the terminator side.
Very high latitude coe�cients are usually missing because of the lack of data points.
Low latitudes are also usually undersampled or a�ected by an unreliable �at �eld
correction on the image borders. However, the typical IFP latitudes are always well
covered and thus the disk can be removed accurately in these regions.

Based on the particular orientation of each image, a synthetic background plan-
etary disk is generated for each image of the catalog. This disk can then be simply
removed from the original image in order to isolate the auroral emissions.

2.9 Epilogue: contributions to the study of Jupiter's

and Saturn's aurorae

The catalogs and the data processing techniques discussed above were necessary to
study the satellite footprints and Io's auroral signature in particular. However, these
techniques have also been used for studies of the giant planet aurorae unrelated to
the Io footprint. A detailed description of these results is out of the scope of present
thesis, but they nevertheless deserve to be quickly mentioned here.

The availability of a common and standardized catalog for all Jovian UV images,
whatever the instrument or whatever the observation campaign, makes comparisons
from one dataset to another easier. For example, Grodent et al. (2008b) showed that
the location of the main auroral emissions as well as the location of the footpath of
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Figure 2.12: In order to determine the Minnaert coe�cients, for given epoch and a
given �lter, we combine two or more images into an assembled image void of auroral
emissions (a). These coe�cients are then used to generate a synthetic background
disk for each image (b).
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Ganymede were varying by superimposing polar projection of the auroral emissions
from di�erent epoch (Figure 2.13). They showed that variations of the ring current
characteristics could explain these changes.

Moreover, the accurate and systematic determination of the planetary center on
Jupiter considerably facilitated the localization of the di�erent features on Jupiter
and the variation of these positions. Once the planetary centers and orientations
are known, polar projections of the auroral features can be automatically computed.
The limb �tting procedure presented here made the early production of the com-
plete set of polar projections related to the 10862 campaign possible only a few
weeks after the end of the observation campaign, signi�cantly accelerating the pro-
duction of scienti�c results. Radioti et al. (2008a) used these polar maps to produce
statistics of the position of the discontinuity in the brightness of the main oval. This
discontinuity has been associated to a reversal of the �eld aligned currents related
to the breakdown of corotation of the magnetospheric plasma. In addition, the
same early polar projections enabled the statistical analysis of the polar dawn spots
(Radioti et al., 2008b). The polar dawn spots are localized features present in the
polar region (i.e. poleward of main auroral oval). Their re-occurrence period of 2
to 3 days strongly suggests that they are associated with internally driven magnetic
reconnection in the Jovian magnetotail.

Other interesting auroral features on Jupiter are the faint di�use emissions ob-
served equatorward of the main oval. A comparison between simultaneous measure-
ments made by HST and the Galileo spacecraft suggests that these di�use emissions
could be linked to the pitch angle distribution boundary(Radioti et al., 2009b). This
boundary corresponds to a transition region located in the middle magnetosphere
between 10 and 17 Rj and where the distribution of the electron pitch angle changes
from pancake to bi-directional.

Finally, the image processing routines and the Saturn catalog have been used to
study transient features in the Kronian aurorae (Radioti et al., 2009a). These time-
varying emissions are though to be linked to energetic particle injections, similar to
the injections thought to trigger the �plasma blob� emissions on Jupiter.
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Figure 2.13: (top left) Superposition of two polar projections of the Jovian northern
aurora. The red one was acquired in December 2000 with the STIS instrument while
the blue one was acquired in April 2005 with the ACS camera. (from Grodent et al.
2008b) (top right) Image of the northern aurora highlighting the discontinuity of
the main oval. (from Radioti et al. 2008a) (bottom left) Examples of polar dawn
spots. These spots are though to be related to internally driven reconnections in
the Jovian magnetosphere. (from Radioti et al. 2008b) (bottom right) Polar pro-
jection of a STIS northern aurora image acquired the same day at the time Galileo
crossed of the pitch angle distribution (PAD) boundary. The dashed lines isolate
the equatorward di�use emissions (EDE). The red circles represent the projected
locations where Galileo detected PDA boundaries and the red diamond represent
the expected Ganymede footprint position when Ganymede's System III longitude
is 40°. (from Radioti et al. 2009b)
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Chapter 3

Spots multiplicity

3.1 Introduction to the Io footprint morphology

The �rst step in our endeavor to understand the Io footprint is the description of
its morphology. What does it look like? What is its shape? Is it monolithic or
composed of di�erent structures?

The early detections of the IFP described it as a localized spot. When Connerney
et al. (1993) �rst identi�ed the Io footprint with the infrared IRTF telescope, they
only observed a brighter area equatorward of the main auroral emissions. In the
UV domain, Prangé et al. (1996) observed a bright spot associated with the Io
footprint on one post-COSTAR FOC image. The authors also identi�ed emission
forming a faint arc starting from the brightest Io related emission and extending∼20°
downstream in the direction of Io's motion. These features, i.e. the bright Io spot
and its tail, have later been identi�ed on other images from the same instrument
(Prangé et al., 1998). The second generation WFPC2 camera showed a higher
sensitivity, allowing an easier identi�cation of the IFP on the images (Clarke et al.,
1996). While the FOC images rather showed the IFP as a small spot (with a
transverse size of 400 (-200,+100) km) barely larger than the projection of Io along
magnetic �eld lines (Prangé et al., 1996; Prangé et al., 1998), the WFP2 data showed
the footprint as a much larger spot (1000 to 2000 km), suggesting that the interaction
region in the equatorial plane was not restricted to Io but encompassed a broader
region around the satellite. Clarke et al. (2002) explained the discrepancy between
the two datasets by the lower sensitivity of the FOC instrument that only allowed
the detection of the brightest part of the emission.

After identi�cation in the IR and in the UV domains, the Io footprint has also
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been detected in the visible domain with the Solid State Imaging camera on board
the Galileo probe (Ingersoll et al., 1998;Vasavada et al., 1999). In the day-side of the
planet, the strong solar light re�ection prevents any observation of visible auroral
emissions. Consequently, the visible aurora can only be observed in the night-
side of Jupiter, i.e. from an in-situ observatory, contrary to IR and UV images.
Nevertheless, the main strength of these observations is their angular resolution,
since the one SSI pixel covers from 26 to 134 km on the planet. Ingersoll et al. (1998),
based on images from the third Galileo orbit, described the IFP as an ellipsoidal
spot (300×500 km FWHM) followed by a fainter downstream tail. On the other
hand, Vasavada et al. (1999), analysed images from the third and the tenth orbits
and described the spot more like a circular patch with a diameter of 450 ±100
km. On images acquired during the eleventh orbit, these authors note that the IFP
appears as a pair of patches ∼0.5° apart. The estimate of the inter-spots distances
as well as the size of the di�erent IFP features on UV images will be described in
Chapters 4 and 6 respectively. These visible images provide a crucial indication:
the appearance of two spots instead of a single one. Although these observations
in the visible provide very interesting information thanks to the original point of
view and of the unequaled angular resolution, the available data are scarce and lack
sensitivity. Indeed, the next steps forward were brought by the third generation UV
camera on board the Hubble Space Telescope.

During the second HST Servicing Mission in February 1997, astronauts installed
the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) instrument. Clarke et al. (2002)
used this camera to demonstrate that the Io spot was systematically followed, up
to 100° downstream, by a faint but extended tail. Additionally, they showed that
the bright part of the emission could show two types of morphology: a single spot,
sometimes being as large as 15° FWHM in longitude or a pair of spots. Given that
the two spots were 12° apart at maximum and that this size corresponds to the
extension of the wake of stagnating plasma behind Io, the authors interpreted the
IFP morphology, whether the spot is single or dual, as the footprint of the extended
interaction region at Io, comprising the wake. Based on the same image dataset,
Gérard et al. (2006) noticed that the number of spots, as well as the inter-spot
distances, evolves with the location of Io in the plasma torus. They showed that the
number of spots was larger when Io was away from the torus center. Additionally,
they noted that the angular separation between the �rst and the second spots was
decreasing in the northern hemisphere as Io is moving from the northern centrifugal
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the evolution of the spots separation in the Alfvén wings
re�ections scenario. For the northern spots, the inter-spot distance decreases as Io
moves southward. (from Gérard et al. (2006))

latitudes towards the torus center. Alternatively, the inter-spot distance in the
South increases as Io moves from the torus center to the southern most centrifugal
latitudes. They attributed this evolution of the angular separation of the spots
to re�ections of the Alfvén wings on the torus borders. Considering the northern
footprint, when Io is in the northern most part of the torus, the direct Alfvén wing
immediately escapes from the torus while the re�ected Alfvén waves have to cross
the torus twice. The resulting propagation delay between the direct and the re�ected
path leads to a maximum separation angle. As Io moves toward the torus center, the
direct wing cross a longer part of the torus while the re�ected path length decreases,
leading to smaller inter-spot distances (see Figure 3.1). We nevertheless note that
the study of the northern footprint was mainly restricted to con�gurations in which
Io has positive centrifugal latitude and vice-versa for the South.

In 2005, a HST observation program1 of the northern Jovian aurora was executed
in order to study a possible magnetic �eld anomaly in the 100° System III longitude
sector. By chance, the Io footprint is clearly visible on some of these images. An
intriguing faint emission was observed to prolong the main spot upstream. This
faint emission was presented under the name �precursor� by Grodent et al. (2005b)

1Observation program �10140�.
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at the MOP meeting at Leicester. We shall see in the next section that these
faint emissions, sometimes observed as a detached spot, occur systematically in one
hemisphere when Io is in a particular position in the plasma torus. Strictly speaking,
a precursor is a message announcing something that will appear later in time. The
faint spot we are discussing here does not appear previously to anything, but is just
located upstream of the main spot, thus leading the brightest emissions. This is the
reason why I consider the expression �precursor� as inappropriate and have replaced
it by the term �leading spot�.

When the Spring 2007 �10862� observation campaign was designed, Gérard et al.
(2006) had just highlighted the fact that the Io footprint morphology was varying
with the centrifugal latitude of Io. But it was also evident that only half of the
possible Io con�gurations in the Io torus had been observed and that consequently,
half of the story was missing. In the northern hemisphere, IFP observations were
only available when Io was in the northern part of the torus and vice-versa for the
South. One of the only few exceptions were the 2005 images mentioned above.

Even if the core of the �10862� proposal was the measurement of the solar wind
in�uence on the Jovian and Kronian aurorae, the LPAP team strongly insisted
to dedicate 10 out the 128 Jupiter orbits to the study of the Io and Ganymede
footprints. Therfore these 10 orbits were specially requested to observe the Io and
Ganymede footprints in con�gurations known to be unfavorable for the viewing of
the remaining of the aurora. Out of these 10 orbits, 8 were devoted to the Io footprint
and 2 to the Ganymede footprint. Given the promising results acquired with the
time-resolved time-tag sequences (see Bonfond et al., 2007), but acknowledging that
the STIS instrument was out of order since 2004, we chose to reduce the integration
time to 30 seconds (instead of 100 for the 118 remaining orbits) in order to enable
the study of the short timescale IFP brightness dynamics (see Chapter 7). The
next section describes the outcome of this observation campaign and discusses their
consequences in terms of interpretation of the footprint morphology and multiplicity.
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footprint multiplicity?
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3.2.1 Abstract

The electromagnetic interaction between Io and the Jovian magnetosphere generates
a UV auroral footprint in both Jovian hemispheres. Multiple spots were observed
in the northern Jovian hemisphere when Io was in the northern part of the plasma
torus and vice-versa for the South. Based on recent Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
measurements, we report here the discovery of a UV leading spot, i.e. a faint
emission located ahead of the main spot. The leading spot emerges at System III
longitudes between 0° and 100° in the northern hemisphere and between 130° and
300° in the southern hemisphere, i.e. in one hemisphere when multiple spots are
observed in the other hemisphere. We propose as one potential mechanism that
electron beams observed near Io are related to the generation of the leading spot
and the secondary spot in the opposite hemisphere.

3.2.2 Introduction

The �rst indications of the strong interaction between the volcanic moon Io and
the Jovian magnetosphere were discovered in the radio decametric domain (Bigg ,
1964). The auroral footprints associated with this interaction were �rst observed in
the infrared wavelength (Connerney et al., 1993) and then in the UV wavelength
(Clarke et al., 1996).
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The perturbation induced by the motion of Io in the plasma torus is thought to
propagate along the magnetic �eld lines mainly in the form of Alfvén waves and being
the root cause for the auroral Io footprint (IFP). Whether the Jovian ionosphere
exerts a strong feedback (the unipolar inductor), a partial feedback (a mixed Alfvén
wings system) or no feedback (the ideal Alfvén wings) on the current system is still
an open question (see review by Saur et al. 2004). Alfvén waves are slower in the
dense plasma torus con�ned around the centrifugal equator than outside the torus.
Consequently, the Alfvén wings and their associate current system are tilted with
respect to the background magnetic �eld. The longitudinal angle between the foot
of unperturbed �eld lines passing through Io and the actual location of the footprint
is called the lead angle. Moreover, substantial re�ections of the waves are expected
to occur where sharp density gradients exist, i.e. at the Jovian ionosphere and at
the torus boundaries (e.g. Wright and Schwartz , 1989).

Gérard et al. (2006) showed that the footprint brightness depends on the cen-
trifugal latitude of Io. They also demonstrated that the spot multiplicity and the
inter-spot distances were directly linked to the position of Io in the plasma torus.
The maximum multiplicity and the largest interval between the spots are observed
in the northern hemisphere when Io is close to the northern torus boundary (and
vice-versa for the South). However, the maximum distance between the �rst and the
secondary spots is ∼4° while linear Alfvén wing propagation models predict angles
around 12° (Dols , 2001). Recently, Bonfond et al. (2007) reported that fast bright-
ness �uctuations were also observed with timescales of 1-2 minutes in addition to
the long timescale variations of the footprint brightness.

Recent observations of the IFP in con�gurations that had never been observed
before reveal a new feature of the UV IFP morphology: a leading spot. Here we
describe for the �rst time a complete set of the Io footprint morphologies and we
discuss their interpretation.

3.2.3 Data Processing

This study is based on a comprehensive data base of 2120 high-resolution HST UV
images acquired with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) and the
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) from 1997 to 2007. A total of 1619 images were
taken during the HST large campaign in Spring 2007. The STIS camera provided
the best angular resolution (0.024468 arcsec/pixels compared to 0.0301 arcsec/pixel
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for ACS) while ACS has the best sensitivity. We considered images acquired with
the Strontium Fluoride (F25SRF2) and the Clear �lters for STIS, and with the
F125LP and the F115LP �lters for ACS. The F25SRF2 as well as the F125LP �lters
reject most of the Ly-α emissions, which are largely contaminated by the geocoronal
emissions. We applied dark count subtraction, �at-�elding as well as geometrical
corrections to every image considered in this work.

3.2.4 Observations

One of the multiple objectives of the recent HST campaign carried out with the
ACS camera was to complete the System III (S3) coverage of the footprints. In
particular, observations of the northern footprint when Io is close to the southern
edge of the torus as well as observations of the southern footprint when Io is close
to the northern edge of the torus were missing. We �nd that images of the IFP in
these con�gurations systematically show a faint emission ahead of the main spot,
which we call the leading spot. Figure 3.2 presents an example of leading spot in each
hemisphere. Figure 3.3 illustrates the occurrence distribution of the leading emission
as a function of S3 position of Io for the northern and the southern footprints. It
is seen that the leading spot is present at S3 longitude ranging from 0° to 100° in
the North. In this range, Io is located close to the southern edge of the torus. The
cases around 10° are more complex to interpret because the viewing geometry is
such that the footprint appears near the limb and its emission overlaps the main
auroral emissions. In these cases, a careful look of the animation sequences from
these image sets reveals a bright spot constantly ahead of the main Io spot. The
longitude of the occurrences of the southern leading spot ranges from 130° to 300°.
This corresponds to con�gurations where Io is located northward of the torus. The
UV H2 emitted power of the leading spot ranges from 0.6 GW to 1.9 GW.

The recent ACS observations complete the partial scheme of the UV footprint
morphologies shown in Figure 5 of Gérard et al. (2006). We extracted 21 pixels
wide stripes from the background subtracted images and stretched them in order
to display the footprint shape as a function of the longitude mapped to Io's orbital
plane. For this mapping, we used the VIP4 magnetic �eld model (Connerney et al.,
1998). The result is shown in Figure 3.4.

The Io footprint multiplicity follows a systematic scheme; when Io is close to
the northern edge of the plasma torus, at S3 longitudes around 200°, three spots
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Figure 3.2: Example of leading spot (a) in the northern hemisphere (S3 longitude:
∼50°) and (b) in the southern hemisphere. (S3 longitude: ∼170°)

Figure 3.3: Occurrence of the leading spot in the northern hemisphere (Top panel)
and in the southern hemisphere (Bottom panel). The dots represent the available
observations, the crosses represent the cases where the leading spot is observed and
the diamonds represent the uncertain cases.
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Figure 3.4: Scheme of the Io morphology as a function of the centrifugal latitude of
Io in the torus. This Figure completes the scheme of the Io footprint morphologies
as a function of the Io centrifugal latitude. The color table of each stripe is scaled
individually for a clearer illustration of the morphology. The longitudes are not
measured on the planet, but mapped to the equatorial plane along the magnetic �eld
lines according to the VIP4 model for an easier comparison of both hemispheres.
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can be seen in the northern hemisphere while a faint leading spot appears ahead
of the southern main spot. Similarly, when Io is close to the southern edge of the
plasma torus, at S3 longitudes around 20°, three spots clearly stand out from the
tail emission in the southern hemisphere. In the North, a faint leading spot appears
ahead of the main spot. The second spot in the South is generally brighter than in
the North. On the other hand, when Io is located in the center of the torus, i.e. at
longitudes around 110° or around 290°, only one bright spot sometimes followed by
a fainter one can be seen in both hemispheres and no leading spot is observed.

At a given time, the distance between the leading spot and the main spot in one
hemisphere is almost identical to the distance between the �rst and the secondary
spots in the opposite hemisphere. For example, on 5 March 2007, a southern foot-
print image was acquired at 09:02 UT and then a northern spot image was acquired
at 09:10 UT. In the South, the angular separation between the main spot and the
leading spot on the planet is about 3.1° when mapped back in the equatorial plane.
In the northern hemisphere, the separation between the main spot and the �rst
secondary spot is about 3.4°.

In Figure 3.4 some northern spots appear to be elongated downstream. This
e�ect is caused by limb brightening because of the viewing geometry of these cases.
Consequently, these elongations should not be considered as intrinsic. Similarly,
some stripes are slightly contaminated by the background auroral emissions (e.g.
the top stripe in the North). Nevertheless, this scheme has the advantage of ex-
tracting the footprint morphology from the context of the global image for easier
morphological comparisons.

3.2.5 Interpretation and discussion

The parallel evolution of the inter-spot distance in both hemispheres suggests that
the leading spot and the �rst secondary spot are related. In this section, we present
a possible interpretation of the footprint morphology taking the new observational
features described before into account. This interpretation attempts to provide an
explanation for three issues that were not solved with the previous interpretation
of the footprint multiplicity: 1) the existence of the leading spot and its evolution
with the centrifugal latitude of Io, 2) the small maximum inter-spot distance, 3) the
bright southern secondary spot.

The main idea driving this interpretation rests on the assumption that the leading
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and the secondary spot stem from a common mechanism. The electron precipitation
related to the main spot is thought to be associated with upward current carried
by the Alfvén wing. It is suggested that the downward segment of the current loop
accelerates electrons towards the other hemisphere (see Figure 3.5). These acceler-
ated electrons can then reach the other hemisphere within a few tens of seconds and
precipitate into the ionosphere. When Io is close to the northern edge of the torus,
the lead angle of the northern IFP is small while the lead angle of the southern
IFP is large. Accordingly, the electron beam generated on the northern hemisphere
would essentially follow the �eld lines whereas the Alfvén wing is tilted relative
to the background �eld. Consequently, the beam would reach the southern hemi-
sphere upstream from the southern main spot, creating the leading emission. On
the other hand, the northward electron beam would reach the northern hemisphere
downstream of the main spot, leading to the �rst secondary spot.

This scenario is supported by the Galileo spacecraft in-situ measurements of elec-
tron beams in the energy range from 100 eV to 150 keV (Williams et al., 1999;Frank
and Paterson, 1999). The origin of the beams has been attributed to electron accel-
eration related to the Jupiter-ward part of the current loop, by analogy to similar
electron beams observed at Earth (Mauk et al., 2001). These observations �rst sug-
gested that there exists a direct relationship between these beams and the auroral
emissions. However, this hypothesis was later questioned because the electron beams
were found unable to carry enough power to generate the observed IFP, given the as-
sumed extent of the beams close to Io (Mauk et al., 2001). In this work we, however,
need to compare the electron beam energy with the energy of the faint leading spot.
Based on the spectra in Mauk et al. (2001), we �nd that the energy �ux contained
in the electron beams can deliver ∼30 mW/m2 into Jupiter's ionosphere.The lead-
ing spot size on the images is approximately 350×150 km2, so that the total power
reaches ∼1.6 GW. Assuming a ∼15% e�ciency (Grodent et al., 2001), the injected
power leads to ∼0.24 GW emitted power, on the same order but somewhat smaller
than typical values of 0.7 GW for the leading spot. Since the beams have been ob-
served in the center of Io's wake and during polar �ybys, the current system might
be more complex than illustrated in Figure 3.5. Alternatively, we can consider the
energy radiated towards Jupiter by the Poynting-�ux, which is distributed over the
whole interaction region. This energy is converted, in parts, into electron heating
and acceleration. Note, this does not a�ect the principles of our interpretation since
electron beams and Alfvén wings follow di�erent directions (except in the center of
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the suggested mechanism that could explain the pres-
ence of the leading spot. The blue line shows the current �owing trough Io, then
along the Alfvén wings and �nally in the Jovian ionosphere. The electron beams
are shown in red and the IFP spots are represented by stars. The left panel is a
simpli�ed side view of the conventional Alfvén current system. Some of the beam's
electrons can precipitate if their mirror point is low enough, creating the leading
spot. The right panel illustrates the geometry of the Alfvén wings propagation and
their re�ection against the inner boundary of the torus. In contrast to the Alfvén
waves, the electron beams are not a�ected by the high torus density, which enables
them to propagate rapidly from one hemisphere to the other, generating the leading
and the �rst secondary spots.
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a fully saturated Alfvén wing).
Another argument in favor of this interpretation is the brightness of the second

spot in the southern hemisphere, which can sometimes be brighter than the �rst one.
The S3 longitude range where the southern secondary spot is very bright corresponds
to the region of weaker surface magnetic �eld. As a consequence, the secondary spot
appears more a�ected by the surface �eld strength than the �rst one. If the pitch
angle distribution of the electron beams is larger than the loss cone, as suggested
by the Galileo observations, then the decrease of the surface �eld strength could
signi�cantly increase the number of precipitated electrons.

The third spot which is observed in both hemispheres at maximum 12° down-
stream of the main spot could be the spot related to the Alfvén wing re�ection on
the plasma torus boundary. Accordingly, the observed angular separation between
the �rst and the third spot would agree with the results of linear simulations based
on realistic torus density pro�les (e.g. Dols , 2001).

Other mechanisms could also explain the structures described above. For ex-
ample, a possible interpretation could be that the leading spot is actually a faint
primary spot. As a result, the feature that we consider as the main spot may be seen
as a very bright secondary spot. The intense emission of the second spot compared
to �rst one could stem from constructive interferences of the Alfvén waves predicted
by the models describing strong interaction between Io and the torus and modeling
the non-linear e�ects (Jacobsen et al., 2007).

The hypothesis of electron precipitation occurring upstream of the foot of the
Alfvén wing has already been proposed by Queinnec and Zarka (1998) to explain
the weak trailing arc of radio B arcs. These authors suggested that electron leakage
on the Alfvén wing could be produced by parallel electric �elds associated with the
magnetic perturbation. However, it is di�cult to link this process with the leading
spot because the trailing arc originates from the northern hemisphere while the
leading emissions are observed in the South for the same longitude range.

3.2.6 Conclusions

Recent observations of the Io UV footprint in previously unexplored con�gurations
reveal a new feature of the Io footprint. The feature, that we name the leading spot,
consists of a faint emission upstream of the main spot and appears in one hemi-
sphere when Io is close the opposite border of the plasma torus. It is suggested that
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this leading spot is produced by the same mechanism as the previously described
secondary spot. These two spots would not be related to re�ection of Alfvén waves
on the torus border but would be caused by electron beams generated by down-
stream currents in the opposite hemisphere. These beams, probably linked to those
observed by Galileo, could precipitate in the opposite Jovian hemisphere, creating
a spot ahead or behind the main spot depending on Io's location in the torus. This
conclusion is supported by the observation that the secondary spot appears brighter
in the South when the southern surface magnetic �eld is weaker.

3.3 Complementary results on the Io footprint mor-

phology

3.3.1 Particular cases

We have seen that the interpretation of the footprint in Clarke et al. (2002) as the
signature of an extended interaction region or as a combination of di�erent spots
like in Gérard et al. (2006) or in Bonfond et al. (2008) are radically di�erent. Clarke
et al. (2002) probably based their conclusions on the �nding of extremely large single
spots. We con�rm that such morphologies are indeed observed in some particular
cases in the southern hemisphere when Io lies around 120°-140° S3 longitude (Figure
3.6a). However, images of the IFP acquired in the same region but at a di�erent
time show a slightly di�erent picture, with a smaller main spot preceded by a tongue
of fainter emission and followed by an extended zone of fainter emissions (Figure
3.6b). The longitude range under consideration corresponds to a sector where Io
moves northward from the torus center and where we expect the leading spot to
slowly emerge from the main one. One possible explanation is that the relative
intensity of the di�erent spots can vary from a period to another and we suggest
that the extended footprint morphologies are in fact the result of the combination
of bright spots close to each other, but unresolved in the STIS images.

3.3.2 The leading spots as seen by New Horizons

A con�rmation of the systematic appearance of the leading spot when Io is close to
the torus boundary has been presented by Gladstone et al. (2007). We have seen
that Spring 2007 HST observing campaign was motivated by the simultaneous �y-by
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Comparison of two observations of the southern footprint in similar
con�guration. The System III longitude of Io is equal to 132.8° in the �rst case (a)
and to 133.5° in the second case (b). In the �rst case, the spot appears as a very
long but unique spot while in the second case, the main spot is reduced but preceded
and followed by fainter emissions.

of Jupiter by the New Horizons probes en route to Pluto. During this �y-by, the
LORRI panchromatic camera acquired images of the night side Jovian aurora in the
visible wavelength (350 nm to 850 nm). Among these images, one shows a vertically
elongated bright spot preceded upstream and followed downstream by two fainter
spots. The upstream spot is called �precursor�, following the terminology from Gro-

dent et al. (2005b). In their study, the authors claim that no UV counterpart of
this �precursor� spot can be seen in the HST images. Indeed, HST images have
been acquired at the same time but only the Io tail can be seen on them, since the
expected Io main spot phase angle is 52° (see table 4.1), that is out of the view of
HST. However, HST/ACS images of the southern hemisphere taken when Io was
in the same S3 sector clearly show the leading spot in this region. Thus the spots
con�guration on this LORRI image, including the secondary spot appearing down-
stream of the main emission, is totally consistent with the the general Io footprint
morphology scheme we drew in this chapter.

3.3.3 Epilogue

The data acquired during the large �10862� observation campaign, considerably
increased our Io footprint images database and provided us with images of the
footprint in previously unexplored con�gurations. Dedicated observation orbits in
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Figure 3.7: Zoom on the Io footprint as imaged by the LORRI pan-chromatic camera
onboard the New-Horizons probe. (from Gladstone et al. (2007))
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the 0° sector in the North and in the 150° sector in the South helped us to con�rm and
analyze the occurrence of a faint spot appearing upstream of the main Io spot. The
coverage of the footprint evolution as a function of the position of Io in the Jovian
magnetic �eld is now almost complete. It has become obvious that the footprint is
composed of several spots (at least three), which move with respect to each other,
plus a long fainter trail. I shall dedicate a complete Chapter to this later feature
(Chapter 5).

It is possibly desirable to clarify here the terminology used in this thesis because
there is considerable confusion in the literature. The term footprint is here used to
designate the complete signature of the Io-Jupiter interaction in the Jovian aurorae.
Depending on the context, Io footprint is used to designate both northern and
southern features. For example, when I discuss electron acceleration mechanisms
generating the Io footprint, I refer to the footprint phenomenon in general, whatever
the hemisphere. However, I also use the term Io footprint to designate the Io-related
auroral features in one speci�c hemisphere, particularly when I describe speci�c
images (see Figure 3.7 for example). Thus, in each hemisphere, the footprint is
composed of several spots and an extended downstream tail. The brightest spot
is generally called the main spot. The downstream spots in the direction of the
planetary rotation are called secondary spots. When a spot appears upstream of
the main spot, as justi�ed before, it is called the leading spot. The only exception
concerns cases in the southern hemisphere for which one secondary spot progressively
and momentarily becomes as bright or brighter than the main one (see Figure 1.8 in
the South at -2.68° for example). However, since we can track the variations of the
footprint brightness and since it is obvious that the brightness of the second spot is
increasing with time, it would not make sense and it would be confusing to shift the
appellations from one image to another in these very peculiar cases. These terms
are phenomenological names for the di�erent spots, free from any interpretation. It
turned out that these names were confusing in the framework of the trans-hemisphere
electron beams theory, because secondary spots can have di�erent origins while
leading and secondary spots could be caused by the same mechanism. Consequently,
we proposed another terminology directly linked to this particular interpretation
framework. The spot associated with the direct Alfvén wing is called the Main
Alfvén Wing spot (MAW spot), the spot linked to the electron beam is logically
designated as the Trans-hemisphere Electron Beam spot (TEB spot) and the spot
related to Alfvén wave re�ections on the torus boundaries is called the Re�ected
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Alfvén Wing spot (RAW spot).
Regularly during the short story of the Io UV footprint, new data substantially

modi�ed our understanding of the Io-Jupiter interaction. A signature of an extended
interaction region or re�ections of Alfvén waves cannot (at least not completely)
explain the observed evolution of the IFP morphology as a function of the Io location.
Consequently, we proposed a new interpretation of the IFP morphology, implying
the precipitation of trans-hemispheric electron beams. These electron beams were
already known to play a major role in the chemistry of the plasma ionization at Io
(Saur et al., 2002; Dols et al., 2008). Our observations suggest that these beams
also play a key role in the auroral footprint morphology. We have seen that a strong
argument in favor of our new interpretation of the Io footprint morphology is the
evolution of the inter-spot distances. The quantitative study of these distances will
be the subject of a particular section of the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Spots position

4.1 Foreword

In the previous chapter we addressed the problem of the footprint morphology or,
in other words, the problem of its general shape. We saw that the answer to the
question �What does the Io footprint look like?� is already telling us a lot about the
ongoing processes that connect Io to its parent planet. The footprint is composed
of at least three spots (sometimes merged) followed by a long trailing tail. The
multiplicity of the spots excludes the simplest unipolar inductor model, but the
evolution of the spots position cannot be solely explained by re�ections of Alfvén
waves. We have proposed a new interpretation to explain the evolution of the IFP
morphology and to reconcile the occurrence of the di�erent IFP spots with the
observation of electron beams at Io. We now continue our endeavor by answering
another basic question: �What is the Io footprint location?�. Of course, this question
will immediately be followed by a recurrent questioning in this thesis: �What is it
telling us about the Io-Jupiter interaction?�.

We have seen in the introductory chapter that the Io footprint is a consequence of
the interaction between Io and the Jovian magnetosphere and that the perturbation
generated at Io propagates along the magnetic �eld lines convecting along Io. The
position of the IFP thus contains two pieces of information. First, whatever the
far �eld interaction model we consider, the IFP is connected to �eld lines crossing
Io's orbit. If we extend this observation to the whole IFP footpath, i.e. the locus
of the IFP, and to the other satellites footpaths as well, then we can conclude that
any accurate Jovian magnetic �eld model should link the �eld lines crossing any
satellite orbit to the corresponding footpath. Consequently, the position of the
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satellite footprints on Jupiter is of particular importance because they can be used
to constrain magnetic �eld models.

However, all the models describing the Io-Jupiter interaction predict that the
footprint is not exactly located at the foot of the unperturbed �eld lines passing
through Io but should lie a few degrees downstream. More interestingly, the di�er-
ent models do not agree on how far downstream the auroral emission should appear,
allowing us, in theory, to validate some solutions and discard others. Another pre-
cious tool to validate the interpretation of one of the IFP spot as a result of the
precipitation of trans-hemispheric electrons is the qualitative estimate of the di�er-
ent inter-spot distances. I will thus extend quantitatively and detail the conclusions
that we reached in the previous chapter.

4.2 Satellites footpaths as constraints for improving

Jovian magnetic �eld models

4.2.1 Models of the internal magnetic �eld

The idea of using the Io footprint location to constrain the magnetic �eld models
appeared very early in the short story of the Io footprint. Indeed, the concept
was proposed as soon as 1993 by Connerney et al. when they reported the �rst
observations of the infrared auroral signature of the Io-Jupiter interaction. We
must admit that the case of the Io footprint is exceptional in the studies of the
aurorae. Whatever the planet under consideration, it has always been a considerable
challenge to precisely relate phenomena taking place in the equatorial plane of the
magnetosphere and their high latitude auroral counterparts. The problem is that
we usually do not know the exact topology of the magnetic �eld, either because
of the lack of observational constraints or because it strongly varies with time (or
both, of course). In the case of the satellite footprints, if we neglect the lead angles,
the connection between a given position in the magnetosphere and its projection on
the planets along magnetic �eld lines is direct. Io, Europa and Ganymede can then
be used as landmarks to estimate the mapping of auroral features on Jupiter. For
example, Radioti et al. (2009b) made use of tabulated Ganymede footprint locations
to discuss the mapping of in situ Galileo observations into the Jovian polar regions
(Figure 2.13). The argument also works the other way round: Radioti et al. (2008a)
used the position of Ganymede's footprint to demonstrate that the discontinuity in
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the main emission maps to a region farther than 15 Jovian radii.
We should nevertheless distinguish Io from the other moons because they are not

exactly located in the same region of the magnetosphere. Io is only 6Rj away from
Jupiter and lies in the inner magnetosphere. In this region, the internal magnetic
�eld from Jupiter is by far the dominant contributor to the magnetic �eld topology.
Europa and, to a larger extent Ganymede, being respectively 10 Rj and 15 Rj away
from Jupiter, lie in the middle magnetosphere. In this region, the magnetodisk
becomes a major contributor to the �eld. The main e�ect of this disk of rotating
plasma is to stretch the �eld lines away from Jupiter (see Figure 1.3). The magnetic
�eld models are usually constructed as an �onion� to take these various e�ects into
account. The core of the models represents the inner magnetic �eld and is usually
described as a series expension using magnetic multipoles. Then layers are added,
modeling the e�ect of the di�erent currents �owing in the magnetosphere, like the
ring current, the magnetopause currents or the cross tail currents (e.g. Connerney ,
1981; Khurana, 1997;Alexeev and Belenkaya, 2005). On one hand, the di�erent
contributing currents and their related �eld contributions vary with time, notably
owing to variations of the solar wind conditions. On the other hand, the inner
magnetic �eld is supposed to remain relatively stable1. Fortunately, since Io is
located in the inner magnetosphere, the in�uence of these external components is
weak. The direct consequence of the above considerations is that the Io footprint
can be used directly to constrain the inner magnetic �eld while we would need
to take the ring current and its variations into account if we wanted to use the
other footprints. For example, Grodent et al. (2008b) found signi�cant latitudinal
shifts of the northern main emissions and Ganymede footprint emissions when they
compared Jupiter auroral UV images spanning nine years of observation2. They
showed that variations of the current sheet width and density could explain the
latitudinal migration of the emissions.

Anyway, the Ganymede and the Europa footprints had not been discovered when
Connerney et al. released the VIP4 model in 1998. Previous models were based on
least squares �ts of in situ magnetic �eld measurements with spherical harmonics

1Comparing magnetic �eld measurements from Pioneer 11 (that �ew by Jupiter in 1974), from
Voyager 1 (�y-by: 1979) and from Ulysses (�y-by:1982), Connerney et al. (1996) did not notice
any signi�cant secular variation of the Jovian internal magnetic �eld parameters. On the contrary,
Russell et al. (2001) reported a possible change of the magnitude of the dipole moment on the
order of 1.5% from 1975 to 2000 based on Galileo measurements.

2The latitudinal variations were respectively on the order of 3° for the main emissions and 2°
for the Ganymede footprint.
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models. This time, the authors gathered enough IFP position datapoints both from
IR and UV observations to reasonably cover the Io footpaths from both hemispheres.
In order to �nd the best model to �t the observations, Connerney et al. (1998) com-
puted the radius re at which a �eld line starting at an observed footprint location
intercepts the jovigraphic equator for each iteration step. They then used a general-
ized inverse technique to determine the best 4th degree and order multipole model
that simultaneously minimizes the quantity re−rIo (rIo = 5.9Rj being the Io's orbit
radius) and �ts in-situ measurements of the magnetic �eld from the Pioneer 11 and
Voyager 1 spacecraft. Note that the only constraint is that the relevant model �eld
lines reach Io's orbit, but the projected IFP positions are not constrained in longi-
tude. High order terms in the multipole development of the magnetic �eld essentially
a�ect the surface magnetic �eld but their in�uence weakens as the radial distance
increases. Consequently only third order and degree terms where constrained by in-
situ measurements from Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager 1 and 2 or even Ulysses probes
(e.g. Connerney et al., 1996). Since the IFP projections along modeled �eld lines
provide some information on the surface �eld, the VIP4 model resolves all but three
of the fourth order terms. Of course, a natural consequence of these improvements
is that the projection of the Io orbit back to the northern and southern ionospheres
is in much better agreement with the IFP data points (Figure 4.1). We should note
that the model described in the Connerney et al. (1998) paper is composed of two
parts: the fourth order and fourth degree spherical harmonic model representing the
internal Jovian magnetic �eld and the magnetodisk magnetic �eld model described
in Connerney (1981). The authors applied this two part model to derive expected
footpaths for Amalthea as well as for Europa and Ganymede.

Europa and Ganymede footprints have been formally identi�ed in STIS images
by Clarke et al. (2002) and the large Spring 2007 HST observation campaign con-
siderably increased the available database. Grodent et al. (2008a) systematically
measured the Io, Europa and Ganymede footprints position and built partial ref-
erence contours for these satellites. While the VIP4 predicts contours which are
essentially parallel to each other, it is obvious that the observed footpaths diverge
from each other in the longitude range from 80° to 150° (Figure 4.2 left). Addi-
tionally, images show a hinge in the northern Io tail around 110° longitude that
is not reproduced by the VIP4 model. The authors noted that neither the diver-
gence of the footpaths nor the presence of the hinge can be reproduced through
a modi�cation of spherical harmonics parameters of order ≤ 4. Additionally, the
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Figure 4.1: Orthographic polar projections of the surface �eld strength in the north-
ern and southern hemisphere according to the VIP4 model. The polar projection
of the Io orbit along the �eld lines as well as the footprint locations used to build
the model are also represented. The projection of the Io orbit along the �eld lines
according to the older O6 magnetic �eld model is also shown as dashed lines. We can
see that the use of Io footprint as a constraint considerably improves the accuracy
of the mapping (from Connerney et al., 1998).

potential changes on these parameters should not a�ect the southern footpaths too
much since such a divergence is not observed there. They proposed a novel solution
to reproduce the northern footpaths: in addition to modi�ed 3rd and 4th order
parameters, their model also encompasses an o�-centered dipole situated below the
hinge region. Solutions of this kind are not unique and the authors indeed propose
two di�erent positions for the dipole that would equally be in accordance with the
data. It should also be noted that these two perturbed models are only constrained
by northern hemisphere data and do not �t the southern hemisphere footpath. One
�nal comment on these models: the new surface magnetic �eld maps considerably
di�er from the VIP4 results (Figure 4.2 right). This observation calls for caution
when correlating auroral or low altitude magnetospheric quantities to the magnetic
�eld strength, whatever the model in use.
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Figure 4.2: (left) The solid lines correspond to the observed contours for the Io
(red), Europa (blue) and Ganymede (green) footprints in the northern hemisphere.
The colored dashed lines are the projection of the satellites' orbits along the �eld
lines from the VIP4 model (top) and the new model composed of a multipole +
a dipole (bottom). It can be seen that the divergence of the observed footpaths
is not reproduced by the VIP4 model. (from Grodent et al., 2008a) (right) Polar
map of the surface magnetic �eld intensity for the VIP4 model (top) and one of
the alternative models perturbed with an additional dipole (bottom). Both models
assume the same magnetodisk model (from Grodent et al., 2008a).
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4.3 Location of the Io footprint spots: key observa-

tions for validating the interaction models

Most of the material presented in the following section has been published by B.
Bonfond, D. Grodent, J.-C. Gérard, A. Radioti, P.A. Delamere, V. Dols and J.T.
Clarke under the title: The Io UV footprint: Location, inter-spot distances and tail

vertical extent in Journal of Geophysical Research - Space Science (Bonfond et al.,
2009).

4.3.1 Introduction

The root cause for the Io-Jupiter interaction is the motion of Io with respect to the
plasma torus, which generates Alfvén waves propagating along the magnetic �eld
lines that connect Io's neighborhood and Jupiter (see review in Saur et al., 2004).
The propagation of these waves has been historically described by two competing
models. The �rst proposed model is called �the steady state unipolar inductor
model�(Goldreich and Lynden-Bell , 1969) at a time where the existence of neither
the Io atmosphere nor the plasma torus had been observationally established. The
electric current �owing through Io's atmosphere propagates along �eld lines to the
northern and southern ionospheres of Jupiter, where it closes via the locally hor-
izontal Pedersen current, thus forming a current loop connecting the satellite to
the planet. The basic assumption of the model is that an Alfvén wave created at Io
would be fast enough to reach the ionosphere of Jupiter and bounce back to intercept
Io, establishing this steady current loop. The discovery of the dense plasma torus
encompassing the orbit of Io challenged the assumptions of the unipolar inductor
model. The high plasma density would slow down tremendously the propagation
velocity of the Alfvén wave originating from Io. If this wave retardation is large
enough, then, by the time the wave is re�ected from Jupiter's ionosphere back to
the torus, Io would have had time to slip free from the magnetic �ux tube which
intercepted it at the time the wave was originally launched.

Consequently, the interaction in this picture is better described in terms of prop-
agation of MHD Alfvén waves which form ideal Alfvén wings. This type of wave
carries a current approximately �eld-aligned, which does not require a closure in
Jupiter's ionosphere (Neubauer , 1980). Detection by the Galileo spacecraft of a
quasi-stagnated �ow in the wake of Io, within half an Io radius of the surface (Frank
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et al., 1996), regenerated interest in the unipolar inductor model in the literature:
because of the strongly retarded �ow, the Alfvén wave launched at Io could have
the time to bounce back from the ionosphere and return to Io, which is the scenario
of the unipolar inductor. Several authors recently proposed a formalism where the
Alfvén wing model and the unipolar inductor are the two extreme cases of the same
interaction (Crary and Bagenal , 1997; Pontius , 2002; Saur , 2004].

In principle, careful observations of the location of the Io spot could determine
whether the interaction is better described with either the unipolar or the Alfvén
framework, or a potential mix of the two. The distance between the observed IFP
auroral emission and the instantaneous projection of Io on the Jovian ionosphere
along the �eld lines is called the �lead-angle�. The unipolar inductor model predicts
a large lead angle ≥ 12◦, depending on the conductivities of Io and Jupiter but not
on the location of Io in the torus. The Alfvén wave model predicts a smaller lead
angle ≤ 6◦ , independent of the Jovian conductivity but strongly dependent on the
local plasma properties through which the Alfvén wave is traveling. Consequently
the Alfvén wing model is strongly dependent on Io's latitudinal location in the
torus. In both cases, the IFP is expected to occur downstream (along the direction
of planetary rotation) of the position of Io as mapped along undisturbed magnetic
�eld lines.

The �rst estimates of the lead angle were based on IR images and on the O6
magnetic �eld model (Connerney et al., 1993). They suggested that the lead angle
was independent of Io's System III longitude and was as large as 15-20◦. These
results were in favor of the unipolar inductor. However, Clarke et al. (1996)(1998),
Prangé et al. (1998) and more recently Gérard et al. (2006) showed lead angle mea-
surements based on HST FUV observations and on O6 or on VIP4 magnetic �eld
models (Connerney et al., 1998) indicating that the lead angle could vary with Io's
longitude and even attain negative values. This later result is particularly puzzling
since no model predicts an upstream bending of �eld lines nor a perturbation which
propagates against the rotation of ambient magnetospheric plasma. The occurrence
of lag angles was attributed to the lack of accuracy of the magnetic �eld longitudinal
mapping. The VIP4 magnetic �eld model and its later improvements by Grodent

et al. (2008a) are built in such a way that the mapping of the Io orbit along the �eld
lines is constrained to fall on the locus of the IFP as seen on IR or UV images (the
IFP reference contour). This method brings substantial improvements compared
to earlier models which relied only on in-situ magnetic �eld measurements in the
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equatorial plane. However, the longitude along the reference contour is not con-
strained by the observations. If the magnetic �eld models were directly linking Io
to its northern and southern footprints by construction, then measurements of the
lead angle would be meaningless. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether the absence
of such a constraint provides more signi�cant information.

Another method to determine the lead angle is based on measurements of the
inter-spot distances. If the Alfvénic perturbations remain small compared to the
ambient �eld, then the lead angle is directly linked to these distances. The rela-
tionship between secondary spot positions and Io's centrifugal latitude (i.e. latitude
with respect to the rotational equator) was �rst suggested to be caused by re�ec-
tions of the Alfvén waves on the torus boundaries (Gérard et al., 2006). In this case,
the maximum lead angle is expected to correspond to half of the maximum inter-
spot distance. However the recent �nding of a faint spot appearing upstream of the
main emissions puts this interpretation into question. An alternative explanation
assumes that the upstream or downstream secondary spots are caused by electron
beams originating from the opposite hemisphere (Bonfond et al., 2008). According
to this trans-hemispheric electron beams model, when Alfvén waves dissipate their
energy in the form of electron parallel acceleration, most electrons are accelerated
towards the planet, creating the main Io spot. Part of the electron population, how-
ever, is accelerated towards the opposite hemisphere in the form of electron beams.
Since these electrons are essentially undisturbed by the torus plasma (unlike the
Alfvén waves), they may precipitate upstream or downstream of the other hemi-
sphere's main spot depending on the Io centrifugal latitude. Three spots are de�ned
in this framework: the Main Alfvén Wing spot (MAW spot), the Trans-hemispheric
Electron Beam spot (TEB spot) and the Re�ected Alfvén Wing spot (RAW spot).
Accordingly, the maximum inter-spot distance between the MAW spot and the TEB
spot would provide a good estimate of the maximum lead angle. Nevertheless, other
models considering a stronger interaction do not predict such obvious relationships
between the inter-spot distance and the lead angle. It is not clear how a pure
unipolar model could explain the multi-spot structure and the systematic variation
of the inter-spot distances. However, Jacobsen et al. (2007) suggested that strong
non-linearities could trigger wave interference patterns leading to the occurrence of
multiple spots and depending on Io's location in the torus.

The large Hubble Space Telescope (HST) campaign dedicated to Jupiter's aurora
in Spring 2007 brought a wealth of new data concerning the IFP. Here we describe
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the careful determination of the footprint location. We de�ne a new IFP reference
contour, and measure the lead angles as well as of the inter-spot distances on an
unprecedented longitude coverage.

4.3.2 New Io reference contours

IR and UV observations have shown that the IFP follows a �xed path in S3, called
the IFP reference contour. In order to fully determine this contour in each hemi-
sphere, we need images of the IFP spanning all Io S3 longitudes. In previous HST
campaigns, the observing geometry was mainly constrained by the visibility of the
main auroral emission, systematically leaving some con�gurations unexplored. The
latest ACS observations now �ll most of these gaps and provide the missing data
points. Grodent et al. (2008a) used this more complete ACS dataset to build refer-
ence contours for Io, Europa and Ganymede in the northern hemisphere by manually
selecting the location of the footprint spots and Io's tail on the images. Following
Grodent et al. (2008a), we assume the manually selected spots to be located 700
km above the 1 bar level. These observations include con�gurations where the IFP
lies very close to the planetary limb, leading to large inaccuracies. The problem is
particularly pronounced in the 350-100◦ Io S3 sector, where the reference contour
does not seem to form a closed curve according to the simple polar projection of
the observed footprint location (see Figure 1 in Grodent et al. (2008a)). In order
to increase the accuracy of the IFP localization in this critical sector, we take ad-
vantage of the fact that our observations were designed to acquire images in the
same Io S3 longitude but for di�erent local time con�gurations. The Io S3 longitude
di�erence tolerance between the two observations is as low as 0.25◦, which is less
than one third of the S3 longitude range covered by Io in 100 s. This means that,
for each pair of images, Io is almost in the same position with respect to the Jovian
magnetic �eld, but the footprint is seen from di�erent points of view (with respect
to the Jupiter-Earth line of sight). Assuming that the IFP is located exactly at
the same place on both images3, we determine the longitude/latitude couple that
minimizes the distances in pixels between the computed point and the manually
selected pixel on both images. The new IFP location typically lies within 2-3 pixels
of the originally selected position. For example, the uncertainty on the IFP loca-
tion around 0◦ Io S3 longitude, which was as large as 5◦ based on single images,

3I.e. assuming that local time and temporal e�ects are negligeable.
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is now reduced down to ∼ 2◦ in longitude and ∼ 1◦ in latitude. In the sectors
where such image pairs exist, we only take these new points into account (pale grey
triangles in Figure 4.3). In sectors where images pairs are missing, we consider spot
locations (dark grey diamonds) or tail locations (black crosses) derived from unique
images. We are now in position to construct a new reference contour with a more
realistic closure in the northern 30-60◦ Io S3 longitude range (Figure 4.3 left and Ta-
ble 4.1). The agreement between our reference contour and the footprint positions
measured on high resolution images (from 25.7 km/pixel to 133.7 km/pixel) in the
visible wavelength by Galileo (Vasavada et al., 1999) is convincing. We note that,
in the North, our reference contour mainly di�ers from the VIP4 Io contour in the
region in�uenced by the magnetic anomaly between 100 and 180◦ longitude. Some
signi�cant di�erences also arise between 210◦ and 290◦.

As far as the southern hemisphere is concerned, the Io S3 coverage gaps were
even wider than in the North. Most of them are now �lled, making it possible to
draw an updated southern Io footpath reference (Figure 4.3 right and Table 4.1).
The agreement between the VIP4 Io contour and our reference contour is better in
the South. Our footpath only lies a few degrees equatorward from the VIP4 contour
near 0◦ and near 90◦. Finally, we note that the two contours have very similar
lengths: ∼173000 km for the North and ∼167 000 km for the South.

4.3.3 Lead angle and inter-spot distances

Now that we have an accurate relationship between the orbital longitude of Io and
the corresponding position of the main IFP spots, computing the lead angles is
relatively straightforward provided we have an accurate magnetic �eld model. In
addition to the VIP4 model, we also used the second multipole + dipole model
from Grodent et al. (2008a) in the North for comparison. It should be noticed
that, where the northern contour is very close to the pole, a small distance on
the planet corresponds to a large interval when expressed in terms of longitude.
Moreover, measuring the longitudinal shift directly on the planet does not enable us
to meaningfully compare values from opposite hemispheres nor to verify theoretical
predictions since these usually implicitly assume an axisymmetric magnetic �eld.
Consequently, in order to avoid these geometrical e�ects due to the shape of the
contours, we provide measurements of the equatorial lead angles. Thus, contrary
to Clarke et al. (1998) and Gérard et al. (2006), we do not magnetically map the
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Figure 4.3: Planeto-centric polar projection of the Io reference contours for the
northern and the southern hemispheres. The triangles represent IFP locations com-
puted from coupling two images. The rhomboids represent IFP locations deduced
from a unique image. The black crosses represent points selected in the IFP tail.
The black dash-dotted line is the IFP contour from the VIP4 model, the dashed grey
line is the IFP contour from the second model described in Grodent et al. (2008a)
and the thick plain black line is the best �t to the data points.
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Io S3 North IFP North IFP South IFP South IFP
Longitude (◦) Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦) Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦)

0 -32.0±2 76.9±1 5.1±1 -61.4±1
10 -22.6±5 78.5±1.5 14.1±1 -61.0±1
20 -2.1±7.5 81.0±2 23.2±1 -60.6±1
30 32.7 82.7 32.2±1.5 -60.1±1
40 70.7±3 81.4±2 40.9±1 -59.3±1
50 96.9±2 77.0±1.5 49.2±1 -58.5±1
60 110.1±1 69.3±1.5 56.9±1 -57.7±1
70 118.6±1.5 64.3±1 64.1 -57.3
80 126.3±1.5 60.9±1 71.0 -57.3
90 132.6±1 57.9±1 77.8±1 -57.7±1
100 137.7±1 55.0±1 84.5±1 -58.6±1
110 142.1 52.6 91.3 -60.0
120 145.8±0.5 50.8±1 98.3 -61.8
130 150.0±0.5 49.5±1 105.5 -63.8
140 154.5±0.5 48.8±1 113.2 -66.0
150 158.4±0.5 48.6±1 121.8 -68.1
160 162.7 48.7 131.6 -70.2
170 168.1±0.5 48.9±0.5 143.3±1.5 -72.1±1
180 173.5±0.5 49.5±0.5 156.8±1.5 -73.9±1
190 178.4±0.5 50.4±0.5 172.1±2.5 -75.6±1.5
200 183.2±1 51.7±0.5 188.6±2.5 -76.8±1.5
210 188.5±1 53.3±1 205.4 -76.8
220 194.3±1 55.0±1 221.7 -76.2
230 200.5±1 56.6±1 236.6±1.5 -75.6±1
240 207.5±1 58.5±1 250.1 -75.0
250 214.6±1 60.4±1 262.0±2 -74.2±1
260 220.8±2 61.6±1 272.8±2 -73.0±1
270 228.0±3 63.0±1 282.9 -71.7
280 238.8±1.5 65.1±0.5 292.6±2.5 -70.4±1
290 252.1±1.5 67.7±0.5 302.2±2 -69.0±1
300 265.4 69.8 311.7±1.5 -67.8±1
310 278.4 70.9 321.0±1.5 -66.5±1
320 290.6±5 71.6±1.5 330.0 -65.2
330 301.5±5 72.5±1.5 338.8±1.5 -64.0±1
340 311.6±5.5 73.9±1.5 347.5±1 -62.9±1
350 320.7 75.5 356.3±1 -62.0±1

Table 4.1: Planeto-centric coordinates of the Io northern and southern reference con-
tours. Assuming a selection uncertainty of 3 pixels, the mean geometric uncertainty
is provided only when it is constrained by data points.
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location of Io to the ionosphere and then measure the longitudinal distance to the
actual IFP. Instead, we link the IFP location to the nearest point on the model
reference contour and we map this point back to the equatorial plane in order to
measure the actual longitudinal shift with respect to Io. Figure 4.4a shows that the
equatorial lead angle in the North is strongly model dependent. For example, the
inexplicable negative lead angles in the 100◦ sector disappear when the magnetic
mapping is done by the Grodent et al. (2008a) model. Figure 4.4b shows that
the equatorial lead angle in the South has a more structured behavior, showing a
smooth evolution as a function of Io's longitude. Nevertheless, the maximum and
the minimum lead angles both appear when Io is in the center of the torus, i.e. close
to 110◦ and 290◦ S3.

In Figure 4.5, we show the variations of the inter-spot distances for both hemi-
spheres according to the trans-hemispheric electron beam model (see Chapter 3).
In this plot, points are marked only when the secondary (and tertiary) spots are
clearly observed on the image. The distances are shown in kilometers in order to
avoid problems with the contour geometry and the use of magnetic �eld models.
However, in order to provide a rough idea of the distances in terms of longitudinal
shift, we can consider that 1◦ corresponds to ∼470 km (∼480 km in the North and
∼465 km in the South). In the North, the secondary spots are usually fainter than
in the South. Thus these spots can only be distinguished from the main one when
the inter-spot distance is large enough. However, between 0◦ and 100◦ in the south-
ern hemisphere, the secondary spot becomes as bright as the main one and we can
follow their merging on the images. The variations of the southern inter-spot dis-
tances look regular and correlated with the position of Io in the torus. Additionally,
the inter-spot distances in the North and in the South appear to follow a symmetric
behavior (see also Figure 3.4).

4.3.4 Discussion

The large amount of data collected during the HST/New Horizons campaign pro-
vided images of the Io footprint over a wide range of System III longitudes. Grodent
et al. (2008a) carefully measured these footprint locations in order to build reference
contours for the di�erent satellite footprints in the northern hemisphere. However,
the poor accuracy of the IFP locations around 0◦ S3 made the contour di�cult
to close in a reasonable way in the 0-60◦ range. We took advantage of IFP images
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Figure 4.4: Equatorial lead angles for the northern and the southern footprints.
The black crosses represent the data points as computed with the VIP4 model while
the grey squares represent the equatorial lead angle using mapping from the second
multipole+dipole model from Grodent et al. (2008a). The black dash-dotted and
grey dashed curves are �fth order Fourier series �tting of the data points for the
VIP4 and Grodent et al. (2008a) models respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Inter-spot distances as a function of the Io S3 longitude of the northern
(Top) and the southern hemispheres (Bottom). The error bars are built assuming a
selection uncertainty of 1 pixel for the main spot and 2 pixels for the usually fainter
secondary spot. The adopted theoretical framework to decide which is the main
spot is the same as in Bonfond et al. (2008). The two curves correspond to the best
�t of the points with a sinusoid function. The maxima lie around 1500-2000 km,
which roughly corresponds to 3-4◦ into the equatorial plane.
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with identical Io S3 latitudes but with di�erent local time con�gurations to precisely
locate the IFP for these critical longitudes. Finally, we constructed IFP reference
contours for both hemispheres based on these IFP locations.

The new reference contours describing the IFP path were then used to compute
the angle between the S3 location of Io and the projection of the IFP along the
unperturbed magnetic �eld lines. Figure 4.4 shows that the lead angles vary with
the S3 position of Io but are very model dependent. Additionally, in the northern
hemisphere, the lead angles do not organize in a smooth trend, whatever the model.
Even though the southern hemisphere curve shows some regularity, it implies that
the lead angle when Io is in the dense torus center can vary from ∼ 0◦ to ∼ 9◦.
We note that the lead angles vary with Io's longitude but do not follow the ideal
Alfvén wing model expectations. In this interpretation framework, the maximum
lead angle is supposed to occur when the Alfvén waves have to cross the entire torus,
while the minimum value is expected when the Alfvén waves propagate through a
relatively short path in the torus. It is thus surprising to �nd that the lead angle
could reach both its minimum and maximum values when Io is exactly in the same
position relative to the torus.

These results and the strong model dependence suggest that the current mag-
netic �eld models may not be accurate enough to provide trustworthy lead angle
estimates. Possibly, future JUNO probe magnetic �eld observations will have the
required precision for such measurements. Furthermore, the fact that inter-spot dis-
tances follow symmetric and regular curves when measured directly on the planet
strengthens this conclusion. If the Alfvénic disturbance can be assumed to be lin-
ear, the inter-spot distances are related to the bending of the Alfvén wing. Then
the secondary spot cannot be attributed to Alfvén wing re�ections at the plasma
torus boundaries because the distance would not be a minimum when Io is in the
torus center. Only the trans-hemispheric electron beam scenario could explain the
secondary spot behavior. In this case, the lead angle varies with Io's centrifugal
latitude, and its maximum value corresponds to the maximum inter-spot distance
and lies around 4◦. However, Alfvén wing re�ections could still account for the
third spot as suggested by Bonfond et al. (2008). If non-linear wave interactions
are signi�cant, then the link between the lead angle and the inter-spot distance is
less direct. Further simulations are required to test whether such models can better
match the inter-spot distances reported here.
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4.3.5 Conclusions

The lead-angle has been traditionally considered as a crucial parameter to test the
far �eld interaction models. As long as the data were sparse, the measured lead
angles have been claimed to favor the unipolar inductor model when the estimated
value was large (∼ 15−20°) (Connerney et al., 1993) or the ideal Alfvén wing model
when it was small (∼ 0−2°) (Vasavada et al., 1999). When the datasets began to �ll
out, the picture became more confused and the absence of clear trend was attributed
to the lack of accuracy both on the measurements and on the model (Clarke et al.,
1998; Gérard et al., 2006). Indeed, the fact that the modeled and observed reference
contours do not match well demonstrates the limitations of a possible comparison
between modeled and observed IFP positions (see Figure 4.2). But I claim that
the problem is worse than that: we are asking magnetic �eld models, and VIP4 in
particular, for information they cannot provide. It is not only a matter of accuracy
but also a matter of construction. The VIP4 model and the Grodent et al. (2008a)
models are built in such a way that the mapping of the Io orbit along magnetic
�eld lines corresponds to an Io footprint reference contour. Even if the contour �t
were in�nitely accurate, the fact that a model �eld line passing through Io has its
footprint on the Io contour does not guarantee that it will fall at the right place
on this contour because the models are not longitudinally constrained. They would
only be trustworthy if we could demonstrate that the xth order multipole in use is
the exact representation of the Jovian magnetic �eld.

This argument seems to be con�rmed by our measurements of the equatorial
lead angles based on the extended image database acquired in the Spring 2007.
The variations of the equatorial lead angles as a function of the System III position
of Io are found unexpected, erratic and strongly model dependent. This noting
sharply contrasts with the smooth and regular evolution of the inter-spots distances
and suggests that the current magnetic �eld models are not su�ciently accurate to
provide information on the Alfvén wing's bending.

On the other hand, the inter-spot distances and the centrifugal latitude of Io are
correlated, and the behavior of the curves in the northern and southern hemispheres
is found symmetric. Whatever the hemishere, the minimum inter-spot distance be-
tween the main and the secondary spots is located in the torus center, which suggests
that the secondary spot is not attributable to Alfvén wing re�ections at the torus
boundaries. Simulations of the MAW-TEB inter-spot distances based on density
pro�les from Bagenal (1994) and the VIP4 magnetic �eld model reproduce very
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well the measured inter-spot distances, notably their maximum value (∼2000 km)
and the maximum location (S. Jacobsen, private communication). This con�rms
that the trans-hemispheric electron beams interpretation is fully compatible with
our measurements.

4.4 Epilogue

The satellites footprints positions tell us a lot about the Jovian magnetic �eld. They
provide a unique way to get information on the surface magnetic �eld that was
inaccessible from past �y-by and orbiting probes. Because of their direct connection
to their related satellite, the Io, Europa and Ganymede footprints provide unique
mapping information between the Jovian polar ionospheres and the magnetosphere.
For this reason, the Io footprint, and then Europa's and Ganymede's footprints as
well, have been used as constraints for improving magnetic �eld models.

However, the Io footprint location does not only provide information on the
Jovian magnetic �eld, it also helps to understand the Io-Jupiter interaction. A
fundamental result of our study is that we now have an accurate knowledge of
the IFP location as a function of Io's longitude in the Jovian magnetic �eld. We
can not only predict where the main spot is located, but we can also predict the
relative position of the di�erent spots. In addition, we showed that a parameter
that was considered for years as the key parameter to validate the far �eld Io-
Jupiter interaction models, the lead angle, is actually not reliable enough to meet
this expectation. Hopefully, we demonstrated that the inter-spot distances are a
much more useful quantity to discriminate between the models. We found that the
trans-hemispheric electron beam model that we proposed in the previous chapter
is fully compatible with the present qualitative measurements, contrary to many
previous interpretations.

Additionally, the characterization of these position parameters is interesting by
itself, but it is also a mandatory step for the next phase of our Io footprint ex-
ploration. For example, the new reference contours will be extremely precious to
describe the evolution of the tail characteristics with the distance from the main
spot. Moreover, the precise spots localization, both on the planet and respective to
each other, will also prove to be extremely useful when we study the brightness of
the di�erent spots.
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Chapter 5

The Io footprint tail emissions

5.1 Foreword

In the �rst steps of this work, we adressed basic but essential questions: �What
does the Io footprint look like?� and �Where is the Io footprint?�. We have seen
that the systematic study of the footprint morphology and position lead us to very
interesting conclusions. They forced us to discard some early oversimpli�ed ideas
and to propose a new interpretation of the footprint multiplicity.

So far, we mainly focused on the spots. Here we concentrate on the tail emis-
sion that appears downstream from the spots. The construction of an accurate Io
reference oval proves to be extremely useful in the present study since it helps char-
acterizing the tail emission as a function of the distance from the main spot. The Io
footprint tail has been detected as early as the UV spots (Prangé et al., 1996), but
has not been studied as extensively as the spots. Prangé et al. (1998) called it the Io
oval and claimed it could take place along a complete contour. However, subsequent
images obtained with the much more accurate and sensitive STIS instrument did
not show any complete oval, but instead a downstream tail extending downward
to more then 100° (Clarke et al., 2002). The term �Io oval� has also been used to
designate the locus of all possible Io footprint locations in a reference frame �xed
with System III (e.g. Grodent et al., 2003a). As shown above, we now prefer to use
�Io reference contour� (or simply �Io contour�) to designate this footpath (Grodent
et al., 2008a; Bonfond et al., 2009), since it does not form a closed pattern around
the pole.

Clarke et al. (2002) claimed that this tail emission cannot be caused by an
afterglow persisting after the cessation of particle precipitation, because the H and
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H2 excited upper states decay in a fraction of a second1. Hence, they concluded
that the UV tail was continuously generated by precipitating charged particles.

The STIS instrument does not only take sharp UV images, it is also and above
all a powerful spectrograph. FUV spectra can provide useful information on the
amount of absorbing particles along the line of sight. On some STIS FUV spectra of
the Jovian aurorae, the slit intercepted the Io footprint main spot or its tail (Figure
5.1). On these spectra, H2 emissions below 1350 Åare attenuated by the methane
while emissions above this threshold are not. The usual parameter to characterize
this absorption is the UV color ratio, de�ned as:

CR =
I(1550−1620)

I(1230−1300)

that is the ratio of the total emission in the wavelength range from 1550 to 1620
Åover the total emission in the wavelength range from 1230 to 1300 Å(Gérard et al.,
2002). Gérard et al. (2002) measured the color ratio as a function of the distance
from the main spot and showed that it does not signi�cantly vary (Figure 5.2). They
thus concluded that the brightness decrease along the trail was essentially linked to
a decrease of the energy �ux rather than to a decrease of the incoming electron
energy.

Moreover, with the use of appropriate models and hypotheses, the color ratio
can also provide estimates of the precipitating electron energy. Among this set of
hypotheses, the choice of a neutral atmosphere model is an important one. Gérard
et al. (2002) used the North Equatorial Belt (NEB) model from Gladstone et al.

(1996) adjusted to the gravity acceleration at a latitude of 60°. Another necessary
assumption is the vertical distribution of methane in the atmosphere. This distri-
bution is based on infrared spectral measurements in the auroral region obtained
with the IRIS instrument on board Voyager 1(Drossart et al., 1993). It also relies
on a one-dimensional di�usion equation and on an eddy-di�usion coe�cient at the
homopause set to 1.4 × 106 cm2s−1. These atmospheric parameters being set, the
energy deposition model described by Grodent et al. (2001) was used to compute
the color ratio as a function of the electron energy, assuming a Maxwellian energy
distribution. It should be stated that, contrary to the examples shown in Grodent

et al. (2001), the thermal structure was not allowed to adjust to the thermal bal-

1At the exception of one metastable excited state, which have an expected lifetime of seconds,
too short anyway to explain the tail.
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Figure 5.1: The image shows the location of the STIS spectral slit on an image
obtained on 22 February 2000, 12 minutes before the spectrum acquisition. The
two curves on the left are the intensities along the slit for the two spectral windows
of the color ratio. The short wavelength window (in solid green line) is subject to
methane absorption while the long wavelength one (in dashed red line) is not. (from
Gérard et al. (2002))
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Figure 5.2: Variation of the color ratio observed along the Io trailing tail as a
function of the angular distance from the footprint. Identical symbols are used for
measurements obtained within one HST orbit. The closed symbols (circle, diamond,
square, triangle) correspond to north data, the other symbols (*, +, X) to the south.
The dashed line is the linear regression �tted to the north data and the dotted line
is the mean color ratio. The dot-dashed horizontal line indicates the color ratio with
no hydrocarbon absorption. (adapted from Gérard et al. (2002))

ance. In the frame of all these assumptions and models, the energies deduced from
color ratio measurements range from 41 to 69 keV and thus a typical precipitating
electrons energy in the Io footprint was estimated around 55 keV.

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that the presence of a footprint
tail is not restricted to the case of Io. Grodent et al. (2005a) detected a faint (∼ 7

kR) tail extending downstream of the Europa spot over ∼ 5000 km. Interestingly,
these authors noted that the tail was observed when Europa was between 65° and
115° System III longitude, i.e. when Europa is close to the plasma sheet. This could
possibly correspond to a suggestion made by Kivelson et al. (1999) stating that a
plasma plume would only be produced in the wake of Europa when it crosses the
current sheet.

Back to Io, we will see in the next section that the longitudinal extent of the
tail emission and its separation from the non-Io auroral emissions makes it possible
to measure their characteristics with unprecedented accuracy. Most of the material
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presented in the following section has been published by B. Bonfond, D. Grodent, J.-
C. Gérard, A. Radioti, P.A. Delamere, V. Dols and J.T. Clarke under the title: The
Io UV footprint: Location, inter-spot distances and tail vertical extent in Journal of
Geophysical Research - Space Science (Bonfond et al., 2009).

5.2 Introduction

There are currently few models addressing the tail electrodynamics and all of them
assume steady state conditions. They also assume that the tail is the auroral signa-
ture of the horizontal divergence of the current crossing the Io plasma wake. This
current is needed to reaccelerate the �ux tubes, slowed through mass loading by
Iogenic plasma, to almost full corotation. Hill and Vasyli	unas (2002) applied the
same approach as the one proposed for the unipolar inductor model. The Jovian
Pedersen conductivity limits the current in the loop connecting the plasma wake
of Io and the Jovian ionosphere. Finite ionospheric conductivity thus impedes the
return to corotation of the plasma behind Io. Delamere et al. (2003) computed the
momentum transfer between the plasma in the torus and the plasma slowed by its
interaction with Io's atmosphere. After this momentum transfer, they calculated
a residual potential drop across the Io �ux tube of ∼70 kV. They note that if the
auroral electrons had to be accelerated by a static potential structure parallel to the
�eld line to the ∼55 keV proposed by Gérard et al. (2002), then most of the ∼70 kV
cross-�ux tube potential drop available has to be used for this acceleration. They
concluded that the corresponding horizontal electric �eld in Jupiter's ionosphere is
thus small and that the Pedersen conductivity is not relevant. Contrary to Hill and
Vasyliunas, they concluded that the plasma in the wake of Io is highly decoupled
from the Jovian ionosphere. Ergun et al. (2009) used the Hill and Vasyliunas ap-
proach but added an equation describing the quasi-static potential drop along the
magnetic �eld lines, using a current-voltage relation derived by Knight (1973). The
Knight current-voltage relation is modi�ed in the model of Ergun et al. (2009) to
take into account the low plasma density at the foot of the �ux tube that limits the
parallel (�eld aligned) current. Ergun et al. (2009) computed self-consistently a pre-
cipitated electron energy �ux of ∼1 mW/m2 compatible with the UV observations,
a tail extension comparable to the one deduced by Hill and Vasyliunas (see Section
5.4.2), and a precipitated electron energy of ∼1 keV , much smaller than the ∼55
keV estimate of Gérard et al. (2002).
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Some images from the large HST database used for this work show the Io tail
emission in such a con�guration that its vertical pro�le can be directly measured.
The position of the extracted pro�les relative to the main spot was deduced using
our new IFP reference contour. We present new measurements describing how the
brightness, the peak altitude and the vertical distribution of the tail emission evolve
with the distance from the main spot. We also use a Monte Carlo model of the
energy degradation of the auroral electrons precipitating into a theoretical Jovian
atmosphere in order to compute the UV emission rates from excited H2 and H.
By comparing the simulated emission rates and pro�les with the observed ones we
deduce the energy distribution of the precipitated electron �ux. Consequently, the
brightness pro�les provide information on the precipitated electrons energies. This
technique is therefore independent of the spectral color ratio method. Additionally,
this deduced energy distribution gives insight into the physical process accelerating
the electrons that we compare with the processes proposed in the models explaining
the IFP tail, described earlier in this introduction.

5.3 Peak altitude and vertical pro�les

On several ACS images from the 10862 observation campaign, we can clearly see
the Io footprint, or at least its trailing tail, lying right above the limb (Figure
5.3). Consequently, we consider here a selection of images where the tail appears
crossing the limb plane (Figure 5.4). These images originate from 10 di�erent HST
orbits. For this considered observation campaign, a typical orbit was made of 5
consecutive 100-second F125LP images followed by 9 100-second F115LP images
and then another 5 100-second F125LP images. For each orbit, the 19 original
images are assembled into 7 sets of three images acquired with the same �lter (two
images are thus used twice) in order to increase the signal to noise ratio while
keeping the same integrated exposure time for each set. The �rst set is the sum of
the �rst three F125LP images, the second is the sum of the 3rd, the 4th and the
5th F125LP images - the image number three is thus used twice. The next three
sets sum groups of three images out of the 9 consecutive F115LP images. The last
two sets are made of the remaining F125LP images and are respectively formed by
the groups from the 15th to the 17th image and by the group from the 17th to the
19th image. Consequently, the 17th image is also used twice. The following data
reduction steps are performed on the summed images (7 per orbit). We developed
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1 arcsec

Figure 5.3: Example of Io footprint tail seen right above the limb plane in the
southern hemisphere. The reference ellipsoid, where the 0 km altitude is set, has an
equatorial radius of 71492 km and a polar radius of 66854 km. Parallel and meridian
lines are drawn every 10◦. (from Bonfond et al., 2009)

a semi-automatic method to perform radial scans of the planetary limb every 0.1°
in a manually selected sector. The routine measures the altitude of the emission
peak as a function of the rotation angle, smooths out the resulting curve with a
median �lter and identi�es the maximum altitude (Figure 5.6). If the precipitating
particle mean energy is constant along the tail, then the emission peak appearing
the furthest from the planetary edge lies in the limb plane. Additionally, the radial
pro�le extracted at this location is assumed to re�ect the actual vertical extent of
the emission.

Non-auroral planetary disk emissions also contribute to the low altitude part
of the observed pro�les. Consequently, we built an empirical disk vertical pro�le
extrapolated from pro�les extracted at lower latitudes for each image. When we
analyze the disk emission, we notice that on the sunlit side of the planet, for a given
altitude, the intensity of the disk emission is not evolving signi�cantly as a function
of the rotation angle. Consequently, when the tail emission stands over the sunlit
limb, the empirical disk pro�le is formed by the average of the pro�les extracted a
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the limb plane.

Figure 5.5: Schematic of the image regrouping used in this study. The purpose is to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio by summing consecutive images acquired with the
same �lter while keeping the same total exposure time for each set. Images number
3 and 17 are thus used twice.
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Figure 5.6: Example of the evolution of the Io tail peak altitude as a function of
the rotation angle. We then applied a median �lter (solid line) and identi�ed the
angles and the pro�le associated with the maximum altitude, which is around 900
km. In the example shown here, the gap in the middle of this pro�le is probably
not signi�cant.
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few degrees equatorward from the auroral emissions. On the terminator side of the
planet and for a given altitude, we note that the disk emission varies linearly with
the rotation angle. Therefore in this case, for a given altitude level, the empirical
disk intensity is interpolated from disk pro�le intensities measured a few tenths of
degree equatorward from the tail. We remove this disk emission pro�le from the
total pro�le in order to isolate the auroral emission. Then we �t the extracted
vertical pro�les with a Chapman pro�le of the form :

f(x) = C exp

(
1−

(
Z − Z0

H

)
− exp

(
−Z − Z0

H

))
(5.1)

where C is a constant, Z is the altitude in km, Z0 is the altitude of the peak in km
and H is the scale height in km. The scale height of these emissions lies around 430
km ± 70 km and does not depend either on the �lter nor on the distance from the
main spot.

The mean altitude of the emission peak we derive from the pro�les is 900 km
±125km. Note that the standard deviation is fairly close to 120 km, which is the
typical distance subtended by one pixel on Jupiter. This indicates that the variabil-
ity due to measurement uncertainty provides an upper limit to the real, intrinsic
�uctuations. Figure 5.7 shows the variation of the peak altitude as a function of
the longitudinal distance from the Io footprint main spot according to the reference
contour described above. The distances are expressed in kilometers along the refer-
ence contour to avoid complications owing to the contour geometry. From the length
of the reference contours, 2000 km roughly corresponds to ∼ 4◦ in the equatorial
plane. Consequently, the furthest points on this plot are approximately 60◦ away
from the main spot. The further the pro�le stands from the main spot, the higher
is the altitude of the brightness peak. However, the correlation coe�cient between
the altitude and the distance is only 0.09 and is not signi�cantly di�erent from 0 for
a con�dence interval of 99%. This result justi�es a posteriori our initial assumption
of the constant altitude of the auroral curtain.

5.4 Estimate of the energy distribution

The emission peak altitude provides an estimate of the precipitating particle energy
and it puts a strong constraint on the electron acceleration mechanism. Addition-
ally, the emission pro�le re�ects the shape of the energy spectrum. We selected a
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Figure 5.7: Altitude of the peak of the brightness pro�les as a function of the distance
of this pro�le from the IFP main spot location as described by our new reference
contours. The stars and squares are for points in the northern or the southern
hemisphere respectively. The mean altitude is 900km and the increase of the peak
altitude is not statistically signi�cant. This indicates that the precipitating electron
energy is relatively constant with the distance to the main spot. (from Bonfond
et al., 2009)
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sub-set of images coming from two consecutive HST orbits acquired on 24/02/2007
in the southern hemisphere to build a typical vertical pro�le of the tail. This set
of 38 images has been chosen because the curtain is quasi-perpendicular to the ob-
server and because auroral di�use emissions do not contaminate the lower altitude
part of the pro�le. We sum these 38 pro�les to generate a typical observed pro�le
with a signal to noise ratio as large as possible ( S

N
' 12 in lieu of ∼2 for single

images) and we compare it to di�erent theoretical emission pro�les (Figure 5.8).
Spectral measurements showed that hydrocarbon absorption of the IFP FUV emis-
sions was measurable but weak (Gérard et al., 2002). However, we have very little
observational information on the methane vertical distribution in the polar regions.
Consequently, we consider that hydrocarbon absorption does not signi�cantly a�ect
the shape of the emission vertical pro�le.

The numerical model used to calculate electron transport in planetary atmo-
spheres has been described in detail by Shematovich et al. (2008). The incident
electrons lose their excess kinetic energy in elastic, inelastic and ionization collisions
with the ambient atmospheric gas consisting of H2, He, and H. If the collision pro-
duces ionization, a secondary electron is created and is randomly assigned an isotrop-
ically distributed pitch angle and an energy in accordance with the procedure given
by Garvey and Green (1976), Jackman et al. (1977) and Garvey et al. (1977). The
cross sections and scattering angles used to calculate the energy loss associated with
elastic and inelastic collisions of electrons with H2, He, and H were taken for H2 from
the AMDIS database (https://dbshino.nfs.ac.jp) and Shyn and Sharp (1981); for He
and H from the NIST database (http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Ionization/)
and Jackman et al. (1977), Dalgarno et al. (1999). Their transport is described
by the kinetic Boltzmann equation. The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
method is used to solve atmospheric kinetic systems in the stochastic approximation
(see Shematovich et al., 2008 and references therein). The lower boundary is set at
an altitude 0.25 µbar and the upper boundary is �xed at 6.5×10−11 µbar where
the atmospheric gas �ow is practically collisionless. The region of the atmosphere
under study is divided into 49 vertical cells uniformly distributed on a logarithmic
pressure scale. The evolution of the system of modeled particles due to collisional
processes and particle transport is calculated from the initial to the steady state.
The pressure-altitude relationship from Grodent et al. (2001) is adopted because it is
the most realistic auroral atmosphere available. For a given initial mono-energetic
beam, the model provides a vertical emission pro�le assuming an isotropic pitch
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angle distribution at the top of the atmosphere.
If we consider a mono-energetic distribution, the curve that best �ts the obser-

vations has a typical energy of 2 keV (Table 5.1). However, even after taking the
point spread function (PSF) of the ACS camera into account, its vertical width is
too small to reasonably reproduce the observations. Because of the curvature of the
planet, an extended emission region leads to an apparent broadening of the emis-
sion pro�le. A simulation of the emission integration along the line of sight shows
that the size of the emission region should be 20 times larger than the vertical scale
height to generate signi�cant e�ects. In our case, we determine that the curtain
latitudinal width corresponds to the projected diameter of Io and lies between 100
and 200 km, i.e. only 0.25 to 0.5 times the observed scale height (∼400 km). Con-
sequently, we may conclude that the width of the vertical emission pro�les is due
to a broad distribution in the energy of the precipitating electrons. We tested three
di�erent energy distributions in order to obtain information on the shape of the
particle energy spectrum: a Maxwellian distribution

I = CE exp(
−E
E0

) (5.2)

a power law distribution
I = CE−γ (5.3)

and a kappa distribution
I = CE(E + E0κ)−1−κ (5.4)

where I is the di�erential intensity in cm−2s−1sr−1keV −1, E is the electron energy
in keV , C is a constant, E0 is the characteristic energy in keV , and γ and κ are the
spectral indices of the power-law and the kappa distributions, respectively. For each
distribution, we divide the energy range between 30 eV and 30 keV into 30 energy
bins (uniformly distributed on a logarithmic energy scale) in which we compute the
mean energy and the total energy �ux2. We simulate an emission pro�le for each
energy bin with the Monte Carlo model. Finally we weight the emission pro�les
with the channel total energy �ux and we sum them to generate the emission pro�le
corresponding to the adopted distribution and set of parameters. After smoothing

2In an energy range from E1 to E2, the total energy �ux is calculated as:

Et =
∫ E2

E1

EIdE
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Distribution Characteristic Spectral index Mean
energy (E0) (γ or κ) energy

Mono-energetic 2 keV (1.3 keV) - 2 keV (1.3 keV)
Maxwellian 960 eV (540 eV) - 1.9 keV (1.1 keV)
Kappa 70 eV (75 eV) 2.3 (2.4) 1.1 keV (0.8 keV)

Power-law - 1.9 (1.8) -

Table 5.1: Parameters of the best �t curves compared to the summed pro�le acquired
∼20◦ away from the main spot. The numbers between brackets are computed for a
pro�le located approximately 40◦ away from the spot.

the pro�le with a boxcar function of the size of the PSF, we perform a least squares
�t to compute the best parameter set for each energy distribution. The results
are given in Table 5.1. Figure 5.9 presents the best �t energy spectra used to
compute the corresponding emission pro�les. Figure 5.8 shows the best simulated
vertical pro�les and compares them with the observations. One can note that only
the kappa distribution generates a vertical pro�le compatible with the observations.
The pro�les that we used for the best �t lie approximately 20◦ away from the main
spot. We also perform the same analysis with pro�les taken approximately 40◦

away from the main spot (not shown here). Since the brightness is lower and only
19 images are used, the signal to noise ratio is lower but the results are very similar
and are presented between brackets in Table 5.1.

5.4.1 Sensitivity tests

One of the main unknowns when we try to deduce the electron energy distribution
based on a vertical pro�le is the pressure-altitude relationship for the atmosphere.
We adopted here, as our basic model, an atmosphere model that takes heating due
to particle precipitation in account (Grodent et al., 2001). We also performed the
same test for two other atmospheric models: the NEB model and an arti�cially hot
atmosphere (designated as 2X hereafter) which is our basic atmosphere where all
the altitudes were multiplied by a factor 1.5 and shifted by 80 km (see Figure 5.10).

Whatever the case, the mono-energetic and the Maxwellian distributions are

and the mean energy is computed as as the ratio of the energy �ux over the particle �ux:

Em =

∫ E2

E1
EIdE∫ E2

E1
IdE
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Figure 5.8: Observed and simulated vertical emission pro�les. The observations
and the estimated uncertainties are represented by the solid line surrounded by the
dotted lines. The four other lines are the best �t vertical pro�les based on the
theoretical distributions described in the text. The long dashed line corresponds
to the mono-energetic distribution, the small dashed line corresponds to the kappa
distribution, the dash-dotted line corresponds to the Maxwellian distribution and
the dash-dot-dot-dotted line corresponds to the power-law distribution. One can
see that only the kappa distribution provides a reasonable �t of the observed curve.
(from Bonfond et al., 2009)
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Figure 5.9: Energy spectra computed with the best �t parameters shown in table 5.1.
The dashed line represents the kappa distribution, the dash-dotted line represents
the Maxwellian distribution and the dash-dot-dot-dotted line represents the power-
law distribution. In order to compute the di�erential intensities, the curtain is
assumed to be 200 km wide. (from Bonfond et al., 2009)
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NEB Characteristic Spectral index Mean
Distribution energy (E0) (γ or κ) energy

Mono-energetic 552 eV - 552 eV
Maxwellian 283 eV - 566 eV
Kappa 5 eV 2.12 177 eV

Table 5.2: Parameters of the best �t curves compared to the summed pro�le acquired
∼20◦ away from the main spot, considering the NEB atmosphere model.

2X Characteristic Spectral index Mean
Distribution energy (E0) (γ or κ) energy

Mono-energetic 7.7 keV - 7.7 keV
Maxwellian 2.7 keV - 5.4 keV
Kappa 270 eV 2.35 3.6 keV

Table 5.3: Parameters of the best �t curves compared to the summed pro�le acquired
∼20◦ away from the main spot, considering the 2X atmosphere model.

always too narrowly peaked to reproduce the observation (Figures 5.11 and 5.12).
In the case of the NEB atmosphere, even the kappa distribution cannot reproduce
the observed curve. This can be easily explained by the fact that observations show
signi�cant emission at altitudes as high as 1500 km and above, while in the NEB
model, the atmospheric pressure is already more than one order of magnitude lower
than for the basic model. Thus, a very large amount of low energy electrons are
required to reproduce the observations, but then the kappa distribution is no longer
able to �t the remainder of the curve. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show that the mean
energies vary with a factor of 4 at maximum, if we exclude the kappa results for the
NEB test.

Another source of uncertainty comes from the measured altitudes. Therefore,
we also performed test �ts after shifting the observed curve by ±120 km. The
mean energies are modi�ed by a factor of two at most compared to the basic test.
Additionally, the mono-energetic and the Maxwellian distributions are unable to
reproduce the width of the observed pro�le, contrary to the kappa distribution. The
computed distribution parameters for these two runs are collected in Tables 5.4 and
5.5.
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Figure 5.10: Altitude-pressure relationship for the NEB model in solid line, for the
Grodent et al. (2001) model in dash-dotted line and for the arti�cially hot 2X model
in dashed line.

+120 km Characteristic Spectral index Mean
Distribution energy (E0) (γ or κ) energy

Mono-energetic 1.3 keV - 1.3 keV
Maxwellian 650 eV - 1.3 keV
Kappa 62.5 eV 2.4 750 eV

Table 5.4: Parameters of the best �t curves compared to the summed pro�le acquired
∼20◦ away from the main spot and shifted 120 km upward.

-120 km Characteristic Spectral index Mean
Distribution energy (E0) (γ or κ) energy

Mono-energetic 3.3 keV - 3.3 keV
Maxwellian 1.5 keV - 3.0 keV
Kappa 57.5 eV 2.1 2.4 keV

Table 5.5: Parameters of the best �t curves compared to the summed pro�le acquired
∼20◦ away from the main spot and shifted 120 km downward.
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Figure 5.11: (left) Energy spectra computed with the best �t parameters shown
in table 5.2. The small dashed line corresponds to the kappa distribution and the
dash-dotted line corresponds to the Maxwellian distribution. (right) Observed and
simulated vertical emission pro�les for the NEB atmosphere. The observations and
the estimated uncertainties are represented by the solid line surrounded by the
dotted lines. The long dashed line corresponds to the mono-energetic distribution,
the small dashed line corresponds to the kappa distribution and the dash-dotted line
corresponds to the Maxwellian distribution.
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Figure 5.12: (left) Energy spectra computed with the best �t parameters shown
in table 5.3. The small dashed line corresponds to the kappa distribution and the
dash-dotted line corresponds to the Maxwellian distribution. (right) Observed and
simulated vertical emission pro�les for the 2X atmosphere. The observations and the
estimated uncertainties are represented by the solid line surrounded by the dotted
lines. The long dashed line corresponds to the mono-energetic distribution, the
small dashed line corresponds to the kappa distribution and the dash-dotted line
corresponds to the Maxwellian distribution.
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Figure 5.13: Maximum brightness as a function of the distance from the considered
cuts to the IFP main spot location as described by our new reference contours.
Note that this brightness is measured as seen from HST and does not correspond to
the brightness an observer would see, when looking down vertically on the emission
point. Northern hemisphere observations are represented by stars while southern
hemisphere ones are represented by squares. The dash-dotted line is the least squares
best �t with an exponential law. (from Bonfond et al., 2009)

5.4.2 Tail brightness

The extracted vertical pro�les also make it possible to measure the tail brightness
as a function of the longitude angle between the pro�le and the main spot. Figure
5.13 shows the evolution of the maximum tail brightness with the distance from the
spot. To compare these brightnesses, the tail is considered to be perpendicular to
the line of sight. Consequently, the image brightness is corrected for the sine of the
angle between the curtain direction and the line of sight. The least-squares �t of
the brightness variation with an exponential law has an e-folding length of 21000
km and is shown on the same �gure. This value is ∼4 times larger than the distance
derived by Hill and Vasyli	unas (2002). However, their estimate is based on the �rst
15000 kilometers of the tail while our measurement includes points located twice as
far. Considering that the latitudinal width of the tail is equal to Io's diameter as
mapped along the �eld lines, we estimate the energy �ux injected into the tail to be
between 2 and 20mW/m2.
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5.5 Discussion

The average altitude at the emission peak derived from vertical pro�les is 900 km
± 125 km. This peak altitude is fairly constant with the distance from the main
spot, which indicates that the mean energy of the precipitating electrons is relatively
stable all along the tail. The decrease of the tail brightness shown in Figure 5.13
is most likely attributable to a drop in the particle �ux, as suggested by color ratio
measurements (Gérard et al., 2002). However, the color ratio measurements only
extend down to 20◦ downstream of the main spot while our data span the range
from 4◦ to 60◦. Figure 5.13 shows that the tail brightness appears to decrease faster
close to Io than further downstream. This di�erence may be partly attributed to a
contamination from emissions coming from secondary spots in the �rst few thousand
kilometers. Nevertheless, it could also be consistent with models expecting the wake
plasma velocity lag to decrease quickly before reaching an exponential regime. The
injected energy �uxes inferred from the tail brightness lie between 2 and 20 mW/m2

and are slightly higher than those predicted by Ergun et al. (2009). Assuming that
the precipitating electron population is mono-energetic, the energy corresponding to
900 km is 2 keV if we consider the heated atmosphere from Grodent et al. (2001). On
the other hand, Gérard et al. (2002) concluded that IFP electrons would have a typ-
ical energy of ∼55 keV under the assumption that the methane vertical pro�le and
the pressure-altitude relationship at the North Equatorial Band (NEB) (Gladstone
et al., 1996) also apply to the polar regions. However, Grodent et al. (2001) showed
that the thermal structure of the atmosphere is signi�cantly modi�ed by the auroral
energy input. We note that our mean value is much lower than estimates inferred
from color ratio measurements, but is closer to the energy that electrons would ac-
quire in the 1 kV potential drop computed by Ergun et al. (2009). Nevertheless,
the constant 430 km scale height of the vertical emission pro�les indicates that the
precipitating electron distributions can be neither mono-energetic nor Maxwellian.
In the Earth's aurora, mono-energetic distributions are usually linked to inverted-
V structures, where the electrons are accelerated by quasi-static potential drops.
Maxwellian distributions are most often associated with isotropically heated popu-
lations. As expected, a power-law overestimates either the low energy part of the
spectrum, if the spectral index is too high, or the high energy part in the opposite
case, but it never produces a peaked curve resembling the observations. In the IFP
tail case, the only distribution that reasonably reproduces the observations is a kappa
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distribution with a relatively low characteristic energy. Such broad energy distribu-
tions could be related to electron acceleration by inertial Alfvén waves (Ergun et al.,
2006; Swift , 2007). The inertial Alfvén modes arise when one takes �nite electron
inertia into account in obtaining the dispersion relation and when the perpendicular
wavelength of the Alfvén wave is on the order of the local electron skin depth (Jones
and Su, 2008). Sensitivity tests performed either for the NEB atmosphere or for an
empirical very hot atmosphere showed that the characteristic energies could change
by a factor of four at most. However, vertical pro�les produced by mono-energetic
or Maxwellian distributions would never be as extended as observed, whatever the
atmospheric model we use. Similarly, shifting the pro�le by 120 km up or down
to simulate the 1-pixel pointing uncetainty could change the mean energies by a
factor of two at most, but the conclusions on the best energy distribution would
remain unchanged as well. Consequently, even if the predicted energy �ux and the
particle mean energy are reasonable, the assumption that electrons are accelerated
by a localized static electric �eld as proposed by Ergun et al. (2009) does not seem
to be in agreement with the vertical extent of the emission pro�le. Incidentally, we
note that the κ spectral index we infer from our calculations is very similar to the
κ = 2.4 value measured in the plasma torus by Ulysses (Meyer-Vernet et al., 1995).
However, an initial kappa population further accelerated through a static electric
potential would lack low energy electrons, contradicting our observations.

Even if the de�nitive explanation is out of the scope of this paper, two possible
reasons could be invoked to reconcile the high emission peak altitude and the weak
but undeniable methane absorption in FUV spectra. First of all, energies derived
from color ratio measurements assume a Maxwellian distribution of the precipitating
electrons. We show here that a broader energy spectrum is needed to �t the observa-
tions. This implies that part of the impinging electrons can penetrate deep into the
atmosphere, while another part will lose most of its energy in the upper atmosphere.
Thus the observed absorption could result from the combination of strong absorption
of the emissions caused by the more energetic particles and weak or no absorption of
the high altitude emissions. The use of an auroral heated atmosphere as proposed
by Grodent et al. (2001) could also help raise the methane homopause. Moreover,
their 1D model only takes the di�usion of atmospheric particles into account, and
does not consider 3D convective phenomena. Thus, the second possibility is that
vertical winds triggered by auroral precipitation could also transport hydrocarbon
molecules from the near homopause region to higher altitudes. The energy input
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should be on the order of the total thermal energy in the atmospheric column to
generate convection (Smith, 1998). At an altitude of 900 km, this thermal energy
is equal to ∼ 125 J for a 1 m2 cross section column. Consequently, assuming that
tail precipitating energy �ux is on the order of 10mW/m2, approximately 3.5 hours
are required to provide this amount of energy. In a reference frame �xed to Jupiter,
Io moves by ∼ 100◦ during this time interval. Strictly speaking, this would mean
that convection is likely to take place above 900 km, but would be established in
the downstream part of the tail only. However several points need to be taken into
account that could mitigate this statement and lead to faster and deeper convection.
First, we neglected the impact of the spots which are at least 10 times brighter than
the tail. Secondly, we did not consider the fact that a point on the reference contour
is heated repeatedly for 3.5 hours every Io rotation, i.e. approximately every 13h.
Thirdly, we neglected Joule heating associated with Pedersen currents. And �nally,
it must be noted that the estimator provides the order of magnitude required to
establish some convection, but does not replace a dynamic and self consistent 3D
analysis of the impact of the IFP on Jupiter's upper atmosphere. Furthermore, a full
3D analysis would also take into account additional energy transport mechanisms
such as conduction, horizontal advection and radiation, which may possibly mitigate
or suppress the onset of convection. Further studies are needed to determine if and
how convection takes place and whether it would originate deep enough to raise the
hydrocarbon molecules.

5.6 Conclusions

Owing to its particular geometry and its isolation from any other auroral emissions
on Jupiter, the tail vertical pro�les provide a unique opportunity to verify that the
observed emission pro�le is exactly in the limb plane. The observed peak altitude
is surprisingly high (∼900 km above the limb), which suggests that the involved
electrons have a mean energy around 1-2 keV. As shown in the �rst section of this
chapter, color ratio measurements showed that the tail is located approximately
at the same altitude as the main spot and the precipitating electron energy was
expected to be around 55 keV. Note that these estimates do not assume the same
atmosphere model, but sensitivity tests performed with the NEB atmosphere indi-
cate that such a di�erence in the energies cannot be attributed to the atmosphere
model alone. The fact that hydrocarbon absorption was clearly observed was consid-
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ered as the evidence that the emission takes place close to the methane homopause.
Nevertheless, the estimate of the incoming electron energy rested on a set of hy-
potheses assumed to be reasonable but poorly constrained by measurements in the
polar region. Consequently, the apparent disagreement between the occurrence of
methane absorption and the observed tail altitude is an additional evidence that
the structure of the atmosphere in the polar regions is still barely understood. The
response of the atmosphere to the cyclic but highly localized energy input in the Io
footprint would certainly deserve a detailed modelling, which is unfortunately out
of the scope of this thesis.

The second surprise arising in this study is the width of the vertical pro�les.
The shape of the observed vertical emission pro�les is too wide to be explained by a
mono-energetic distribution of the precipitating electrons. Using the auroral heated
atmosphere from Grodent et al. (2001), a best �t is obtained for a kappa distribution
with a characteristic energy of ∼70 eV, a spectral index of 2.3 and a mean energy
'1 keV. Additionally, the peak altitude and the pro�le vertical width do not evolve
signi�cantly along the tail, while the brightness decreases with distance. Most of the
previous interpretations of the tail emission, the most noticeable probably being the
ones proposed by Crary and Bagenal (1997) and Delamere et al. (2003), assumed
that the initial Alfvénic interaction would somehow evolve into a stationary pro-
cess in the downstream direction. Hence, all the models speci�cally considering the
tail generation mechanism assume a stationary regime (Hill and Vasyli	unas , 2002;
Delamere et al., 2003; Ergun et al., 2009). In these stationary models, it seems
natural (but not necessarily mandatory3) to attribute the electron acceleration to
a static feature, i.e. a static electric �eld. The fact that our observations cannot
be reproduced with mono-energetic or Maxwellian distributions puts this assump-
tion into question. The broad energy spectrum suggests that inertial Alfvén waves
accelerate the electrons that cause the tail aurora. One possible way to prove that
inertial Alfvén waves are involved could rest on the presence of electron beams in
the equatorial plane downstream of Io, showing that electrons are accelerated in
both directions. Thus the same electron acceleration process could take place both
for the spots and the tail.

After this detour on the spatial structure of the tail emission, the next chapter
will come back to the spots and will examine the spatial structure of the spots. The
understanding of the 3D extension of the Io footprint emissions is crucial for the

3Only the Ergun et al. (2009) model requires explicitly a static electric �eld
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last step of the work: the study of the Io footprint brightness.
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Chapter 6

Spots size

6.1 Foreword

In Chapter 3, I discussed the general morphology of the Io footprint, without consid-
ering the size of the di�erent features in detail. We will now focus on this particular
question and, once again, we will see that �simple� measurements of IFP character-
istics on FUV images indeed provide us with precious information on the ongoing
physics. The reader might be surprised that the essential but controversial problem
of the IFP spots size appears so late in the present manuscript. This delay is to-
tally deliberate. In Chapters 4 and 5, crucial Io footprint characteristics have been
analyzed and new measurement techniques have been developed, which will prove
to be indispensable to accurately establish the spatial extent of the IFP spots. The
new IFP reference oval provides a great help in automating the measurement pro-
cedures, since we now know where to expect the spots to appear. Additionally, our
systematic analysis of the relative positions of the spots showed that these features
have to be interpreted individually. The study of the tail vertical extent led to the
development of a new technique to systematize the analysis of emissions appearing
above the limb. This method will now be extended to determine the spots altitude
and vertical extent.

Therefore, the present chapter stands in the continuity of our previous investi-
gations of the Io footprint characteristics. This present question is: How large is
the Io footprint? This quantity is supposed to give us information on the size of
the interaction region at Io. However, by looking for the answer to this obvious
question, we will also �nd potentially surprising clues ... on the Jovian magnetic
�eld.
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6.2 Introduction

Various and potentially contradictory numbers can be found in the literature con-
cerning the spatial extent of the Io footprint. Connerney et al. (1993) depicted the
infrared IFP as a point source which could be 5° long at maximum. They suggested
that the observed extension could be longer than the instantaneous charged particles
precipitation area because the lifetime of H+

3 lies between 10 and 1000 s. On one
hand, studies based on the Faint Object Camera (FOC) onboard HST (Prangé et al.,
1996; Prangé et al., 1998) describe the spot as being 400 (-200,+100) km long. Sim-
ilarly, Vasavada et al. (1999), described the Io footprint as a 450 ± 100 km diameter
circular patch, based on visible images acquired with the SSI instrument on board
the Galileo probe. These results lead to the conclusion that the IFP size roughly
corresponds to the projected size of Io in the Jovian ionosphere (see Figure 6.5 for
more details). On the other hand, Clarke et al. (1996), using the second generation
Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2), measured the Io footprint spot to
be as long as 1000 to 2000 km, much larger than Io's projected diameter. Later
studies making use of the third generation Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS) instrument showed that the Io spot can even be as long as 20° longitude
(Clarke et al., 2002). The authors explained the discrepancy with the FOC based
measurements by the lack of sensitivity of this instrument, which would only be
able to detect the brightest part of the emission. Clarke et al. (2002) found that
the FUV emissions related to Io could sometimes appear as a pair of spots instead
of a single one. These spots were found to be 12° apart at maximum and these
authors noted that this length roughly corresponds to the mapping of the size of the
stagnant plasma wake at Io (Hinson et al., 1998). Consequently, they interpreted
the brightest part of the Io footprint, no matter it is formed by one large spot or
by multiple spots, as the signature of an interaction region consisting of Io and its
plasma wake. On the contrary,Gérard et al. (2006) considered the di�erent spots as
distinct features and studied the spots multiplicity on a wider range of STIS images.
By isolating the main spot, they measured its typical length to be on the order of
0.9° longitude. Serio and Clarke (2008) also measured the Io footprint size, but in a
quite di�erent way. They measured the footprint diameter as the FWHM width of
the footprint perpendicular to the contour direction. They found that this quantity
ranges from 500 to 2000 km and that it is not correlated with the Io centrifugal lat-
itude (Figure 6.1). Finally, Gladstone et al. (2007) measured the main spot width
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to be 400 km large. They also found that the the vertical extent of the main spot
appears as long as 1000 km.

From the above review of the di�erent numbers for the Io footprint size, it appears
that the same name is sometimes used for di�erent concepts. The Io footprint main
spot is an emission volume which has a length (along the contour), a vertical extent
and a width (perpendicular to the contour direction and horizontal). Depending on
the orientation of the spot on the image, the measurable �size� of the footprint is
usually a combined projection of these three parameters, with the exception of some
particular cases. This situation was taken into account by Prangé et al. (1996),
who clearly made the di�erence between the measured width and length. Since the
exposure time may lead to strong corotational blurring, they rather relied on the
width measurement, made possible by the particular location of the spot close to
the limb. Then they veri�ed that the measured length would be compatible with a
400 km spot blurred by the motion of the spot during the exposure. Nevertheless
this noting does not necessarily invalidate issues related to the poor quality of FOC
images. On the other hand, the footprint radii from Serio and Clarke (2008) appear
to be a mix of projected width and vertical extension; a mix which is strongly
dependent on the position of the spot on the image.

In order to determine the shape and size of the di�erent spots, we made use of
subsets of images showing the spots from di�erent points of view. When the spots
lie close to the central meridian line the footprint is generally seen from the side:
a favorable con�guration to estimate the lengths along the contour. On the other
hand, some particular IFP curtain con�gurations observed when the spots are close
to the limb show the IFP from above, allowing us to measure its width. Finally, we
showed that it is possible to measure the vertical extent of the tail emissions since
we can detect the point where the tail is right above the limb plane. Unfortunately,
no image has been acquired in a con�guration such that the spots are exactly above
the limb, but there is a way to circumvent this issue.

6.3 The spots length

In the introductory section of this chapter, we have seen that the footprint length,
whatever it means, has been expressed both in degrees of longitude and in kilometers.
Which way is the more meaningful? How do we convert one unit into the other?
Surprisingly, these questions do not have trivial answers. At �rst sight, units of
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Figure 6.1: Plot of the footprint diameter as a function of the position of Io in the
plasma torus. This quantity is measured as the FWHM of the emission perpendic-
ularly to the contour direction. The diamonds correspond to the North and crosses
to the South. (from Serio and Clarke (2008))
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degrees seem far more convenient since they seem to allow an easy comparison with
characteristic quantities in the Io orbital plane. However, this projection would
only be accurate if the Jovian magnetic �eld was a perfect dipole aligned with
the Jovian rotation axis. Actually, one degree of longitude measured at one point
along the contour could correspond to a very di�erent distance in kilometers than at
another point, because of the o�-centered con�guration of the footpath, especially
in the North. Additionally to this e�ect, the conversion from ionospheric longitudes
to Io orbital plane longitudes is complicated by the convergence/divergence of the
�eld lines1 related to magnetic �eld anomalies. One de�nitive way to deal with
the problem would be to map the distances along the magnetic �eld lines as we
did on Figure 3.4. However, even if the results seem convincing at �rst sight, the
accurate measurement of the footprint positions shed some doubts on the ability of
the current magnetic �eld models to perform reliable mappings (Chapter 4).

Consequently, the question related to the link between degrees and kilometers
remains, but the new Io reference oval can help us. Figure 6.2 shows the variation
of the number of kilometers per degree measured in the Io orbital plane (solid line)
as a function of the Io System III longitude based on our new reference contour.
Therefore, for a given Io longitude the plot indicates the number of kilometers
covered by the footprint when Io covers one degree along its orbit. The mean value
is 481 km/° in the North and 463 km/° in the South. It is noteworthy that this
quantity is fairly constant in the South but has two large peaks in the North, one at
∼50° and another one at ∼280°. These peaks mean that the spot moves quickly in
these places, which can be explained by a divergence of �eld lines. The large increase
around 50° of Io System III longitudes corresponds to IFP longitudes around 100°.
Consequently, this IFP acceleration area clearly matches to the anomaly region
described in Grodent et al. (2008a). Where does the second peak come from? A
possible answer is that this peak corresponds to the so called �Dessler anomaly�
(Clarke et al., 2004). Indeed, the acceleration of the footprint along the contour
suggests a divergence of the magnetic �eld lines in the contour direction. If this
divergence (relative to the dipolar con�guration) takes place in every direction, this
could indicate that the magnetic �eld intensity is lower in this area, which could
correspond to an �active sector� for radio emissions. We should however note that
this argument is not a proof, since there is no one-to-one correspondence between a

1Two nearby �eld lines intercepting Io's orbit are always expected to converge when approaching
the planet. By �diverging�, I mean that they converge less than expected for a dipolar �eld.
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divergence along a particular direction and the decrease of the �eld strength. In the
southern hemisphere the VIP4 model predicts that the �eld intensity along the Io
contour could vary by a factor of ∼2 without giving rise to any footprint acceleration,
in accordance with the observations.

Nevertheless, our goal is to allow comparisons between distances measured in
degrees and distances measured in kilometers. Therefore, we are interested in the
number of kilometers per degree as measured on Jupiter. This quantity is repre-
sented by dashed lines on Figure 6.2. The mean values are 625 km/° in the North
and 497 km/° in the South. However, we note that the conversion coe�cient can
vary by a factor of ∼5 in the North and ∼2 in the South. Consequently, there is no
unique coe�cient to convert degrees to kilometers. We will thus use both units to
measure the MAW spot length before discussing which is the more convenient unit.

The �rst step consists in selecting images where the MAW spots are less than
30 degrees away from the central meridian line. We automatically extracted stripes
along the IFP reference oval described in Chapter 4. Each stripe begins 5000 km
upstream of the expected MAW spot position. Then, every 25 km in the downstream
direction, we locate the corresponding pixel on the image and report its brightness.
We repeat this operation for altitudes ranging from 0 to 2000 km. Once the stripes
are formed, we add the brightnesses vertically in order to generate brightness pro�les.
The pro�les are considerably more extended in the downstream direction because
the tail emissions add to the downstream spots. Consequently, measurements of the
pro�les full width at half maximum (FWHM) cannot be used directly since they
are usually contaminated with emissions unrelated to the MAW spot. Therefore,
we chose to measure the upstream half width at half maximum (HWHM) in order
to characterize the length of the main spot as if it were isolated from the other IFP
emissions. The actual FWHM is then assumed to be twice as large as the measured
HWHM. Figure 6.3 presents the main spot length FWHM expressed both in degrees
and in kilometers. We note that the results in degrees are relatively constant for all
longitudes and both hemispheres. The mean value is∼900 km. Northern hemisphere
measurements are only available between 110° and 230° System III longitudes. Based
on Figure 6.2, we note that our value is in accordance with the 0.9° measured from
Gérard et al. (2006). On the other hand, the mean FWHM expressed in degrees of
longitude on the planet is twice longer in the South than in the North. Additionally,
the southern hemisphere length varies with the Io longitude in an anti-correlated
way compared to the number of kilometers per degree, as expected from previous
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of the number of kilometers per longitude degree as a function
of the System III longitude of Io for the northern and southern hemispheres. The
solid line corresponds to longitudes measured along the orbit of Io while the dashed
line corresponds to longitudes measured on the planet.
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considerations.
The fact that both reference contours have roughly the same size and that the

main spot length does not vary much (outside the anomaly regions) indicate that,
compared to the dipole case often assumed in theoretical models, the observed con-
tours are o�-centered and distorted but the length measured in kilometers does not
vary signi�cantly. As a consequence, these distances should be preferentially used
when comparing Io footprint characteristics.

In �gure 6.3, three STIS southern hemisphere data points have considerably
higher values than the other data points. These points are not outliers but corre-
spond to exceptionally long footprints like the one shown in Figure 3.6 a. The plots
clearly demonstrate that these cases are atypical and should be considered with
caution when drawing conclusions on the spots length.

We have seen that the Io footprint typical length was around 900 km. This ob-
servationally derived value should be compared to two quantities: the length covered
by the MAW spot on the image during a typical exposure time and the projected Io
diameter along magnetic �eld lines. Figures 6.4 displays the length covered by the
IFP in a reference frame �xed in local time for a typical 100 seconds exposure time.
This quantity approximately varies in a similar way as the above mentioned number
of kilometers per degree in the Io orbital plane. The main di�erence is that the
distances are now computed in local time reference frame and not in a System III
reference frame. This means that they combine not only the motion of the footprint
along the contour, but also the apparent motion of the contour as seen from the
Earth. The values plotted here should be projected relatively to the image viewing
angle to provide the actual IFP motion on the image. However, this later step is not
necessary for the issue we would like to discuss here. The displacement of the IFP
during the exposure time generates a motion blur and we would like to know how
this a�ects the measured footprint length. In the southern hemisphere, the covered
distance ranges from ∼ 200 km to ∼ 350 km, while in the North, the distance varies
from ∼50 km to ∼ 800 km. If we model the MAW spot brightness pro�le with a
Gaussian function and if we convolve it with a step function as long as the original
Gaussian FWHM, the resulting FWHM is only 20% longer. We will see in Chap-
ter 7 that the footprint spots can experience brightness variations on the order of
50% of the intensity on timescales of one minute. In the worse case scenario, the
spot brightness �rst decreases by a factor of 2 until the middle of the exposure time
and then increases again up to the maximum. In this case, the length increases by
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Figure 6.3: Length of the Io footprint main spot as a function of the Io System
III longitude. The data points corresponding to STIS measurement are represented
with crosses while ACS data are noted with diamonds. Black symbols are for mea-
surements in the northern hemisphere while red symbols are measurements in the
southern hemisphere. The Full Width at Half Maximum represented in the plots is
actually computed as twice the Half Width at Half Maximum.
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approximately 30%. Thus, even in the most critical cases, the length measured on
100s exposure images is only moderately a�ected by the motion blurring. However,
in this study no measurements have been made in these critical areas of the north-
ern hemisphere where the MAW spot length is di�cult to observe. If the covered
distance is one half of the initial Gaussian FWHM, the length increases by 7% at
maximum. Consequently, we can consider that the measured length corresponds to
the instantaneous length.

Figure 6.5 shows the size of the unperturbed Io �ux tube footprint in the northern
hemisphere according to the VIP4 magnetic �eld model. The IFT length varies from
∼ 200 km to ∼ 350 km. The FWHM of the STIS and ACS point spread functions are
barely larger than two and one pixels respectively and, accordingly, the widening
of the spot cannot be attributed to instrumental e�ects. As a result, the MAW
spot length shown on Figure 6.3 appears to be three to four times more elongated
than the expected �ux tube length. This result does not necessarily mean that the
interaction region at Io is three to four times as large as Io. The plasma interaction
between Io and the Jovian magnetosphere implies a piling up of the �eld lines at Io.
Therefore, it is expected that the real (i.e. perturbed) �ux tube length is larger than
the unperturbed one. However, the spot is not located at the foot of the Io �ux tube
but rather at the foot of the current carrying Alfvén wing. Jacobsen et al. (2007)
showed that non-linear e�ects on the Alfvén waves propagation could considerably
increase the length of the Alfvén wing (Figure 6.6). Additionally, Jacobsen et al.

(submitted) showed that such non-linear e�ects are necessary to explain why the
electron beams observed by Galileo are located so close to Io.

6.4 The spots vertical extent

In the previous chapter, we made use of images where the tail emissions were ob-
served above the Jovian limb. Here we consider a subset of these images where the
main spot can be seen above the limb. Contrary to the tail, we cannot be sure that
the main spot is in the limb plane, or, more exactly, we are sure that the spot in not
in the limb plane. Consequently, the apparent altitude is not the real altitude and
we have to �nd another strategy to estimate the actual altitude of the main spot
emission. Since we know the longitude and the latitude of the main spot thanks
to the new reference contour, we can compute the expected MAW position on the
image if its real peak altitude is the same as for the tail (i.e. ∼ 900 km). If the
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Figure 6.4: Plots of the motion blur distance for an exposure time of 100 seconds as
a function of the Io System III longitude. The motion blur distance is the distance
covered by the MAW spot in a reference frame �xed in local time. Contrary to Figure
6.2, this quantity includes both the motion of the footprint along the contour and
the motion of the contour owing to the planetary rotation.
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Figure 6.5: Projected size of Io along unperturbed magnetic �eld lines as modeled by
VIP4 for the northern hemisphere. The solid line represents the Io diameter along
the Io orbit projected in the northern Jovian ionosphere. This quantity thus stands
for the length of the Io �ux tube (IFT) footprint. The dashed line represents the
diameter of Io along the Io-Jupiter line projected in the northern Jovian ionosphere.
This quantity thus stands for the width of the Io �ux tube (IFT) footprint.
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Figure 6.6: Projection of the absolute value of the current density in the northern
Jovian ionosphere in the case of a quasi-linear interaction (a) and of a strongly non-
linear interaction (b). The non-linear e�ects considerably stretch the Alfvén wing in
the corotation direction, which could explain why the observed length of the MAW
spot corresponds to three to four times the length of the unperturbed Io �ux tube.
(from Jacobsen et al. (2007))

observed peak altitude di�ers signi�cantly from the simulation, this would indicate
that the main spot is not at the assumed altitude.

During the 10862 observation program, the IFP MAW spot appears above the
planetary limb for 14 orbits. Similarly to Bonfond et al. (2009), we gather image
data as sets of 3 successive images and perform radial scans on the Io footprint
area. This time, we are not looking for the highest peak altitude as a function
of the scan angle, but we seek the maximum brightness. We compare the peak
altitude of this particular pro�le with the simulated peak altitude (Figure 6.7). The
mean di�erence between the modeled altitude and the observed one is 85 km with a
standard deviation of 155 km. We can thus reasonably conclude that the the MAW
spot peak altitude is similar to the tail peak altitude, which con�rms results from
color ratio measurements (see Gérard et al. (2002) and Chapter 5).

An important result from Chapter 5 is that the vertical scale height of the tail
emission is so large that its width can be modeled only by assuming a kappa energy
distribution for the incoming electrons. This result is not in agreement with expecta-
tions from electron acceleration by a static electric potential and favors mechanisms
related to inertial Alfvén waves (Swift , 2007). Consequently, the shape of the emis-
sion vertical pro�le of the MAW spot is also expected to provide us with information
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on the acceleration mechanism. Fits of a Chapman pro�le (Equation 5.1) on the
observed curve indicates that the mean scale height is 366 km ± 53 km. These
values are similar to those observed for the tail. Additionally, a Chapman pro�le
with such a scale height has a FWHM of ∼850 km, which is consistent with the
estimates from Gladstone et al. (2007). As a conclusion, the precipitating electrons
generating the IFP main spot appear to have the same characteristics as for the tail,
i.e. a kappa energy distribution with a mean energy ∼ 1− 2 keV.

On one single orbit, leading spot emissions can also be observed above the limb.
The brightness and peak altitude pro�les as a function of the rotation scan angle2

are shown on Figure 6.7. While the observed and the modeled altitudes are fairly
similar in the tail and for MAW spot, the observed altitude appears to be ∼ 200

km smaller. The fact that the TEB emissions peak at a lower altitude could also
explain some misalignment between the TEB spot and the remainder of the tail.
An example of such a misalignment can be seen on the top South stripe of Figure
1.10. This slight shift could be interpreted as a latitudinal shift or an altitude shift.
Our new observations clearly favor the latter. These lower altitudes suggest that
the TEB spot electrons mean energy is larger than for the MAW spot and the tail.

6.5 The spot width

The actual Io footprint width can be estimated only if two restricting conditions
are ful�lled. First, the viewing angle should be such that the main spot is seen
from the front or from above. Second, the exposure time should be short enough to
avoid signi�cant shift of the IFP position during the exposure. This latter constraint
imposes the use of images derived from time-tag sequences.

Similarly to the method applied to estimate the spots length and vertical extent,
the �rst step consists in identifying the images where the footprint is in such a
con�guration that the main spots and the beginning of the tail are seen from the front
or from the top. Unfortunately, the number of suitable time-tag sequences is limited
to two. In order to avoid the motion blur which a�ects the width without losing too
much signal, the time-tag sequence list has been divided into 10-second exposure
time images. These images were subsequently shifted in order to compensate for the

2Our method consist is taking radial cuts while rotating the planet on the images. 0° corresponds
to the equator and -90° corresponds to the South pole, but the intermediate values are not strictly
equivalent to latitudes because of the inclination of the planet.
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Figure 6.7: Example of tails and spot pro�les above the limb as a function of the
rotation scan angle (stars). The expected apparent altitude of an Io contour located
at 900 km is represented in solid line. The MAW spot corresponds to the peak in the
brightness pro�le. All along the tail as well as in the MAW spot region, the observed
and the predicted apparent peak altitudes match fairly well. In this example, a faint
TEB emission also appears upstream of the MAW. Its apparent altitude is 200 km
lower than expected.

IFP motion.
Figure 6.8 shows an example of images generated from the same sequence with

and without the motion compensation. It is noticeable that the motion seems to
increase the IFP width, which directly indicates that the instantaneous IFP curtain
width is signi�cantly smaller than the motion blur extent. The width is measured
by extracting a brightness pro�le perpendicular to the contour. However, the width
of this pro�le is very dependent on the orientation of the footprint on the image,
and thus does not represent the actual curtain width. Actually, even in our very
restrictive case selection, the footprint is never observed exactly from the front or
exactly along magnetic �eld lines and thus we have to model the real image geometry
to take these orientation e�ects into account. To demonstrate the existence of these
e�ects and evaluate their impact, we made use of the 3D IFP emission model we will
use in the next chapter in order to simulate the apparent IFP width with di�erent
actual input width. The model will be described extensively later, but for now, it
su�ces to note that it consists in simulating the FUV optically thin emissions for
an IFP formed of three independent spots and an extended tail. The length and
the vertical extent of these di�erent features is set according to the measurements
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Figure 6.8: Example of Io footprint as seen from above without (left) and with
motion compensation (right).

described above. We generate images of the IFP in agreement with the actual IFP
geometry but varying the width. Among the unavoidable hypotheses we have to
take on the IFP geometry (see section 7.4 for more details), we postulate that all
the IFP features, i.e. the three spots under consideration and the tail, have the
same width. Then we compare these modeled apparent widths with the measured
one (Figure 6.9).

In both cases, the observed pro�le is as thin or even slightly thinner than the
thinnest model pro�le. We note that, because of the �nite pixel size and PSF size,
at some point, reducing the input width has a minor impact on the model output.
As long as the simulated FWHM input remains less than ∼170-190 km, the modeled
width remains fairly similar to the measured ones. Major di�erences only arise when
this threshold is overtaken. As a result, only an upper limit can be estimated for
the IFP width and its value is around 200 km.

The expected projection of Io's width along VIP4 magnetic �eld lines lies between
100 and 160 km (Figure 6.5). Contrary to the spots length, no interaction model
predicts a signi�cant increase of the IFP width compared to the projected Io width
(Figure 6.6). Our measurements only provide a maximum value for the width, but
they show that the diameter of the interaction region as seen from the front cannot
be wider than twice the size of Io. These values are in accordance with the idea that
the IFP width is similar to the projected diameter of Io.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of measured Io footprint width pro�le with simulated output
pro�les computed with di�erent input widths. Both cases are from the northern
hemisphere. The Io System III longitude is 209° in the �rst case and 145° in the
second one.
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6.6 Conclusions

The size of the Io footprint is an important issue for understanding the Io-Jupiter
interaction. Based on the apparent restricted size of the Io footprint on some images,
some authors suggested that the interaction should be limited to Io itself. On the
other hand, its apparent extended length as seen on other images led other authors
to reach the opposite conclusion: i.e. the interaction region should be as large as the
stagnating wake observed downstream of Io. We took advantage of the increased
number of images bene�ting from both high resolution and high sensitivity to sort
out these contradictory results.

First of all, we argue that the 3D structure of the Io footprint has often been mis-
understood. Following Gérard et al. (2006) as well as conclusions from the previous
chapters, the di�erent spots are distinct features that must be considered separately.
Secondly, each feature has a length along the contour, a vertical extent and a width.
Therefore, each image is a 2D projection of a three dimensional emission region.
With the help of the observations catalog and our knowledge of the IFP spots loca-
tion, we carefully selected subsets of images where the spots were respectively seen
from the side, above the limb or from above.

The length of the main spot is on the order of 900 km FWHM. We showed that
this value is not a consequence of the motion of the spot during the exposure nor
caused by the instrumental PSF. This length is signi�cantly larger than the size of
Io but also signi�cantly smaller than the size of the stagnating plasma wake when
projected along unperturbed magnetic �eld lines. However, the �eld lines are indeed
perturbed by the presence of Io and the subsequent broadening of the main spot
length along the contour was expected from simulations, even if the core of the
interaction remains relatively close to the satellite.

The IFP width measurement is by far the most delicate measurement. Our
measurements only provide a maximum value (∼ 200 km) but this number is also
consistent with an interaction region restricted to the immediate Io neighborhood.

As far as the MAW spot vertical extent is concerned, no obvious di�erence is ob-
served compared to the tail emissions. The peak altitude lies around 900 km and the
scale height is approximately 350-400 km. As a result, the mean precipitating elec-
tron energy is on the order of 1-2 keV. Additionally, the broadness of the impinging
electrons energy distribution suggests that inertial Alfvén waves are the root cause
for the electrons acceleration. This conclusion is nevertheless less surprising for the
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MAW spot than for the tail since no steady state was expected to be established for
the spots. The TEB spot peak altitude appears to lie at 700 km, implying a larger
mean electron energy than for the MAW spot.

As far as previous studies are concerned, we may conclude that the large spot
sizes observed by Clarke et al. (2002) are untypical and 0.9-degree long MAW spots
as measured by Gérard et al. (2006) correspond much more likely to the actual
typical length. The small length of the IFP, as estimated from visible instruments
(Vasavada et al., 1999; Gladstone et al., 2007) and from the FOC camera (Prangé
et al., 1996; Prangé et al., 1998), is most probably a consequence of their limited
sensitivity. Moreover, our observations con�rm our initial expectation concerning
the IFP diameter as measured by Serio and Clarke (2008): the quantity that they
have measured is not the actual width of the IFP but the projection of its vertical
extent, which is strongly dependent on the viewing angle.

Finally, our analysis of the motion of the MAW spot on the northern hemisphere
shows the presence of two sectors where the spot is signi�cantly accelerating along
the contour. If these regions are associated with magnetic anomalies, the largest
one is related to the large anomaly identi�ed by Grodent et al. (2008a) while the
smallest one could be related to the so-called �Dessler anomaly�.
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Chapter 7

Brightness variations

7.1 Foreword

The Io footprint is made of distinct spots (at least three) followed by a downstream
tail. In the previous chapters, we analyzed their position, their relative motion,
their altitude, their respective sizes, etc.. All these quantities de�ne the spatial
characteristic of the phenomenon and were based either on the localization of the
features or on the measurement of their extent. It is now time to focus on the second
type of information contained in an image: the brightness.

The present chapter is divided into two parts. In the �rst part, we will mainly fo-
cus on short-timescale relative variations of this brightness. Indeed, the Io footprint
�uctuates with several di�erent timescales, and each of them is typical of one or sev-
eral processes. Analyzing these characteristic periods can thus help us in identifying
the di�erent ongoing processes.

Moreover, we are also interested into the absolute values of the emitted brightness
and power. This information is essential to understand the energies at play both
in the whole interaction and in its di�erent parts. Nevertheless, we will see that
converting the number of counts accumulated in the detector pixels to a meaningful
information is not as easy as it might seem at �rst sight. First, it is necessary to
correctly identify which feature is measured. For example, does the measured power
encompass all the spots or just isolate one? On which basis is the mean brightness
computed? Second, the observing geometry has to be well understood. Hence, the
brightness of a three dimensional optically thin emission region strongly depends
both on the observer's position and on the size of the source region, since the light
will not accumulate in the same way along the line of sight. As a consequence, new
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measurement methods had to be developed based on the accurate estimate of the
position and the size of the di�erent footprint features, which is the reason why this
chapter comes at the end. All the issues related to the observation geometry which
need to be addressed are now discussed in detail.

7.2 Short timescale brightness variations

7.2.1 Publication: The ultraviolet Io footprint short timescale

dynamics

B. Bonfond, J.-C. Gérard, D. Grodent

Laboratoire de Physique Atmosphérique et Planétaire Université

de Liège, Belgium

J. Saur

Institut für Geophysik und Meteorologie Universität zu Köln,

Germany

This article was originally published in the March 2007 issue of Geophysical
Research Letters (Bonfond et al., 2007).

7.2.1.1 Abstract

The electromagnetic interaction between Io and Jupiter's magnetic �eld leads to
single or multiple ultraviolet spots near the feet of the Io �ux tube. Variations of
spot numbers and brightness and of inter-spot distances have been observed to be
linked to Io's position in its plasma torus. We have studied the evolution of the
Io UV footprints with a time resolution of a few tens of seconds using the Space
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) in time-tag mode. We present evidence of
systematic strong brightness variations of the main spots (up to 50%) with a typical
growth time of 1 minute. Additionally, unanticipated simultaneous �uctuations of
both primary and secondary spots have also been found in the southern hemisphere.
Our �ndings suggest that the footprint brightness is not only actively controlled by
the plasma directly interacting with Io but also by the poorly constrained electron
acceleration region between Io and Jupiter.
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7.2.1.2 Introduction

The presence of ultraviolet (UV) footprints shifted up to 15° downstream from the
estimated location of the extremities of the �eld lines passing through Io (Clarke
et al., 1998) is a spectacular signature of the interaction between a satellite and
its planet. These features provide an outstanding possibility to remotely sense Io's
interaction with Jupiter's magnetosphere. Io's interaction is created by the motion
of Io relative to the Io plasma torus (see reviews in Saur et al., 2004 and Thomas

et al., 2004), which perturbs the plasma and the magnetic �eld around Io, and which
is also the root cause for the Io footprints (IFP). The �rst model for Io's interaction,
the unipolar-inductor model, was developed before the plasma torus was discovered.
In this description, a steady state current loop is formed which connects Io with
Jupiter's ionosphere along its magnetospheric �eld. (e.g. Goldreich and Lynden-

Bell , 1969). Although Alfvén waves have been considered early for Io's interaction
(Goldreich and Lynden-Bell , 1969; Goertz and Deift , 1973), their importance was
�rmly established only after the discovery of the dense Io plasma torus by Voyager
(Neubauer , 1980; Goertz , 1980). In this framework, Alfvén waves propagate the
perturbations caused by Io towards Jupiter and form an Alfvén wing system, which
is inclined with respect to Jupiter's magnetic �eld in the downstream direction.
Later models (e.g. Wright and Schwartz , 1989) predict substantial re�ections of
the Alfvén waves at the torus boundaries. Furthermore, models considering the
electron �nite inertia (Crary , 1997) imply the generation of electron beams towards
Jupiter. Analysis of Galileo observations (Chust et al., 2005) suggests that the low
frequency Alfvén waves should be re�ected while high frequency, small scale waves
are able to cross the torus boundaries. Io's interaction also generates a wake of
slow plasma behind Io. The eventual acceleration of the wake particles through
momentum transfer from the Jovian ionosphere drives an electric current along
the �eld lines (Hill and Vasyli	unas , 2002; Delamere et al., 2003) that causes the
trailing tail observed downstream of the footprints on ultraviolet and infrared images
(e.g. Clarke et al., 2002; Connerney and Satoh, 2000). Observations of the IFP
demonstrate that Io's interaction leads to acceleration and precipitation of ∼50
keV electrons in the Jovian ionosphere (Gérard et al., 2002). The collision of these
particles withH2 molecules and H atoms causes optical emissions at both UV and IR
wavelengths. The primary spot is frequently followed downstream by one or several
secondary spots (Clarke et al., 2002; Connerney and Satoh, 2000). Their location
and the inter-spot distances appear to be consistent with Alfvén wave re�ections
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inside the torus (Gérard et al., 2006). The interaction between the plasma torus
and Io's ionosphere also gives rise to auroral emissions at Io. Auroral emission is
observed within Io's atmosphere on the sub-Jovian and the anti-Jovian sides of Io
(Roesler et al., 1999; Oliversen et al., 2001). The authors show that the intensity
of this emission includes temporal variability on time scales of ca. 15 min. The
present study focuses on the footprint UV emissions and their �uctuations. An
increase of the footprint brightness has been found when Io is near the center of the
torus, where the plasma is denser (Gérard et al., 2006). This result suggests that
the IFP long timescale brightness variations are controlled by the strength of the Io-
plasma torus interaction. In situ measurements (Frank and Paterson, 2000a) and Io
auroral observations (Roesler et al., 1999; Oliversen et al., 2001) have shown that the
interaction between Io and the plasma torus contains a fastly varying component,
but no counterpart has been observed so far for the footprint. Here we present
evidence that the IFP is also a highly dynamic process on timescales around one
minute.

7.2.1.3 Data processing

Most of the previous work on the Io UV footprints used time integrated images
provided by the successive cameras (e.g. FOC, WFPC2, STIS and ACS) on board
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). During the �ve Jovian auroral observation pro-
grams conducted with the HST/STIS camera throughout its lifetime (from 1997 to
2004), 43 imaging observations (31 in the northern hemisphere and 12 in the south-
ern one) were obtained in time-tag mode. In this observation mode, the positions
and the arrival time of the incoming photons are registered. This speci�c capability
of the Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) photon counting technology has
a time resolution of 125 µs. Each pixel of the 1024×1024 pixel detector subtends
a 0.024 arcsec angle and the point spread function covers approximately a 3 × 3

pixels square. All the observations considered in this study were made with the
SrF2 �lter (central wavelength: 148 nm, FWHM: 28 nm) which rejects most of
the Ly-α emission, largely contaminated by the geocoronal dayglow emissions. The
duration of the time-tag sequences varied from 120 to 300 seconds. Most include
one or two event stream interruptions due to bu�er over�ows. The collections of
photon detection events are used to reconstruct images which may be integrated
over any chosen exposure time by selecting the events in the required time range.
In order to achieve an adequate balance between time-resolution and signal-to-noise
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ratio, we build 10-second exposure images from the time-tag datasets. The result-
ing sequences of images were then processed as standard STIS images, that is, dark
count, �at �eld and geometric corrections have been performed. All time-tag ob-
servations considered here focus on the auroral morphology, but not speci�cally on
Io footprints. Therefore, the Io footprint is not always visible nor in a favorable
position. As a result, only 12 sequences in the north and 5 in the south turned
out to be suitable. The Io longitudes coverage (System III) corresponding to the
northern footprint observations ranges from 123° to 201° while the southern one
spans 84° to 99°. In order to compensate for the footprint motion during the expo-
sure, the sub-images were shifted according to the deviation deduced from the VIP4
magnetic �eld model (Connerney et al., 1998). This technique allows one to stack
the footprint sub-images from the same sequence in the same reference frame. We
then subtracted the Jovian background emissions in order to isolate the intrinsic IFP
emissions. The footprint emission brightness as a function of longitude was obtained
by extracting a 21-pixel wide stripe containing the main spots and the beginning of
the tail. The brightnesses were integrated over the 21 pixels in order to obtain a
linear pro�le. Figure 7.1 presents an example of a linear pro�le and its character-
istic behavior during a time-tag sequence. Using the correction deduced from the
VIP4 model, all the pro�les can be plotted in the same reference frame with the
x-axis for the longitudes and the y-axis for time to visualize the temporal evolution
of the footprints. Figure 7.2 shows examples of the typical behavior of aligned and
color-coded pro�les both for the northern and the southern hemispheres. That way,
successive pro�les can be summed in order to integrate the brightness over a longer
time period, and therefore to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. In Figure 7.2, a
temporal smoothing of the pro�les has been performed since all the lines represent
pro�les with a 20-second integration time, even if the time step between two lines
is 10 seconds. The vertical alignment of the brightness peaks of the pro�les in this
�gure con�rms that the VIP4 accuracy is su�cient for lining-up the pro�les.

7.2.1.4 Observations

Brightness �uctuations In the northern footprint brightness pro�les (e.g. Fig-
ure 7.1), the main spot can always be clearly distinguished from the secondary ones
and from the trailing tail. The second spot is usually fainter and can hardly be
identi�ed in short exposures (∼10s) but it is revealed by increasing the integration
time. Signi�cant brightness variations of the main spot are systematically observed
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Figure 7.1: (Left) Pro�les of the northern footprint integrated over 20 seconds.
The �rst exposure starts 10 seconds after the beginning of the time-tag sequence
while the second one starts 60 seconds later. This typical time-tag sequence shows
signi�cant brightness variations of the main footprint. (Right) Pro�le of the same
northern footprint integrated over 100 seconds. The weak secondary footprint barely
identi�able on 20-second exposures is now clearly distinguished. The sequence was
observed the 26 February 2000 at 01:57:41 UT.

in all northern hemisphere datasets, ranging from 17% to 50%. Figure 7.3 demon-
strates that these �uctuations are far above the noise level and independent from
background �uctuations. Moreover, a characteristic growth time of ∼60 seconds
can be determined from the light curves (Figure 7.4a). No System III in�uence of
the short timescale brightness variability has been identi�ed, although the limited
number of sequences does not permit any de�nitive conclusion. In the southern
hemisphere, when a secondary spot is present, it is generally as bright or brighter
than the primary spot, so that both spots can be clearly identi�ed in the pro�les. In
all southern sequences, the brightness variations are on the same order of magnitude
as in the north. The variations range from 25% to 36% for the primary spot and
from 20% to 32% for the secondary spot.

Simultaneous �uctuations In the southern hemisphere, the correlation between
the brightness of the �rst two spots is striking (see for example Figure 7.4b and 7.4c).
In the present dataset, the secondary spot is separated from the �rst one in four out
of �ve cases. In three cases out of four, the correlation coe�cients for the temporal
evolution of the intensities of the primary and the secondary spot calculated for
the sequences preceding the data interruptions is as high as 0.9, largely above the
signi�cance threshold (∼0.7 at 99%). In the fourth case, no correlation is observed.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Evolution of the pro�les of the same northern footprint as in Figure
7.1. The horizontal axis represents the longitude (one mark is equivalent to 1°) and
the vertical axis represents the time (one mark corresponds to 100 seconds). Each
line is a color-coded pro�le with a 20 seconds exposure time. (b) Evolution of the
pro�les of the southern footprint sequence observed the 8 August 1999 at 12:56:47
UT. Both main and secondary footprints brightnesses increase simultaneously.
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Figure 7.3: Light curves of 10×10-pixel squares centered respectively on the main
spot and on the background Jovian emissions close to the footprint. The IFP bright-
ness �uctuations are clearly statistically signi�cant and independent from back-
ground variations. This northern footprint sequence was observed the 16 December
2000 at 11:25:51 UT.

These three cases occurred when Io was located in the same range of longitudes (i.e.
between 84° and 99°). In this sector, Io is southward from the centrifugal equator of
the torus (i.e. centrifugal latitudes between �1.2° and �2.9°), but still in its central
region. Figures 4b and 4c show two examples of light curves of both primary and
secondary southern spots. These plots suggest that in the �rst case, the variations
of the second spot lag by ∼10 seconds the variations of the �rst one, while in the
other case the secondary spot maximum precedes the primary one. Nevertheless,
considering the brightness inaccuracies and the 10 seconds time step of the samples,
this slight shift of the light curves is possibly not signi�cant.

7.2.1.5 Discussion

We found signi�cant footprint brightness variations for all observed sequences (i.e.
both North and South), even though they were acquired at di�erent times between
1999 and 2003. This provides strong evidence that the Io controlled auroral emissions
are not in a steady state but highly dynamic. This variability may be attributed to
intrinsic inhomogeneities of the interacting media (i.e. Io's ionosphere, the plasma
torus, the Jovian ionosphere, etc.) or to non-linearities occurring during the prop-
agation of the perturbation (i.e. wave breaking, phase mixing, etc.). Roesler et al.
(1999) have observed �uctuations of the auroral emissions on Io with a timescale
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Figure 7.4: (a) Temporal evolution of the relative brightness of the �rst and the
secondary spots in the pro�les showed in Figure 1. The �uctuations of the �rst spot
have a typical growth time of ~1 minute. Variations of the faint secondary spot
are also present, but are not correlated to those of the main spot. (b) Temporal
evolution of the relative brightness of the �rst and the secondary spots of a southern
footprint. The sequence was observed the 8 August 1999 at 12:56:47 UT. On these
light curves, the signi�cant variations of both spots are clearly correlated. (c) Second
example of time evolution of the relative brightness of the �rst and the secondary
spots of a southern footprint observed the 12 August 2000 at 09:15:18 UT.
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of 15 minutes and ascribed them to large-scale local variations in the plasma torus,
while Oliversen et al. (2001) more precisely attributed them to electron energy �ux
variations in the torus. These �uctuations are one order of magnitude longer than
those observed in our time-tag data. However, given the weakness of the auroral
emissions on Io, the short timescale variations described here would remain indis-
tinguishable in the auroral data for Io. Io related decametric radio emissions also
show a short timescale component (S-bursts) occurring between Jupiter's surface
and 0.4 Jovian radius (e.g. Ergun et al., 2006). However, the time scales (from 0.25
second to 0.025 second) as well as the electron energies involved (∼4 keV with 1
keV potential jumps) (Hess et al., 2007) can hardly be linked to the timescales (∼1
min) and the energies (∼50 keV) discussed here. The simultaneous variations of the
southern spots are even more intriguing. Indeed, if the brightness variations are due
to a temporally varying strength of the interaction generated at Io, a delay between
the primary and the secondary brightness peaks is expected. In the Alfvén wing
theory, the very occurrence of the secondary spot is due to this delay, as the conse-
quence of the longer path of the re�ected perturbation. If one considers re�ections
inside the torus and given the Alfvén speed in the dense torus, the delay would be
on the order of 13 minutes (Crary and Bagenal , 1997). If re�ections occur between
the Jovian ionosphere and the outer edge of the torus, the associated delay would
remain between 30 and 90 seconds. Moreover, the calculated inter-spot distance
would lie between 0.14° and 0.7° and would be independent of Io's position in the
torus, in contrast with the observations. As a consequence, even if localized �uc-
tuations of the initial Io-plasma torus interaction may partly explain the footprint
brightness variability, they provide no explanation for the simultaneous �uctuations
of the southern spots. This result might imply that the acceleration mechanism
leading to the electron precipitation also experiences short timescale variations. At
Earth, �ickering auroras are very localized spots whose brightness is probably mod-
ulated by plasma wave induced processes also occurring in the acceleration region
(e.g. Sakanoi et al., 2005). Pulsating auroras are another type of fastly-varying
auroral phenomenon at Earth. They appear to involve oscillations between auroral
precipitation and generation of whistler waves in the equatorial plane (e.g. Nemzek
et al., 1995).
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7.2.1.6 Conclusions

This study has unveiled a previously unexplored aspect of the Io footprint auro-
ral emissions: their short timescale (∼1 minute) dynamics. Additionally, quasi-
simultaneous and highly correlated variations of primary and secondary footprint
brightness suggest that the modulation is not only driven by the Io-plasma torus
interaction as suggested by the long timescale brightness variations, but also by
the acceleration process occurring between the torus and Jupiter. Since the accel-
eration mechanism is still poorly understood because of the lack of observational
constraints, the amplitude of the brightness variations as well as their characteristic
lengths provide essential characteristics for building future quantitative models.

7.3 Epilogue

During the 10862 large HST observation program, several orbits have been specif-
ically dedicated to the Io footprint. The exposure time of these images has been
reduced to 30 seconds, with an image acquired every ∼70 seconds. This sampling
rate does not allow one to track the brightness variations with as much accuract as
for time-tag sequences, even though brightness variations of similar scale have been
found (Figure 7.5).

Subsequent observations con�rmed the signi�cance of the study of the short
timescale variations of the footprint brightness. First, Grodent et al. (2009) found
similar brightness variations for the Ganymede footprint. Based on seven STIS time-
tag sequences, these authors showed that the GFP power experiences quasi-periodic
variations (Figure 7.6 a and b) or more chaotic behaviors (7.6 c), but with similar
timescales. They proposed two possible mechanisms for these variations. These
variations could be related to bursty reconnection events which are expected to
occur on timescales of several tens of seconds. As a matter of fact, MHD simulation
by Jia et al. (2009b) indicate that Ganymede's magnetopause could oscillate with
such timescales, which appears to be consistent with in-situ Galileo magnetic �eld
observations. On the other hand, quasi-periods of 100 seconds could also be a typical
timescale for the generation of double layers in the Jovian ionosphere when subject
to strong electric currents. Indeed, the second type of Io related observations with
similar timescale has been reported by Hess et al. (2009), based on the analysis of
S-burst radio emissions revealing vertically drifting acceleration structures with a re-
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Figure 7.5: Variations of the MAW spot emitted power in the southern hemisphere
in the Io System III longitude range between 12° and 20°. The variations are on the
order of 37% of the mean power.
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appearance quasi-period of 200 seconds. These variable acceleration structures are
probably not the main cause for the electron acceleration but can possibly provide
additional energy and trigger the fast brightness �uctuations. The interpretation of
the 100 second timescale as a typical timescale of the Jovian ionosphere o�ers the
advantage to explain both the Io and Ganymede footprint variations with a single
mechanism.

7.4 System III related brightness variations

7.4.1 Introduction

7.4.1.1 Possible scenarios for System III related brightness variations

While the short timescale variability of the IFP spots was relatively unexpected,
a correlation of the brightness with the System III location, i.e. a variability on
timescales of several hours (one Io revolution in System III lasts for ∼13 hours), is
less surprising. Several scenarii relating both quantities can be viewed. Serio and

Clarke (2008) considered three of them:

1. Collisional interaction at Io: if the strength of the interaction at Io controls
the intensity of the Alfvén waves and if intermediate processes do not cause
further modulation of the brightness, the evolution of the brightness should
be the same in both hemispheres and peak when Io is near the dense torus
center.

2. Poynting �ux loss: this scenario puts the emphasis on the possible Poynting
�ux loss when the Alfvén waves travel into the plasma torus. When Io is in
the northern part of the torus, the waves traveling towards the north pole can
fastly escape the torus while waves going towards the south have to cross the
entire torus and weaken and vice-versa when Io is in the southern part of the
torus. As a consequence, the northern main spot would be the brightest at
200° System III longitude and the weakest around 20°. The southern footprint
would exactly follow the opposite behavior.

3. Pitch-angle di�usion aurora: if the incoming electrons have a given pitch an-
gle distribution, the maximum brightness will occur when the loss cone is
maximum, i.e. when the magnetic �eld strength is minimum in the Jovian
ionosphere.
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Figure 7.6: Short timescale variations of the Ganymede footprint brightness. In
panels a) and b), quasi-periodic variations of the emitted power can be seen while
variations shown in panel c) are irregular, but the growth time remains similar (from
Grodent et al., 2009).
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A fourth scenario was foreseen by Connerney et al. (1993) with consequences similar
to the third scenario. If the Jovian ionospheric Pedersen conductivity is the main
parameter controlling the current intensity and if the precipitation �ux is correlated
with this current, the maximum brightness should be found when the conductivity is
maximum. Since the Pedersen conductivity is approximately inversely proportional
to magnetic �eld strength, the brightest spots should be seen when the surface
magnetic �eld intensity is minimum. A �fth reason to anticipate an increase of the
MAW spot maximum brightness is the motion of the TEB spot relative to it. When
Io is near the torus center, the two spots merge together and the resulting spot should
be as bright as the sum of their individual brightness. It is noteworthy that this
scenario has broadly similar consequences as the �rst one. It should also be noted
that these scenarii do not necessarily exclude each other and thus a combination of
these e�ects could also be expected.

We showed in the previous chapters that the di�erent spots have di�erent origins
and their response to the various relevant parameters could also change from one spot
to another. The MAW spot is expected to be the consequence of the direct electron
acceleration at the foot of the direct Alfvén wing. On the other hand and according
to our interpretation, the TEB spot is caused by the anti-planet-ward acceleration
of trans-hemispheric electron beams. Since it is caused by electrons accelerated in
one hemisphere and precipitated into the other, the TEB spot brightness could be
more sensitive to the asymmetry between the northern and southern magnetic �eld
strength than the other two. Another possible reason that would justify a di�erent
behavior for the di�erent spots could be that the RAW spot is the most sensitive to
the Poynting �ux loss because of the larger path length.

7.4.1.2 Previous studies

The Io footprint brightness in the FUV domain ranges between 25 and 700 kR (see
Table 1.1). In the present section, we will only recall the studies that speci�cally
studied the variations of the brightness as a function of the Io longitude. Connerney
et al. (1993) suggested that the apparent lack of detection of the infrared northern
IFP in the 90°-240° System III longitude range could be related to the expected
high surface magnetic �eld strength in this region. Later observations acquired in
the FUV domain with the WFPC2 camera in�rmed this absence of detection, since
several occurrences of northern footprints were seen in this longitude range (Clarke
et al., 1998). However, despite the noticeable scatter of the data points, they did not
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�nd any trend between the IFP brightness and Io's longitude, most probably because
of the large error bars related to the WFPC2 low sensitivity. The �rst conclusive
relationship between the brightness and the Io location was reported by Gérard

et al. (2006), based on STIS observations acquired between December 2000 and
February 2003. They showed that the maximum IFP brightness increases when Io's
centrifugal latitude decreases (Figure 1.11). They also applied a correction assuming
a plane parallel atmosphere to take the limb brightening e�ect into account. The
authors attributed the increase of the IFP brightness as Io settles into the dense torus
center to the expected enhancement of the Io-magnetosphere interaction. Finally,
Serio and Clarke (2008) studied the evolution of the footprint brightness on STIS
images acquired from August 1999 to January 2001. They tested the variation of the
brightness against the three scenarii mentioned above and concluded, like Gérard

et al. (2006), that the strength of the interaction is the main driver for the mean
IFP brightness.

7.4.2 How to estimate the brightness?

Most studies discussing the intensity of the auroral features express the brightness
in Rayleighs or in kilo-Rayleighs. However, the Rayleigh (R) is a very peculiar unit
that should be handled with care. This radiance unit "measures the absolute angular
surface brightness of spatially extended light emitting sources" (Baker , 1974). 1kR
represents 109 photons m−2s−1 within 4π steradians. This unit was initially used for
airglow emissions on Earth. It is also very convenient to use in the case of auroral
emission because its measurement summarizes the light emission in the air column.
Consequently, it can be related to the precipitated energy �ux through the use of
appropriate energy degradation models (Gérard and Singh, 1982).

An important issue when providing brightnesses in Rayleigh is the spectrum of
emission source and the instrumental throughput e�ects. The number of counts/s
measured on di�erent images acquired with di�erent �lters varies with the through-
put of these �lters. Nevertheless, we would like to be able to compare images
acquired with a �lter rejecting the Lyman-α with images including these emissions.
The idea is to multiply a synthetic H2 and H FUV auroral spectrum attenuated
below ∼130 nm by a factor of 0.41 with the suitable instrumental throughput to com-
pute the ratio between the number of originally emitted photons and the number of

1This level of methane absorption corresponds to a color ratio of 2.5.
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brightness power

CLEAR 667.56 d2

7.5161×109

F25SRF2 1975.5 d2

2.5397×109

F115LP 328.06 d2

1.0024×1010

F125LP 468.21 d2

7.0234×109

Table 7.1: Conversion coe�cients from counts per second to kilo-Rayleighs and Giga-
Watts. d represents the Earth-Jupiter distance in km. For the two ACS �lters, i.e.
the F115LP �lter and the F125LP �lter, these coe�cients should be applied after
the 1.63 coe�cient correction described in Section 2.5.2.

actually received photons (Grodent et al., 2003a). Assuming all auroral emissions
have approximately the same FUV spectrum, we can then convert count rates into
emitted radiance (see Table 7.1). It should be nevertheless noted that a corollary
to this process is that the conversion coe�cients from counts per second to kilo-
Rayleigh are only appropriate for H2 and H auroral emissions. Studies focusing
on the re�ected sunlight for example should consider another conversion coe�cient
based on its speci�c spectrum. In conclusion, when we provide numbers in kilo-
Rayleighs, we should always specify the emitting source under consideration.

Another key issue is the limb brightening. When analyzing HST images of giant
planet aurorae, emissions appearing close to the limb always look brighter than
those appearing closer to the planetary center. This limb brightening is caused
by the geometrical accumulation of optically thin emissions along the line of sight.
Since this e�ect can increase the observed brightness by a factor of 10 (Grodent
et al., 1997), previous works made use of di�erent strategies to circumvent this
issue. In order to compare images with di�erent observation geometries Clarke

et al. (1998) applied the plane parallel correction2 to convert the apparent brightness
to the brightness that would be expected if the IFP was located on the central
meridian at 67° latitude. Gérard et al. (2006) divided the observed brightness by the
cosine of the zenith angle, implicitly assuming an extended plane parallel emitting
layer as well. Contrary to Clarke et al. (1998), they provided a corrected value
for an observer looking at nadir. Alternatively, Serio and Clarke (2008) do not
provide a description of their correction method, but the fact that their correction

2The plane parallel correction assumes that the atmosphere can be modeled as a �at emitting
layer. If α is the zenithal angle, i.e. the angle between the observer and the normal to the
plane, than the correction coe�cient to convert the observed brightness into the brightness that
an observer looking at the nadir would see is simply 1/ cos(α).
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only depends on the distance to the limb suggests that it relies on the assumption
of an extended emitting shell. Indeed, we managed to reproduce fairly well their
optical depth correction factor by means of a spherical shell with an exponential
vertical pro�le (Figure 7.7). In this �gure, the vertical dash-dotted line represents
the minimum distance to the limb under which Serio and Clarke (2008) consider
their correction to become unreliable. We note that above this value, di�erences
with the plane parallel correction are barely noticeable. Finally, their corrected
value assumes a footprint located on the central meridian at 67° latitude like in
Clarke et al. (1998).

The two above methods assume that the horizontal extent of the IFP is large. As
detailed in Chapter 6, this assumption is not justi�ed since images of the IFP when
observed from the side demonstrate that the IFP is a thin curtain not broader than
200 km. Figure 7.8 shows simulated images of the hypothetical footprints made of
a single spot (900×200 FWHM) followed by an extended tail (e-folding distance:
20000 km). Their spatial extent is exactly the same on every image, but the contour
along with they are set is (from left to right) the equator, the 50th parallel and
the 80th parallel respectively. We note that the maximum brightness decreases as
the spot approaches the limb, which is the opposite behavior than expected from
limb brightening from an extended area. Nevertheless, tail emissions on the right-
hand image shows that some limb brightening actually takes place and increases
the apparent brightness in some places. In conclusion, no simple correction can be
applied to deduce the vertical brightness from the apparent one. All the complexity
of the observing geometry has to be accounted for to retrieve information on the
precipitated energy �uxes. As a result, we propose a new method to estimate the
vertical brightness of the IFP spots and tail. It consists in comparing the emissions
observed with the HST STIS and ACS instruments with realistic simulations of the
emission regions.

7.4.3 Emission model

The purpose of our emission model is to reproduce as accurately as possible the
shape and brightness of the di�erent constituents of the Io footprint in order to
compare model images to the actual planetary disk subtracted images. For each
HST image, four model images are computed. One for each of the three spots and
one for tail. Each sub-image is built such that the maximum brightness as seen from
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Figure 7.7: Evolution of the optical depth correction factor as a function of the
radial distance from the limb. The purple line stands for the 1/ cos(α) correction
(with α being the zenith angle). The red line represents the spherical shell correction
assuming an exponential vertical pro�le (scale height: 600 km). The cyan line stands
for the correction assuming a realistic IFP curtain moving along the central meridian
line as on Figure 7.8. The orange and the dashed green lines represent the correction
assuming the same realistic curtain moving along the equator either toward dawn
or toward dusk.
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Figure 7.8: Evolution of the apparent brightness as a function of the latitude of the
IFP (0°, 50° and 80°, respectively). The footprint is modeled as a single spot and
an extended tail with a constant length. Because the IFP is a thin curtain with
a large vertical extent, its apparent maximum brightness decreases when the spot
approaches the limb along the central meridian. On the right side image, it is notice-
able that the limb brightening e�ect induces an apparent brightness enhancement
in the tail.

the nadir is 1 kR. Then we compute the best set of multiplicative coe�cients (in the
sense of the least squares) for the linear combination of the sub-images to reproduce
the actual one.

All four sub-structures are aligned along the IFP reference contours described
in Chapter 4. The relative position of the spots varies as a function of the System
III longitude of Io as described in the same chapter. For spot �x�, the vertically
integrated brightness varies along and perpendicularly to the contour following a
Gaussian law:

Ix(i, j) = e

(
− (i−lonx)2

2σ2
lonx

− (j)2

2σ2
latx

)

where i is the distance along the contour, j is the distance perpendicular to the
contour, lonx is the position of the spot maximum along the contour as de�ned by
the reference contour, σlonx characterizes3 the spot width along the contour, σlatx
characterizes the spot width perpendicularly to the contour.

As far as the tail is concerned, the perpendicular brightness pro�le is described
by a Gaussian as well, but the evolution of the brightness along the contour is

3The relationship between the σ parameter of a Gaussian and its full width at half maximum
(FWHM) is:

FWHM = 2.3548 ∗ σ
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FWHMlon or FWHWlat vertical peak
e-folding distance scale height altitude

MAW spot 900 km 200 km 400 km 900 km
TEB spot 900 km 200 km 200 km 700 km
RAW spot 900 km 200 km 400 km 900 km

Tail 20000 km 200 km 400 km 900 km

Table 7.2: Size parameters for the simulated spots and tail.

described by a function which starts as a polynomial law and then evolves as a
decreasing exponential law. The form might look complex, but has been chosen
because it allows to easily tune all the relevant parameters such as the position of
the maximum and the e-folding distance:

Itrail(i, j) = at(i− dlon)nte

(
−bt∗(i−dlon)− (j)2

2σ2
latt

)

with

at =

(
1

lont

)nt
ent

bt =
nt
lont

nt =
e1(

H
lont

)
− ln

(
H
lont

)
− 1

and where H is the e-folding distance, lont is the position of the tail maximum along
the contour which is set to lonMAW + σMAW and dlon is the tail starting position
along the contour, which is set to lonMAW − σMAW .

The brightness in the above equations corresponds to the vertically integrated
brightness, which is the relevant parameter to derive the incoming particle �ux.
However, to compute the model images corresponding to an oblique observation, the
vertical emission rate pro�le has to be speci�ed and is described with a Chapman
pro�le (see Equation 5.1). The parallel and perpendicular sizes of the di�erent
sub-structure as well as their altitude maximum and their vertical scale height are
gathered in Table 7.2.

At this step of the process, we have de�ned the longitude, the latitude, the
altitude and emission rates of the emission points corresponding to the di�erent spots
and the tail. The spatial coordinates are converted into x-y-z coordinates linked to
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the HST image, x and y corresponding the image abscissae and ordinates and z
corresponding to the depth. For each x-y couple, the emissions rates are summed
along the z direction to produce the pixel brightness. One image is produced for
each sub-structure and this image is subsequently convolved with the point spread
function (PSF) corresponding to the relevant instrument and �lter.

Because of the �nite accuracy of the reference contour, the �ne tuning of the
simulated images position is computed by adjusting the barycenter of the MAW spot
to the one of the disk emissions-free original image (see Chapter 2 for a description
of the background planetary disk removal). The �nal step is a least squares �t of the
relative brightnesses of the di�erent IFP features to the original image. The �tting
coe�cients provide the maximum vertical brightness for each sub-structure in kR.

The two major limitations of this measurement method are 1) the impossibility
to disentangle the MAW and the TEB spot when the Io centrifugal latitude is close
to zero and 2) the description of the initial part of the tail. When the absolute
value of the Io centrifugal latitude is below 2.5°, the TEB spot is no longer taken
into account and the modeled MAW spot alone simulates the combination of the
two spots. It is thus important to keep this fact in mind when interpreting the
MAW brightness in these sectors. As far as the beginning of the tail is concerned,
we chose a reasonable empirical formulation of the brightness along the contour
because current models focus either on the initial phase of the interaction, leading
to the spots, or on the tail when it is well established, but not speci�cally on the
transition phase (Phase 2 in the Delamere et al. (2003) formulation).

7.4.4 Results and discussion

The method described above is not easy to implement and only preliminary results
are available and presented here.

One of the main reasons to use brightness units instead of power units is the direct
connection between the brightness as measured vertically from the emission point
and the precipitating power. However, in the case of HST observation of the Jovian
polar regions, the zenith angle is far from 0°. If the emission region is an extended
area, the observed brightness can be easily converted into the vertical brightness by
means of the parallel plane or the spherical shell approximations. Unfortunately, our
measurements of the IFP size and shape demonstrated that the Io footprint is a thin
curtain made of di�erent spots and a tail and cannot be considered as an extended
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area. Figure 7.7 showed that values computed with any correction method based
on the extended area assumption are much smaller than the observed brightness,
while a zenith observer would actually measure larger values than HST. Figure 7.9
shows the maximum brightness of the MAW spot as a function of the System III
longitude of Io without any correction. The global trend seems to follow the previous
conclusions from Gérard et al. (2006) and Serio and Clarke (2008). The maximum
brightness is observed around 110°, and a possible second peak appears around 290°
for the northern IFP, which corresponds to the region where Io is near the torus
center. The main di�erence lies in the number of data points and in the brightness
values, which are not reduced by any limb brightness correction.

Our new measurement method adresses a totally di�erent point of view and tries
to answer the question: What is the maximum vertical brightness that should be
injected into the di�erent spots and in the tail to reproduce the observations? The
results for the MAW spot are shown in Figure 7.10.

First, we note that the plotted values are much larger than for earlier estimates
(see Table 1.1). The �rst reason stems from the fact that the maximum brightness
as observed from above is higher than seen from the side since the vertical scale
height is assumed to be ∼ 400 km while the width is only ∼ 200 km wide. The
second reason is related to the point spread function (PSF). In the above chapter
related to the position and the size of the di�erent features, we argued that the PSF
has little e�ect because its FWHM is between one and two pixels. As far as the
maximum brightness is concerned, the impact of the PSF cannot be neglected any
more because a signi�cant part of the energy is spread into the PSF wings.

Assuming that 10 kR seen looking at the nadir corresponds to an incoming
electron energy �ux of 1 mW/m2, we �nd that the incoming �ux for the MAW
spot ranges between 100 and 500 mW/m2. Consequently, the presence of such
values raises once again the issue of the atmospheric response to such an sudden
and concentrated energy supply.

Second, as for the non-corrected brightness, the behavior of the southern MAW
spot vertical brightness shows two noticeable peaks around 110° and 290°. These
sectors correspond to Io centrifugal latitudes around 0°, i.e. when Io is near the
torus center. This result favors two possible scenarii: the one related to the strength
of the interaction at Io and the one involving the merging of the spots.

Third, we note a huge brightness di�erence between the northern and the south-
ern MAW spots in the longitude range between 150° and 200°. In this sector, Io is
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South

North

Figure 7.9: Evolution of the maximum observed brightness as a function of the Io
longitude. Black symbols are for the southern hemisphere while red symbols are for
the northern hemisphere. The �plus� symbols represent STIS observations while the
�diamond� symbols represent ACS observations. No limb brightening correction was
applied to the plotted values.
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South

North

Figure 7.10: Evolution of the modeled maximum vertical brightness as a function of
the Io longitude. Black symbols are for the southern hemisphere while red symbols
are for the northern hemisphere. The �plus� symbols represent STIS observations
while the �diamond� symbols represent ACS observations.

progressively moving from the torus center to the northern torus boundary. Figure
7.11 shows the emitted power as measured during two consecutive HST orbits. The
telescope was pointing to the south pole during the �rst half of the orbit and then
it is directed to the north. The northern spots are so faint that the MAW spot
is fainter than the TEB spot in the south. The second orbit begins with North
IFP observations and then the �eld of view shifts toward the South. This case is
very interesting to test the di�erent scenarii mentioned above because no long term
variation of the torus density can be invoked to explain the observed di�erences.
The di�erent spots are well separated, so that their mixing cannot explain the spots
brightness variations in this sector. On the other hand, if the strength of the inter-
action were the only driver for the spots brightness, then both hemispheres would
have shown the same spots brightness. The Poynting �ux loss hypothesis could
not explain this di�erence either: since Io has positive centrifugal latitudes in this
sector, the southward Alfvén wing crosses a longer distance in the torus than the
northward wing. Consequently, the southern MAW spot should be weaker than the
northern one, contrary to observations. The only remaining scenario that justi�es
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South

North

MAW spot

TEB spot

Figure 7.11: Evolution of the MAW spot (�diamond� symbols) and the TEB spot
(�plus� symbols) emitted power during two consecutive orbits. The black symbols
represent observations in the southern hemisphere and the red symbols represent
observations in the northern hemisphere. The spot emissions are weaker in the
North than in the South, which could be attributed to the di�erence of surface
magnetic �eld strength.

the asymmetry between the hemispheres is the surface magnetic �eld. Indeed, the
VIP4 magnetic �eld model predicts a weaker �eld strength in the south than in the
north, facilitating electron precipitation. The in�uence of the surface magnetic �eld
strength could also explain why the peak at 110° in the South is higher than at 290°.
Similarly, it would also explain why the southern MAW spot is weaker around 10°
than around 200°.

We have seen in the previous chapters that the di�erent spots should be un-
derstood as individual features and we suggested that they might be caused by
di�erent mechanisms. It is thus necessary to analyze their behavior independently.
Figure 7.12 shows the evolution of the MAW spot power and the TEB spot power
for a southern IFP. In this range of longitudes, Io is coming from its southern most
position and approaches the torus center. On the images, we can clearly see the
spots progressively approaching each other. This case approximately corresponds to
the case studied by Serio and Clarke (2008). They observed that the overall mean
brightness increases whith time and they attributed this behavior to the enhance-
ment of the interaction at Io. However, when we analyze the spots separately, only
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Figure 7.12: Evolution of the MAW spot (black �diamond� symbols) and the TEB
spot (red �plus� symbols) emitted power during a single orbit in the southern hemi-
sphere. As the TEB spot approaches the MAW spot, the power of the TEB spot
increases while the power of the MAW spot remains roughly constant.

the TEB spot emitted power increases while the MAW spot power remains approxi-
mately constant. This observation thus challenges the previous interpretation of the
brightness variations since, if the interaction at Io was driving the emitted power
for both spots, both should be enhanced at the same time.

At this stage of our study, we must nevertheless be careful when interpreting the
measurements. When Io's longitude is 60°, Io is not yet close to the torus center and
the MAW spot brightness could still rise later because of the increasing interaction
strength. The fact that the spots do not evolve in a correlated way on timescales on
tens of minutes just con�rms the idea that they originate from di�erent processes.
This �nding does not necessarily contradict our previous �nding of simultaneous
fast variations of the same spots since the timescales are di�erent.

7.5 Conclusions

The measurement of the Io footprint brightness requires a good understanding of
the observing geometry. We use the spatial information gathered during the course
of this work, such as the spots positions and the inter-spot distances as well as the
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respective size and altitude of the di�erent features, to develop a new method of
analysis. This method consists in assessing how many times simulated spot images
with well-known vertical brightness are necessary to best �t the original HST image.
When possible, we try to distinguish the di�erent spots. However, in sectors where
the TEB and the MAW merge, i.e. when Io is close to the torus center, they cannot
be disentangled. This could partly explain the apparent brightness enhancements
of the MAW spot in these locations. Another scenario remains possible since the
strength of the Io-magnetosphere increases in the dense torus center, which is also
expected to lead to a brighter spot as well. When the spots are well separated, the
MAW and the TEB spots can behave di�erently, one remaining constant while the
other brightens with time. This �nding seems to con�rm one of the main results
of this work: the di�erent spots should be considered independently because they
have di�erent origins.

Another important result is the �nding of an asymmetry of the northern bright-
ness compared to the southern brightness. Added to the fact that the southern
brightness at 110° is larger than at 290° while Io is at the same location in the torus,
this information indicates that the surface magnetic �eld strength also plays a major
role in the control of the spots brightness.

Moreover, the vertical brightness that we derive implies precipitating electron
energy �ux between 100 and 500mW/m2 for the MAW spot while previous estimates
were lying closer to 30 mW/m2.

Finally, we highlighted for the �rst time brightness variations on timescales of
one minute. These variations reach up to 50% of the brightness with a typical
growth time of 100 seconds. In some cases, the MAW and the TEB spot experience
simultaneous variations over such short timescales, which suggests that the driving
mechanism for the fast variations is located close to Jupiter. Brightness variations
over similar timescales have later been found for the Ganymede footprint and in
radio S-burst measurements. The latter also indicates that they could be related to
an additional electron acceleration region located close to the planet. The idea that
two acceleration mechanisms simultaneously contribute to the electron precipitation
could also explain why correlated variations of the spots are seen on short timescales
while a di�erentiated behavior is observed on longer timescales. The main electron
acceleration mechanism would be related to the inertial Alfvén waves and would have
a maximum e�ciency around 1 Rj away from the planet (Jones and Su, 2008). Since
the acceleration takes place relatively far from the planet, the surface magnetic �eld
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strength could have an in�uence on the precipitated �ux. Then, a second mechanism
related to vertically migrating acceleration structures would appear at altitudes
around 0.1Rj. This interpretation would however require further observations and
simulations to be fully con�rmed.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Discussion

The Io footprint is a particularly spectacular signature of the Io-Jupiter electro-
magnetic interaction. In the present work, we demonstrated that a careful analysis
of its characteristics can modify our comprehension of the ongoing physical processes.
In the framework of this thesis we methodically analyzed the high resolution images
acquired by the Hubble Space Telescope in the far UV domain. The very �rst
step consisted in creating a complete and standardized database. Additionally to
the image processing, we developed new techniques to retrieve accurate pointing
information directly from the images them selves. At the same time as the data were
gathered and processed, we generated an exhaustive catalog compiling technical,
telemetry and ephemeris parameters. The database and the related catalog have
been used extensively in many other studies based on the FUV images of the Jovian
aurora.

Numerous models have been proposed to explain various aspects of the auroral
footprint of Io. By rigorous measurements of the di�erent footprint characteristics,
we can validate or discard these theoretical ideas and thus improve our understand-
ing of the phenomenon. However, in some cases, no existing model is able to explain
the new observations. For example, the overall evolution of the IFP spots multiplic-
ity in general and of the inter-spot distance in particular, did not match the expec-
tations of the traditional models. We discovered that a faint spot was systematically
seen upstream of the main spot in one hemisphere when only downstream spots were
seen in the opposite hemisphere. Moreover, the minimum distance between the �rst
two spots is observed when Io is in the torus center. These observations contra-
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dicted all previous models and we thus proposed a new interpretation of the spots
multiplicity. This contribution can be considered as the main result of this work.
The Io footprint is formed of at least three individual spots and an extended trailing
tail in each hemisphere. According to this new framework, one spot, generally the
brightest one, is located at the foot of the direct Alfvén wing and we named it the
Main Alfvén Wing (MAW) spot. Another spot is related to electrons accelerated
away from the planet in one hemisphere, crossing the equatorial plane in the form
of electron beams and precipitating in the opposite hemisphere. This spot is called
the trans-hemispheric electron beam (TEB) spot. Finally the third spot is located
at the foot of the re�ected Alfvén wing (RAW) on the torus boundary and is called
the RAW spot.

This new interpretation o�ers the advantage to explain many di�erent observa-
tions whithin a common framework. The electro-magnetic interaction between Io
and the incoming torus plasma generates Alfvén waves propagating towards Jupiter
in the form of Alfvén wings. Part of these waves is re�ected by the plasma den-
sity gradient while the remainder escapes the torus. Between the torus border and
Jupiter, inertial e�ects become more and more important, resulting in the acceler-
ation of electrons both toward and away from the planet. As a consequence, some
electrons are directly propelled into the Jovian ionosphere at the foot of the Alfvén
wing, creating the MAW spot. The electrons accelerated in the opposite direction
then form an electron beam and cross the Io orbit plane, as observed in situ by
Galileo instruments. Part of the electrons from the beam then precipitate into the
opposite hemisphere, generating the TEB spot. When the re�ected Alfvén wing
reaches the opposite torus boundary, part of the waves can �nally escape from the
torus and generate the RAW spot. This interpretation explains both quanlitatively
and quantitatively the evolution of the inter-spot distances as a function of the
position of Io in the plasma torus.

However, analysis of the Io footprint does not only provide information on the
Io-Jupiter interaction. The detailed study of the Io footprint position brings useful
constraints to improve the magnetic �eld models of Jupiter, since it provides us
with information on the surface magnetic �eld which is inaccessible to magnetomet-
ric instruments on board �ying-by or orbiting spacecraft. For example, the large
divergence of the Io, Europa and Ganymede footpaths around 100° System III longi-
tude in the northern hemisphere is an evidence for a large magnetic �eld anomaly in
this sector. The analysis of the speed of the MAW spot revealed that this anomaly
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might be accompanied by a fainter anomaly around 290° System longitude. Finally,
we demonstrated that the current magnetic �eld models are not accurate enough
to allow us to estimate the shift between the actual MAW spot position and the
location of the foot of the unperturbed �eld lines passing through Io (i.e. the lead
angle). This parameter was supposed to decide which far �eld interaction model,
between the unipolar inductor and the ideal Alfvén wing models, was the best one.
However, it appears that the inter-spot distance is a much more reliable tool which
showed that none of these models is suitable, as stated above.

The increased amount of available data also allowed us to resolve some apparent
contradictions in the literature concerning the the size of the Io MAW spot. Some
authors suggested that the footprint had approximately the projected size of Io along
unperturbed �eld lines. Others claimed that the footprint size was much larger and
re�ected the size of an extended interaction region at Io which includes the wake of
stagnating plasma. Recognizing that the Io footprint is a three-dimensional struc-
ture made of several distinct features, we carefully selected the favorable observing
geometries to derive the length (∼ 900 km), the width (< 200 km) and vertical
extent (scale height:∼ 400 km, peak altitude: ∼ 900 km) of the MAW spot. The
measured length is three to four times larger than the length of an unperturbed
Io �ux tube, in accordance with simulations taking the non-linear e�ects in the
Alfvén waves propagation into account (Jacobsen et al., 2007). The width roughly
corresponds to the projected width of Io, which also agrees with model expecta-
tions. The large scale height of the MAW emissions implies a broad distribution of
the impinging electrons, which strengthens the hypothesis of electron acceleration
mainly driven by inertial Alfvén waves. The peak altitude is nevertheless surpris-
ingly high since spectral observations showed some methane absorption while the
methane homopause was expected to lie around 250 km. Similar peak altitudes
and scale heights have been found for the tail. We modeled the vertical emission
pro�le based on several theoretical electron energy distributions and the best �t was
achieved with a kappa distribution with κ = 2.4 and a mean energy of ∼ 1 keV.
This result is even more puzzling since a recent model postulated that a quasi-static
electric �eld is the cause for the tail emission (Ergun et al., 2009), which would have
led to a much more peaked electron distribution. This result suggests that the elec-
tron acceleration in the tail also originates from Alfvén waves. Finally, the altitude
of the TEB spot appears to be 200 km lower than the MAW spot of the tail.

As far as the brightness of the IFP is concerned, we studied two di�erent timescales
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for which signi�cant variations can be found. The shortest timescale is on the order
of one minute and systematically observed �uctuations are on the order of 30% of
the mean brightness but can reach up to 50%. Correlated variations of the MAW
and the TEB spots suggested that the mechanism leading to these rapid �uctua-
tions should be located close to the Jovian surface. On timescales of tens of minutes
to hours, the di�erent spots nevertheless appear to behave independently, con�rm-
ing the hypothesis of a di�erent origin for these spots. Additionally, even if the
brightness peaks when Io is near the torus center, strong asymmetries are observed
between the hemispheres. The global behavior favors the idea that the interaction
strength at Io and/or the mixing of the spots are the main drivers for the MAW spot
brightness, but the asymmetries suggest that the surface magnetic �eld strength also
plays a signi�cant role.

8.2 Future work and perspectives

So far, the new measurement method for the spots brightness and emitted power
only provided preliminary results and additional ones are expected in the near fu-
ture. When its reliability will be fully assessed, even for faint emissions, it will be
interesting to study in detail the evolution of the brightness for all the spots, which
could help con�rming the scenario of the trans-hemispheric electron beams.

Indeed, our new interpretation of the secondary spot as being related to trans-
hemispheric electron beams solves many problems related to the understanding of
the Io-Jupiter electro-magnetic interaction. For example, this interpretation simul-
taneously explains the evolution of the inter-spot distances in the ionosphere and
the observation of electron beams at Io. However, this model requires further im-
provements to be completely validated. First of all, this interpretation postulates
that electrons are accelerated in both directions in the acceleration region. If bi-
directional electron acceleration is known to be possible in the presence of inertial
Alfvén waves, it should nevertheless be demonstrated 1) that a su�cient amount
of energy can escape the torus in the form of Alfvén waves and 2) that the inertial
Alfvén waves are accelerating the electrons with an adequate e�ciency in both direc-
tions. Galileo in situ measurements of radio emissions suggested that �lamentation
of the Alfvén waves should take place in the plasma torus(Chust et al., 2005). Hess
et al. (in preparation)Hess et al. (in preparationa) claim that this �lamentation is
indeed necessary for the energy to leave the torus in the form of Alfvén waves but
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that it also considerably increases the e�ciency of the electron acceleration at high
latitude.

Another theoretical issue is the location of the observed electron beams. These
beams have not only been observed downstream from Io but also above the polar
caps. The unipolar inductor scenario could explain why the beams are falling back on
Io, but it is unable to explain the occurrence of secondary spots. On the other hand,
the ideal Alfvén wing model would locate the beams much downstream from the
places where they were observed. Jacobsen et al. (submitted) show that simulations
realistically computing the non-linear e�ects on the Alfvén waves propagation can
reproduce convincingly both the location of the electron beams at Io and the inter-
spot distances in the Jovian ionosphere.

Other issues deserve further attention. One of the most intriguing �nding of this
thesis consists in the short timescale variations and the correlated brightness varia-
tions of the MAW and the TEB spots in the southern hemisphere. One important
question on these rapid variations concerns their periodicities. Are they related to
bursty events or are they repetitive? If they are quasi-periodic, is this period vary-
ing and what could drive these variations? The simultaneous evolution of adjacent
spots suggests that the mechanism driving this short timescale variability is located
relatively close to the planetary surface. However, the number of observed cases is
extremely limited and more observations are required to con�rm this observation
and to precise the conditions needed for these simultaneous variations. For exam-
ple, we would like to know if the distance between the spots should remain below
a given threshold. Thanks to the recent restoration of the STIS instrument, new
time-tag sequences of the southern Io footprint have been acquired in late August-
early September 2009 with the above questions in mind, but the data have not been
processed yet.

Another interesting topic is the link between the Io footprint and the Io related
decametric radio emissions. Our new Io reference contour and the measured inter-
spot distances are of considerable help in this domain since it pinpoints the exact
spots location when radio emissions are observed (Hess et al., in preparationb).
Additionally, the magnetic �eld anomalies that we highlighted in this work and
the subsequent magnetic �eld model improvements could also be useful to better
understand location of the active regions as well as the shape of the radio arcs on
the dynamic spectra.

Moreover, footprint observations in the infrared domain, and particularly spec-
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tra, could provide a wealth of precious information on the state of the atmosphere.
We found that both the hydrocarbon pro�le and the pressure-altitude relationship
in the polar regions in general and at the Io footprint are not similar to the ones
measured near the equator. Information on the temperature and on the hydrocar-
bon pro�le could be retrieved from these spectra. Simulations of the atmospheric
response to the sudden and massive input of energy related to the Io footprint could
also be necessary to fully understand the observations. Finally, no systematic anal-
ysis of the Io footprint has been made on IR auroral images. Future studies could
verify that the overall morphology is evolving similarly to the FUV morphology,
and, possibly more interestingly, that the relative spot brightness is also varying in
the same way.

8.3 Final words

The present work is currently the most detailed study of the Io UV footprint. The
measurements reported here and their interpretation helped to clarify some contro-
versial issues, dissipated some misunderstandings and signi�cantly modi�ed our view
of the Io-Jupiter interaction in general and of the Io footprint in particular. One
of the most striking results, if con�rmed, is the identi�cation of auroral emissions
caused by electrons originating from the opposite hemisphere. Similar emissions are
expected to occur on Earth as well (e.g. Carlson et al., 1998), but they are much
more complex to demonstrate since we cannot track the electron beams from one
hemisphere to the other. Moreover, electron beams are also observed in the Kronian
magnetosphere (Saur et al., 2006; Mitchell et al., 2009) as well as in other places in
the Jovian magnetosphere (Mauk and Saur , 2007), suggesting that anti-planetward
electron acceleration is a universal process. However, contrary to all these examples,
the geometry of the �eld lines is known with a much better accuracy at Io, which
allows us to relate more easily auroral and equatorial observations. Consequently,
the Io-Jupiter case is not only the paradigm of systems consisting in a conducting
celestial body orbiting a strongly magnetised one. It also appears to be a natural
laboratory to study some physical processes related to Alvén waves, such as their
re�ection on density gradients, their �lamentation and the electron acceleration that
is related to them.
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Appendix A

Altitude of Saturn's aurora

A.1 Forewords

Most of the techniques developed to study the Io footprint on HST images can and
have been extended to other studies based on the same type of images. We noted
in Chapter 2 that the scripts used to generate the Jupiter HST imaging and spec-
tral database and catalog have been adapted to build similar Saturn HST imaging
database and catalog. The analysis of Saturn images demonstrates that radial cuts
in�ection points can be used to reliably and automatically compute the planetary
center position on the HST images. Similarly, the methods developed to study the
Io footprint tail vertical pro�les can also be applied to Saturn's auroral emissions.
The present appendix presents a peper in which we used the limb-scanning tech-
nique developed for the Io tail emissions to study the altitude of Saturn's aurora.
The main di�erence is that, in the present case, we cannot be sure that the emission
region is exactly in the limb plane. Actually, the measured peak altitude represents
the minimum value for the real peak altitude for geometrical reasons: if the emis-
sion region is not located exactly in the limb plane, its apparent altitude is smaller
than its real altitude (see Figure A.1). If the UV light hydrocarbon absorption were
strong, the opposite e�ect, i.e. an over-estimation of the actual peak altitude, would
take place. No short wavelength light could escape from the atmosphere from below
the hydrocarbon homopause, setting an apparent peak altitude threshold. However,
this latter e�ect is very unlikely to a�ect our images since UV spectra usually show
little or no FUV absorption signature (see the discussion in the next section).

The estimate of the peak auroral altitude, together with measurements of the
emission region pressure and temperature, led us to modify the equatorial atmo-
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Figure A.1: (right) Evolution of the real emission altitude as a function of the
angular distance (D) from the limb plane. The observed emission altitude is set at
1000 km.

spheric model in order to meet the observational constraints in the polar regions.
Additional details on the way this model is built are given in Section A.3. Finally,
in the last section of this appendix, I describe how the routines that I developed
to derive the precipitating electron energy distribution in the Io footprint tail were
applied to characterize the energy distribution leading to the Kronian main auroral
emissions.
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A.2.1 Abstract

Images of Saturn's aurora at the limb have been collected with the Advanced Cam-
era for Surveys on board the Hubble Space Telescope. They show that the peak of
Saturn's nightside emission is generally located 900� 1300 km above the 1-bar level.
On the other hand, methane and H2 columns overlying the aurora have been deter-
mined from the analysis of FUV and EUV spectra, respectively. Using a low-latitude
model, these columns place the emission layer at or above 610 km. One possibility
to solve this apparent discrepancy between imaging and spectral observations is to
assume that the thermospheric temperature in the auroral region sharply increases
at a higher pressure level than in the low-latitude regions. Using an electron trans-
port code, we estimate the characteristic energy of the precipitated electrons derived
from these observations to be in the range 1�5 keV using a low latitude model and
5�30 keV in case of the modi�ed model.
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A.2.2 Introduction

Images collected with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have shown that Saturn's
auroral morphology is characterized by a dynamic aurora ring located between 70°
and 80° which responds to the solar wind dynamic pressure (Gérard et al. (2004);
Clarke et al. (2005); Grodent et al. (2005a)). The energy of the primary auroral
electrons exciting the H2 emissions in Saturn's ultraviolet aurora has so far only been
determined indirectly using two distinct spectral methods. The �rst approach makes
use of the FUV color ratio, taking advantage of the strong wavelength dependence of
the methane absorption cross section between 130 and 145 nm. When the emission
layer is located below the homopause, the altitude where the molecular and eddy
di�usion coe�cients are equal, wavelengths <145 nm are partly absorbed by the
overlying hydrocarbon column. Ultraviolet spectra of Saturn's aurora at ∼3 nm
resolution were �rst obtained with the UVS instrument during the Voyager 1 and
2 �ybys of the planet (Broadfoot et al. (1981); Sandel et al. (1982)). Broadfoot

et al. (1981) noted that limb scans with the UVS slit locate the auroral emission
approximately 800 km above the limb. Sandel et al. (1982) found that, unlike the
Jovian aurora, most spectra of Saturn's aurora did not indicate the presence of
absorption by hydrocarbons. A particularly bright spectrum was best �tted with
a CH4 column of 8 × 1015 cm−2, suggesting an electron energy of ∼10 keV. Six
auroral spectra obtained with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS)
were analyzed by Gérard et al. (2004) who found indications of a weak absorption
by methane. Using Moses et al. (2000) low latitude atmosphere model and an
electron energy � H2 column relationship, they derived a primary electron energy of
12 ± 3 keV. Recently, Gustin et al. (2009) analyzed a Cassini-UVIS FUV spectrum
moderately absorbed by a vertical CH4 column of 1.2×1016 cm−2, corresponding to
electron energies near ∼10 keV. Other UVIS spectra were found to be unabsorbed by
methane (J. Gustin, private communication, 2008), suggesting that the maximum
electron energy is ∼15 keV, which corresponds to an altitude of ∼620 km in the
low-latitude atmospheric model by Moses et al. (2000). A second approach is based
on the presence of self-absorption of H2 lines below 120 nm. Transitions connecting
to the ground state v′′ = 0 and 1 vibrational level may be self-absorbed by the
overlying H2 gas, leading to a weakening of EUV speci�c lines and an increase of
intensities at longer wavelengths (Gustin et al. (2004a)). Sandel et al. (1982) found
that one UVS spectrum was best �tted using a spectral model with an overlying
H2 column of 1 × 1020 cm−2. Gustin et al. (2009) used a detailed spectral model
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to make a thorough analysis of spectra at ∼0.2 resolution collected with the Far
Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) satellite. An excellent �t to the line
intensity distribution found a rotational temperature of ∼400 K, in agreement with
the 420 ± 50 K obtained byMelin et al. (2007) from ground based H+

3 IR spectra. A
foreground vertical H2 abundance of 3× 1019 cm−2 derived from the FUSE spectra
corresponds to a pressure level of ∼0.1 µbar, independently of any atmospheric
model, and to an altitude of ∼660 km in the Moses et al. (2000) model.

A.2.3 Observations and Data Analysis

The HST FUV images used for this study were taken during the HST-Cassini cam-
paign (GO 10862 program) between January 13, 2007 and February 16, 2008 when
the subsolar latitude ranged from 14.2° S to 8.3° S. They were obtained with the
photon-counting Multi-Anode Micro-channel Array (MAMA) of the High Resolution
Camera Solar Blind Channel (SBC) on the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS).
The point spread function is <2 pixels FWHM. Images were taken both with the
F125LP �lter (sensitive to the H2 Lyman and Werner bands but excluding the H
Lyman�α line) and with the F115LP �lter (which includes Lyman�α). In this pro-
gram, a typical orbit sequence consists of �ve 100-s exposures taken with the F125LP
�lter (Ly-α rejected), followed by nine 100-s exposures with the F115LP �lter (Ly-α
included) and �nally another �ve 100-s exposures with the F125LP �lter. The �eld
of view of 35× 31 arcsec2 is wider than Saturn's apparent equatorial diameter of 10
arcsec, and thus also includes part of the ring system of the planet.

After dark current subtraction and �at-�eld and geometric corrections, the �nal
image plate scale is 0.0301 arcsec/pixel in each direction. The �rst step in the
analysis consists in the accurate determination of the planetary center. Since the
HST pointing accuracy is limited by the onboard guide star catalogue that may
include a 1-arcsec (∼30 pixels) uncertainty, the planetary central pixel must be
determined using the image itself. Given the Earth-Saturn distance for the time of
the observation and the plate scale, our automatic method �ts elliptic ribbons to
the Kronian A, B and C rings. The center of these ellipses provides an estimate of
Saturn's center position in the �eld of view of ACS with an accuracy of ∼1 pixel.
The plate scale is then directly converted into an altitude scale so that the location
of the 1-bar level may be determined. To improve the signal to noise ratio, images
have been co-added by sets of 5 consecutive images obtained with the same �lter.
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Radial cuts of the planetary disk at di�erent angles are then generated and are
rebinned to increase the signal to noise ratio.

Figure A.9 shows an example of an ACS exposure obtained on January 21, 2007
at 0322 UT with the F115LP �lter clearly showing a brightness gap between the
limb and the auroral emission. The altitude of the 1-bar level calculated from the
camera plate scale is indicated by the white contour. It is seen that this contour
agrees within one pixel with the position of the observed sunlit limb, corresponding
to the 1-bar altitude level. Figure A.9 also shows the observed light curve along
a radial cut through the auroral region. The location of the calculated 1-bar level
altitude is shown by the vertical dashed line. The brightness decreases rapidly above
the limb but increases again beyond 650 km. The light curve shows a peak near
1150 km, corresponding to the auroral emission layer observed on the image of the
planetary disk.

A.2.4 Altitude of the Auroral Emission Peak

To analyze the dataset, an automatic algorithm performs radial scans from the
planet's center with 0.1° steps to cover the entire southern auroral region. For each
step, the algorithm determines the maximum in the light curve between 0 and 2000
km. A median �ltering over 20 pro�les (i.e. ∼2°) is then performed and the code
identi�es the longest sequence of points above 500 km. This sequence retains only
the points where the light curve gap is observed under the auroral emission. We then
compute the maximum peak altitude in this point sequence with the median �lter.
This method provides the actual altitude of the emission layer assuming that the
aurora is located in the plane of the observed planetary limb and provides a lower
limit otherwise. Our statistical study is based on 836 individual images leading to
176 light curves. We �nd that the average emission peak is 1111 ± 347 km for
exposures taken with the F115LP �lter, 1181 ± 251 km with the F125LP �lter,
leading to an average value of 1145 ± 305 km when all images are considered. The
70 km di�erence between the two �lters is not signi�cant, considering the value of
the standard deviations.

We now examine the implications of this altitude determination and how they
�t with the other constraints based on analysis of FUV and EUV spectra. To sum-
marize, the FUSE spectra indicate that the auroral emission originates from a level
of ∼0.1 µbar in a region where the temperature is ∼400 K, a value incompatible
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Figure A.2: (top) Zoom on an image of Saturn's south polar region obtained with
the ACS camera. Auroral emission is clearly observed beyond the nightside limb.
The white contours indicate the calculated location of the 1-bar level; parallels and
meridians are shown 30° apart. The dark oblique stripe is the shadow of the detector
repelling wire of the ACS camera. The dashed and the dotted lines indicate the 0
and 1000 km respectively. (bottom) Cut through the auroral region showing an
emission peak near 1150 km.
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Figure A.3: Pressure-temperature relationship in the Moses et al. (2000) model
transposed to polar latitudes (dashed line) and in an alternative possible high-
latitude model (solid line). The horizontal line indicates the 0.1 µbar level and
the full circle indicates the temperature at this pressure level.
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Figure A.4: Altitude-pressure relationship in the Moses et al. (2000) model adapted
to polar latitudes (dashed line) and in the modi�ed model (solid line). The vertical
line indicates the 0.1 µbar level deduced from spectral constraints and the grey zone
shows the range of peak altitudes derived from the present study. The full circle
indicates the region meeting the pressure and altitude observational constraints.

with 135 K at 0.1 µbar provided by the low-latitude model of Moses et al. (2000).
Figure A.3 compares observational results with the pressure-temperature relation-
ship in the low-latitude model by Moses et al. (2000) adapted to auroral latitudes
by adjusting the value of the gravity. The 0.1-µbar pressure determined from the
FUSE spectra is indicated by a horizontal line and the auroral temperature of 400
K derived from the H

+

3 and the H2 spectra is indicated by a closed circle. Another
disagreement between auroral observations and the Moses et al. model is clearly ap-
parent in Figure A.4 showing the altitude-pressure relationship. The vertical lines
at 0.1 µbar show the emission level based on the FUSE spectra and the horizontal
bars de�ne the range of variability of the auroral emission peak centered on 1150
km. The circle locates the central point meeting both constraints. It is situated at
a pressure level approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the Moses et al.

(2000) model at 1150 km. Inversely, in the Moses et al. model, the 0.1 µbar pres-
sure is at an altitude of ∼600 km, 550 km below our auroral limb observations. We
thus conclude that the low latitude model cannot match the observational evidence
derived from a recent set of auroral spectral observations. In particular, Figure A.3
shows that the strong evidence (from both IR and FUV spectra) of an auroral tem-
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perature of ∼400 K is met at pressures less than 2 × 10−2 µbar. To reconcile both
datasets, we speculate that the thermal structure of the auroral upper atmosphere
of Saturn is modi�ed by the presence of auroral particle and Joule heating whose
e�ect is to deposit energy and heat up the region located below the 10−2 µbar level.
This heating does not appreciably increase the local exospheric temperature since
meridional transport e�ciently redistributes heat from the polar to the equatorial
regions. The role of transport was demonstrated by Smith et al. (2005) using a three-
dimensional atmospheric circulation model. As an example, Figure A.3 presents an
alternative model meeting the observational constraints listed before. We arbitrarily
modi�ed the temperature between 103 and 10−4 µbar in such a manner as to reach
a value of ∼400 K at the 0.1 µbar level. The functional dependence used by Yelle

et al. (1996) for Jupiter's thermosphere is adopted with a mesospheric temperature
T0 = 160 K, an α parameter = 0.03, and an exospheric temperature T∞ = 420 K
reached at zm = 650 km. Between 1 and 10 mbars, the temperature pro�le is a
linear combination between Moses et al. (2000) values and the expression given by
Yelle et al. (1996). From this modi�ed pressure-temperature relationship, the new
pressure-altitude curve is derived assuming hydrostatic equilibrium and shown in
Figure 3. Incidentally, we note that the faster increase of temperature above the
1-bar level probably implies a lowering of the altitude of the homopause compared
to the low latitude value. In this case, the full circle corresponding to a pressure of
0.1 µbar and an altitude of 1150 km falls near the center of the rectangle de�ned
by the observational constraints from the FUSE spectra and the HST limb images,
while meeting the 400 K determination from the EUV and infrared auroral spectra.

We now examine what may be inferred from the altitude of the emission layer
about the characteristic energy of the auroral electrons. For this purpose, a series of
simulations has been made with an electron transport code to calculate the vertical
distribution of the H2 FUV volume emission rate. These calculations are based on a
direct simulation Monte Carlo method solving the Boltzmann equation described by
Shematovich et al. (1994) for the Earth's thermosphere. It was subsequently applied
by Bisikalo et al. (1996) to an H2-dominated upper atmosphere by replacing cross
sections by those appropriate to proton and electron collisions with H2 and H.
Figure A.5 illustrates the altitude distribution of the total H2 Lyman and Werner
band emission calculated for a series of monoenergetic electron beams ranging from
∼750 eV to 30 keV with an isotropic pitch angle distribution. The dashed line curves
have been obtained using the Moses et al. (2000) model adapted to gravity in the
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Figure A.5: Volume emission rate of H2 FUV emissions calculated with a Monte
Carlo electron transport code for various primary electron energies. Dotted lines,
the low latitude model by Moses et al. (2000) is used; solid lines, same using the
modi�ed temperature pro�le model shown in Figure A.3.

polar regions. To generate an emission peak at 1100 km, simulations show that
electron energies need to be about 2 keV. This value is close to the that obtained in
recent models (Cowley et al. (2008), and references therein) as the minimum �eld-
aligned voltage required to produce the current density compatible with Cassini
observations.

The simulations also show that electrons about 20 keV are required to generate
an emission peak at 0.1 µbar, independently of the temperature pro�le. The conse-
quence is that in order to produce auroral emission at 1100 km, the pressure levels
must be located at a higher altitude than in the low-latitude model. For comparison,
calculations performed with the modi�ed model are illustrated in Figure 4 by the
solid lines. As expected, all curves for a given energy are now located at a higher
altitude. In particular, electrons with energies of about 20 keV produce an emission
peak at 1100 km, the auroral altitude determined in this study.

We also note that this result depends somewhat on the adopted pitch angle
distribution. For example, if the precipitation is �eld-aligned, the pressure reached
by 20 keV electrons would be less than doubled, changing from 0.06 to 0.1 µbar. In
other words, the energy required for �eld aligned electrons to reach a given pressure
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level would be approximately divided by 2, corresponding to an energy of ∼10 keV.

A.2.5 Conclusions

Analysis of over 800 images of Saturn's FUV aurora above the nightside limb indicate
that the maximum H2 emission is observed at an altitude of about 1100 km. A set of
independent spectral observations indicate that i) the temperature prevailing in the
region of emission is close to 400 K, ii) the auroral electron energy is occasionally high
enough to produce a weak absorption by methane, iii) the H2 column overlying the
emission layer corresponds to a pressure level of about 0.1 µbar. Electrons of 15�20
keV deposit their energy at this pressure level, independently of the detailed thermal
structure. We �nd that the set of di�erent observations can only be reconciled if
the thermal structure of the high-latitude thermosphere is di�erent from the low-
latitude reference model available so far.We estimate the characteristic energy of the
precipitating electrons giving a luminosity peak near 1100 km to be in the range 1�5
keV using a low latitude model and 5�30 keV in case of the modi�ed model.

The occasional presence of hydrocarbon absorption in the FUV spectra may re-
sult from sporadic hardening of the energy spectrum of the precipitated electrons.
The results of our numerical simulations in Figure A.5 indicate that >10 keV elec-
trons may produce emission near the homopause region located at ∼800 km in the
low-latitude model. However, ∼100 keV electrons would be needed in our modi�ed
pro�le, in which the homopause altitude is close to 500 km, in order to generate a
signi�cant absorption in the FUV. Further study of the circumstances when hydro-
carbon absorption is observed should help to clarify this issue.

A.3 Additional details on the modi�ed Kronian po-

lar atmospheric model

In the above section, we highlighted the danger to extrapolate atmospheric models
constrained by equatorial measurements to the polar regions. We already discussed
this issue on Section 5.5 when we tried to reconcile direct altitude measurement and
color ratio measurements for the IFP tail. On Saturn, we proposed a modi�ed model
for the polar region atmospheric vertical pro�les on Saturn. Here I provide more
details on how this modi�ed atmosphere is built and some underlying consequences.
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The modi�ed model is basically an empirical modi�cation of the equatorial at-
mosphere model from Moses et al. (2000) (hereafter called Moses model) designed
to meet three observational constrains: the pressure (∼0.1µbar), the temperature
(∼ 400 K) and the altitude (∼1100 km) of the auroral emissions. The pressure-
temperature pro�le we adopted is divided into three parts:

� for pressures bellow 103µbar, the temperature is described by the following
formula (from Yelle et al. (1996)):

T (a) = T0 +
T∞ − T0

1 + e−α(a−am)

where a is the altitude of the considered point1 (in km), T0 is the mesospheric
temperature (in K), T∞ is the exospheric temperature (in K), α is linked to the
maximum temperature gradient 2 and am is the maximum gradient altitude
(in km). The adopted values are: T0 = 160K, T∞ = 420K, α = 0.04 and
am = 550 km.

� for pressures above 104µbar, the pressure temperature relationship is identical
to the one from the Moses model,

� between 103µbar and 104µbar, the temperature pro�le is a linear combination
transition between the 2 above pro�les.

Starting from our new pressure-temperature relationship, we computed the altitude
pro�le as a function of the pressure, based on the hydrostatic equilibrium formula:

z1 = z0 − (p1 − p0)
kT1

M1g1

where k is the Boltzmann constant3 and zx is the altitude (in m), px is the pres-
sure (in Pa), Tx is the temperature (in K), Mx is the mean molecular mass (in kg)
and gx is the gravity acceleration (in m/s) at level x. Note that the gravity accel-
eration is evaluated for each step assuming a latitude of 80°. The mean molecular
mass is also re-evaluated for each step based on the pressure-composition pro�les
from the Moses model. It can be seen in Figure A.4 that this new pro�le meets the

1At this stage, the altitude-pressure relationship is still the one from the Moses model. We will
only adapt this relationship later in the process.

2α = 4
T∞−T0

dT
dz |z=zm

where zm is the altitude of maximum temperature gradient.
3k = 1.3807× 10−23J/s.
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Figure A.6: Plot of the vertical temperature gradient. The solid line corresponds to
the Moses model and the dashed line represents the modi�ed pro�le.

observational constraints while the Moses pro�le, even adapted for the gravity a 80°
latitude does not.

Figure A.6 shows that the new temperature-pressure relationship keeps approxi-
mately the same maximum temperature gradient value, but this maximum is shifted
from 800 km to 500 km.

The density pro�le is then computed from the perfect gas law:

n =
p

kT

where n is the density, p is the pressure, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature. Figure A.7 shows the original Moses density pro�le (i.e. for a 30°
latitude) in dotted line, the Moses pro�le adapted for the gravity at 80° latitude in
solid line and the new modi�ed pro�le in dashed line.

The modi�cations we propose to make the polar atmosphere model compatible
with measurements is purely ad-hoc and empirical. However, the fact that the tem-
perature raises deeper than in the equatorial regions has physical causes. Usually,
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Figure A.7: Density pro�les. The solid line represents the pro�le from the equatorial
Moses model adapted for 80° latitude. The dotted line line represents the original
Moses pro�le at 30° latitude. The dashed line represents the output of the new
modi�ed model.

the region where the temperature abruptly increases in giant planet atmospheres
corresponds to the hydrocarbon homopause. Indeed these molecules generally act
as a cooler for the atmosphere, radiating the excess energy to space in the form of
IR emissions. The hydrocarbon content of the atmosphere sharply decreases when
turbulent di�usion is not su�cient to homogenize the atmospheric constituents.
The dominant hydrocarbon molecule in the giant planets atmospheres is methane
(CH4). The methane homopause is de�ned as the point where the molecular and
eddy di�usion coe�cients for methane are equal. The changes we propose for the
temperature pro�le, and therefore, to the density pro�le also a�ect the molecular
di�usion coe�cient. This coe�cient can be computed with the following formula
(Gladstone, 1982):

D(z) = 2.3× 1017T (z)0.765

n(z)

√
16.04

m

m+ 2.016

18.059
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Figure A.8: Pro�les of the di�usion coe�cients as a function of the altitude. The
black lines correspond to the Moses model while the red lines correspond to the
modi�ed atmosphere. The molecular di�usion coe�cients are show on solid lines
and the eddy di�usion coe�cients are shown in dashed lines.

where m is the CH4 molecular mass (mCH4 = 16),D(z) is the molecular di�usion
coe�cient in cm2s−1, T (z) is the temperature in K and n(z) is the total density in
cm−3. Figure A.8 shows the molecular di�usion coe�cients both from the Moses
model and the modi�ed model. The eddy di�usion coe�cient is much more com-
plex and poorly constrained. We chose here to keep the relationship between eddy
di�usion coe�cient and the pressure from the Moses model. We determine that we
need to divide the eddy di�usion coe�cient by a factor of 15 to get an homopause
altitude corresponding to the new temperature gradient altitude.

A.4 Estimate of the particle energy distribution

Since we are able to extract vertical pro�les of Saturn's auroral emissions, it is also
possible to remove an empirical background disk intensity pro�le in order to obtain
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Figure A.9: Example of radial pro�le through the Kronian aurora. An empirical
background disk pro�le has been removed.

a vertical pro�le only containing the auroral contribution (Figure A.9). On the
case of Saturn, the disk pro�le is simply a radial pro�le extracted outside of the
auroral region. We note that by removing the disk background, the mean peak
altitude decreased down to 1050 km (which remains within the uncertainty bars of
the previous estimate). Moreover, if we try to �t a Chapman pro�le (see Equation
5.1) to the observed curve, as we did for the Io tail, the emission scale height is
550± 115 km.

We can now try to �nd the theoretical electron energy distribution that matches
the observed pro�le, as we did for tail pro�les on Jupiter. Assuming a mono-
energetic, a Maxwellian or a Kappa distribution, we seek for the set of parameters
that best �ts the observed pro�le (Figure A.10). The corresponding di�erential in-
tensities are shown in Figure A.11. The mean energies deduced from the best �ts
range from ∼10 keV for the Kappa distribution to ∼20 keV for the mono-energetic
one, the mean energy for the Maxwellian distribution being around ∼12 keV. Sim-
ilarly to the Io tail pro�les, the Kronian pro�le width can neither be reproduced
satisfactorily with a mono-energetic distribution nor by a Maxwellian distribution.
However, even the Kappa distribution seems unable to reproduce the high altitude
part of the pro�le. Consequently, the energy spectrum of these three theoretical
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Kappa


κ=2.33
kT=755 eV

Maxwellian

kT=6350 eV

Mono-energetic

kT=19.5 keV

Figure A.10: Observed and simulated vertical emission pro�les. The observations
and the estimated uncertainties are represented by the solid line surrounded by
the dotted lines. The three other lines are the best �t vertical pro�les based the
theoretical distributions. The green long dashed line corresponds to the mono-
energetic distribution, the red small dashed line to the kappa distribution and the
blue the dash-dotted line to the Maxwellian distribution. None of these theoretical
pro�les provides a reasonable �t of the observed curve because they underestimate
the high altitude emissions.

distributions is too narrow and a soft energy component appears to be missing.
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Kappa


κ=2.33
kT=755 eV

Maxwellian

kT=6350 eV

Figure A.11: Energy spectra computed with the best �t parameters for a kappa
distribution (red dashed line), and a Maxwelllian distribution (blue dash-dotted
line). Note that these intensities are computed assuming an auroral curtain width
of 1000 km. This implies that if the real width of the curtain is 500 km, these values
should be multiplied by a factor of 2.
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